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Chapter 1

Introdution

There is no reason for me to rehash the existing theory of the topis in ommutative algebra and algebrai

urves whih are disussed below. While many of the topis should neessarily be familiar, the perspetive

here is de�nitely not. This is a purely algebrai approah to algebrai urves; and, as the title suggests, an

algebrai urve is to be treated as a byprodut of a funtion �eld, rather than an algebrai variety of some

sort that happens to have a funtion �eld that may or may not be useful related to it.

This is to be an example-driven text, with the underlying priniple that a well-hosen example an lead

to orret and insightful self-evident theory, whereas as example-free theory doesn't neessarily suggest the

ontext from whih it was derived. To reinfore this, this is strutured as a ross-referened .pdf �le that

an be read one example at a time, with likable de�nitions, algorithms, and omputer algebra (input,

output, and/or ode). This allows examples to preede de�nitions and suggest theory, rather than having

unmotivated de�nitions, theorems, and proofs to preede the examples from whih they were derived or with

whih they were meant to deal.

An ative interplay with various omputer algebra systems (CASs), suh as Magma, Maaulay2, and

Singular used here, an be extremely enlightening, and an be a means of testing ideas before they are

written as theory.

Also it is important to make sure that the theory works best on simple examples before trying to generalize

it. In fat the generalization proess should require revisiting simpler examples at eah step to see what

needs to be revised and improved. Little should be taken for granted. Just beause some notation and

theory is set in stone as a result of deades of use doesn't make it the right way to view a subjet. As with

the motto that any omputer program an be written better, so it should be with mathematial theory.

At this point it is possible to proeed through the ommutative algebra or to skip diretly to the new

perspetive on algebrai urves (12). What is appropriate depends on the bakground of the reader, but

there should be su�ient ross-referenes to go bak and forth between the two.
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4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

It should be noted however that the rings seriously onsidered herein are not just multivariate polynomial

rings, but more spei�ally multivariate polynomial rings with a monomial ordering, so that elements an

atually be written down in some preditable anonial form that is not just some generi name. That is,

Singular requires a monomial ordering in the de�nition of a polynomial ring, Maaulay2 has a default

grevlex monomial ordering, and Magma has a default lex monomial ordering, so that while input may not

have to be anonial in form, probably the internal form and de�nitely output are neessarily anonial.

ring R=0,(x,y),lp;

R=QQ[x,y,MonomialOrder=>Lex℄;

R<x,y>:=PolynomialRing(Rationals(),2);

are examples of ring de�nitions in Singular, Maaulay2, and Magma respetively, for R := Q[x, y] with
a lexiographial monomial ordering having x ≻ y (whether expliit or impliit) that must be made before

typing input suh as 2y2x − x2. The resulting output will then have a anonial form −x2 + 2xy2 That is,

variables suh as x and y must live somewhere (and ombinations of them must have a preditable anonial

form for some funtions on them to make sense).

ring R=0,(x,y),dp;

R=QQ[x,y℄;

R<x,y>:=PolynomialRing(Rationals(),2,"grevlex");

are examples of ring de�nitions in Singular, Maaulay2, and Magma respetively, for R := Q[x, y] with
a graded reverse lexiographial monomial ordering having x ≻ y (whether expliit or impliit) that must

be made before typing input suh as −x2 + 2y2x. The resulting output will then have a anonial form

2xy2 − x2 Here the anonial form is di�erent beause it is based on a di�erent monomial ordering.

Singular in partiular is meant to handle the same multivariate polynomial ring with several di�erent

monomial orderings using built-in map imap and feth to move ideals from one ordered version to another,

while never allowing an unordered version of the ring.

So while it might be tempting to say some things about a polynomial ring that are (or seem to be)

independent of the monomial ordering, they will be viewed here as statements about polynomial rings with

monomial orderings that don't use the monomial ordering. In partiular they are independent of being able

to write down the elements in some presribed anonial way.

[A similar thing happens with vetor spaes, wherein ertain de�nitions and maybe theorems an be

stated in terms of generi names for vetors, whereas atual omputations generally require some expliit

anonial form for eah vetor to even be able to write a vetor down in any meaningful way. That is, it

is possible to de�ne what a basis for a subspae is by using only generi names for vetors, but in order to

apply that to a spei� set of vetors, it is probably neessary to have some expliit desription of those

vetors written in some anonial way.℄



Chapter 2

Canonial forms

How an this not be the most fundamental idea in this area? It should be the driving fore behind everything.

2.1 The integers mod p

Is (−1035, 3021,−1343, 1343,−11) an ordered list of anonial representatives for the osets i + 5Z of the

ideal 5Z of the ring of integers Z? Well, ordered list of representatives, yes; but alling them anonial would

seem to imply an algorithm to redue z ∈ Z diretly to one of them.

Likewise, there is nothing mathematially inorret with statements suh as

(i + pZ) + (j + pZ) = (i + j) + pZ

or

(i+ pZ) ∗ (j + pZ) = (i · j) + pZ.

But there isn't even an impliit suggestion that there are reasonable hoies for anonial representatives

for the osets of pZ, let alone a straightforward algorithm to redue elements of a oset to a anonial

representative; whereas this is of paramount onsideration omputationally. However, the notation:

(i+ pZ) + (j + pZ) = f(i+ j) + pZ

or

(i + pZ) ∗ (j + pZ) = f(i · j) + pZ,

with f an impliit redution algorithm, is not so theoretially pleasing.

Suh questions as what oset j+143Z ontains 301295 are trivial, absent the intent that j be a anonial
representative, and not 301295 itself. What's the big deal? Well, try asking other questions, suh as whether

301295 + 143Z and −12763902 + 143Z are the same oset? Here the answer is not quite so trivial; but at

least there is the existene of some algorithm impliit in the question itself.

This example is meant to motivate interest in questions of membership, hene isomorphism (6.2), whih

may not even register at a purely theoretial level, but whih may be fundamental at the omputational

level. It is probably more ommon theoretially to look for invariants that show that objets are di�erent,

rather than showing how to redue various objets to anonial form to show whether they are the same.

That is not to say that the latter is not done routinely; redution of a matrix to redued row-ehelon form

being an obvious example.
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6 CHAPTER 2. CANONICAL FORMS

To see what membership and isomorphism mean in pratie, jump to the outputs of the various CASs

for the normalization of the Klein quarti (13.1), ask yourself if these are the same answers in any sense, and

deide how you would onvine someone else of that.

Also go to (3) to see that it is not possible to blindly expet CASs to produe anonial results.
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2.2 Subspaes, modules, and ideals

Just as linear algebra deals with linear relations among all types of objets, ommutative algebra deals with

polynomial relations among all types of objets. That is, the objets satisfy polynomial equations, not that

they are polynomials themselves. The best example of this is that c := cos(θ) and s := sin(θ) satisfy the

polynomial equation c2 + s2 = 1.
So this area of mathematis ould be viewed as a natural generalization of at least some parts of linear

algebra. Maybe a good starting point would then be to onsider how what is known about �nite-dimensional

vetor spaes over a �eld arries over to knowledge about modules over a polynomial ring.

Consider the subspae U ⊂ Q4
spanned by the vetors (0, 1, 1, 1), (2, 3,−1, 5), and (4, 3,−5, 7), with U

by de�nition losed under taking Q-linear ombinations. Is (4, 7,−5, 10) ∈ U?
It is possible to row-redue the matrix

A :=





0 1 1 1
2 3 −1 5
4 3 −5 7





to get

RREF (A) =





1 0 −2 1
0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0



,

then ompute

(4, 7,−5, 10)− 4(1, 0,−2, 1)− 7(0, 1, 1, 1) = (0, 0,−4,−1) 6= (0, 0, 0, 0)

to see that it isn't.

This gives a anonial oset representative for the oset (4, 7,−5, 10) + U of the subspae U . While

this oset representative (0, 0,−4,−1) may not neessarily be useful, the fat that there is a presentation

of the subspae U and a straightforward algorithm for testing membership is. Maybe testing equality or

isomorphism is a more ompelling mathematial formulation than testing membership, but there is no real

di�erene.

A possibly more interesting use of anonial representatives here might have been to ompute an orthog-

onal basis suh as

{(0, 1, 1, 1), (4, 1,−5, 4)}
and subtrat projetions to get

(4, 7,−5, 10)− 4(0, 1, 1, 1)− 24

19
(2, 3,−1, 5) =

(−48

19
,
−15

19
,
71

19
,
−6

19

)

to see that

(4, 7,−5, 10)−
(−48

19
,
−15

19
,
71

19
,
−6

19

)

=

(

124

19
,
118

19
,
−24

19
,
184

19

)

is the losest point of U to (4, 7,−5, 10). While this may be muh more useful information in ontext, it is

more geometri than algebrai in �avor, given that it depends on properties of distane and orthogonality.

The perspetive here is meant to be purely algebrai.

To generalize this from a �eld F and �nite-dimensional vetor spaes V := Fn
to a multivariate polynomial

ring R := F[xm, . . . , x1] and the R-modules Rn
, it is possible to to start with a �nite set of generators and

produe a basis, from whih it may be possible to determine a anonial representative for the oset of the

module ontaining a given f ∈ R. This also works for ideals I, that is subsets of R losed under R-linear
ombinations and neessarily �nitely-generated. But even for subspaes, the bases probably need to be in
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row-ehelon form (or possibly orthogonal) to have an obvious algorithm for omputing a anonial form.

For R := F[x], the division algorithm su�es, sine all ideals are prinipal (that is, generated by a single

element); and anonial forms are remainders after division by that single element. As an example, the ideal

I := 〈x6 − 1, x9 − 1〉 ⊂ R := Q[x] has basis (x3 − 1). The R-module 〈(1, 0, x9 − 1), (0, 1, x6 − 1)〉 has basis

((−x3 − 1, x6 + x3 + 1, 0), (1,−x3, x3 − 1)).

Both are gotten using variants of the Eulidean algorithm and appropriate orderings.
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2.3 The extended Eulidean algorithm

De�nition 1. The division algorithm (for either Z or F[x1]) has input a and b 6= 0, with output q and r
suh that a = qb+ r and r ≺ |b| (or r = 0).

De�nition 2. The Eulidean algorithm is just a reursive form of the division algorithm:

ri := ri−2 − qiri−1, ri ≺ ri−1

with input r−1 and r0 stopping when rn = 0. The output an be just rn−1 or all of the ri and qi.

De�nition 3. The extended Eulidean algorithm is the Eulidean algorithm, together with the additional

reursions

u−1 := 0, u0 := 1, ui := qiui−1 + ui−2;

v−1 := 1, v0 := 0, vi := qivi−1 + vi−2.

This an be applied to either the ring of integers, Z, with the normal ordering or to a univariate poly-

onomial ring F[x] with the degree ordering. [While this an be found in the literature in some form, it is

surprising that it is not to be found everywhere, given its usefulness. Most omputer algebra pakages stop

short, omputing only the gd of the input or possibly the gd expliitly as a linear ombination of the input.℄

As an example for Z:

ri−2 = qiri−1 + ri ui vi

−1 143 0 1
0 37 1 0
1 143 = 3 · 37 + 32 3 1
2 37 = 1 · 32 + 5 4 1
3 32 = 6 · 5 + 2 27 7
4 5 = 2 · 2 + 1 58 15
5 2 = 2 · 1 + 0 143 37

As an example over Q[x],

qi ri ui vi

−1 x7 − 1 0 1

0 x3 + x+ 1 1 0

1 x4 − x2 − x+ 1 2x2 − 2 x4 − x2 − x+ 1 1

2 x/2 2x+ 1 (x5 − x3 − x2 + x+ 2)/2 x/2

3 (2x− 1)/2 −3/2 (2x6 − x5 + 2x4 − x3 − x2 − x+ 2)/4 (2x2 − x+ 4)/4

4 (−4x− 2)/3 0 −2(x7 − 1)/3 −2(x3 + x+ 1)/3
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As an example over F2[x],

qi ri ui vi

−1 x12 + x8 + x 0 1
0 x6 + x+ 1 1 0
1 x6 + x2 + x+ 1 x3 + x+ 1 x6 + x2 + x+ 1 1
2 x3 + x+ 1 x2 + x x9 + x7 + x6 + x5 + x4 x3 + x+ 1
3 x+ 1 1 x10 + x9 + x8 + x6 + x4 + x2 + x+ 1 x4 + x3 + x2

4 x2 + x 0 x12 + x8 + x x6 + x+ 1

(x4 + x3 + x2)(x12 + x8 + x) + (x10 + x9 + x8 + x6 + x4 + x2 + x+ 1)(x6 + x+ 1) = 1 ∈ F2[x]

(a4 + a3 + a2)(a12 + a8 + a) = 1(mod a6 + a+ 1) ∈ F2[a]

1/(a12 + a8 + a) = a4 + a3 + a2 ∈ F64 := F2[a]/〈a6 + a+ 1〉
As an example for (F2(x))[y]:

qi ri ui vi

−1 y5 + y2(x4 + x) + yx2 + x12 0 1

0 y4 + x2 1 0

1 y y2(x4 + x) + x12 y 1

2 y2(x3+1)+x11

x(x6+1)
(x22+x8+x2)

(x6+1)
(y3(x4+x)+yx12+x8+x2)

(x8+x2)
(y2(x4+x)+x12)

(x8+x2)

3 (x6+1)(y2(x4+x)+x12)
(x22+x8+x2) 0 (x6+1)(y5+y2(x4+x)+yx2+x12)

(x22+x8+x2)
(x6+1)(y4+x2)
(x22+x8+x2)
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Exerise Prove the following about the entries in the extended Eulidean algorithm, given input r−1 ≻ r0,

1. rn = 0 for some (smallest) natural number n.

2. rn−1 = gcd(r−1, r0).

3. ukvk−1 − uk−1vk = (−1)k.

4. uk−1rk + ukrk−1 = r0.

5. ukvn − unvk = (−1)krk.

The uses for this here, beyond omputing a gd, will be for omputing inverses, reonstruting rational

numbers from their osets mod (n), and �nding a better alternative to the resultant of two polynomials.

ri−2 = qiri−1 + ri ui vi

−1 149 0 1
0 17 1 0
1 149 = 8 · 17 + 13 8 1
2 17 = 1 · 13 + 4 9 1
3 13 = 3 · 4 + 1 35 4
4 4 = 4 · 1 + 0 149 17

an be used to produe 4 · 149 − 35 · 17 = 1 = gcd(149, 17) or 1/17 = −35 = 114 in Z149, or 17/1 ≡
4/9 mod(149).

From the above,

1
37 = 58 in Z143 even though 143 is not a prime; and

5
4 ≡ 37 mod 143 gives a best

rational equivalent in the sense that the sum of the squares of the numerator and denominator is smallest.

The resultant of y5 + y2(x4 + x) + yx2 + x12 and y4 + x2 with respet to y (also the disriminant of

y5 + y2(x4 + x) + yx2 + x12 with respet to y) in R := F2[y, x] is x · x · (x23 + x9 + x3) · (x23 + x9 + x3),
whereas the gd with respet to y is merely x22 + x8 + x2.

The remainder of a after division by b an also be viewed as a anonial form for a mod b, a anonial

representative for the oset a+ 〈b〉.
The division algorithm itself should probably be viewed as a summary of several individual divisions,

espeially in the polynomial form. Eah division is really of the form

f − LeadTerm(f)

LeadTerm(g)
g

having smaller degree than that of f , with the whole division �nished when the result has degree smaller

than that of g as well. This is what generalizes to anonial division (by an ordered set of divisors) in

multivariate polynomial rings.

The use of LeadTerm impliitly suggests that there is an ordering on the terms in a polynomial, and that

it is possible to determine whih is the leading (that is largest) one in that ordering. Does it make sense to

write something suh as 9x2 − 3x+ 7x6 intended to be an element of the univariate polynomial ring F[x]?
Well, yes and no. Computer algebra systems will generally aept this as an input, but most will output a

more useful form, suh as 7x6 +9x2 − 3x, so that the generally most useful piee of information, the leading

term, is expliit and the output is in a preditable, anonial form.
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2.4 Multivariable polynomial division

Consider I := 〈yx3 − x, y3x− y〉 and a possible anonial form for f := y4x3 − 3y2x6 modulo I.
Possible redutions by division by elements of I inlude:

f − y3(yx3 − x) + 3yx3(yx3 − x) + 3x(yx3 − x) − 1(y3x− y) = y − 3x2

f + 3yx3(yx3 − x)− y3(yx3 − x) + 3x(yx3 − x)− 1(y3x− y) = −3x2 + y

and

f − yx2(y3x− y) + 3yx3(yx3 − x) + 3x(yx3 − x) = y2x2 − 3x2.

In the form I := 〈y − x, x4 − x〉,

f − y3x3(y − x)− y2x4(y − x)− yx5(y − x)− x6(y − x) + 3yx6(y − x)

+3x7(y − x) + 3x4(x4 − x)− x3(x4 − x) + 3x(x4 − x)− 1(x4 − x) = −3x2 + x

or

f + 3y2x2(x4 − x) − y3x3(y − x)− y3(x4 − x) + 3yx3(y − x) + 3y(x4 − x)

−y2x(y − x)− yx2(y − x)− x3(y − x) − 1(x4 − x) + 3x(y − x) = −3x2 + x.

This should be enough evidene to suggest at least that the omputation at eah step is based on

• what the urrent leading term is;

• in whih order the generators should be tried as divisors;

• and whih set of generators should be used as divisors.
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2.5 Moving beyond linear algebra

Similar methods to those for vetor spaes an be used for �nitely-generated modules over Z or even F[x].
The ring R has an integral extension

R[i]/〈i2 + 1〉.
If elements of the polynomial ring R[i] are written with highest degree on the left, as they would given a

global monomial ordering (7), then the anonial representatives for elements of this quotient ring will be

written as bi + a rather than a + bi, and omputed by division by i2 + 1 to get a anonial remainder of

degree less than 2. [The latter (that is, a+ bi) would be the default when dealing with polynomials written

as power series; but then there are issues with using a loal monomial ordering (8), and expeting to redue

power series in i to this anonial form.℄

The intent of having suh a quotient ring is to view the de�ning relation i2 + 1 = 0 in the form i2 = −1,
meaning that omputationally there is a redution rule i2 7→ −1 to redue elements of R[i] to anonial form
modulo the ideal de�ning the quotient ring.

Modules over the multivariate polynomial ring R := F[x, y] or even ideals of R present new problems

before they an be viewed this same way. Even writing elements of R takes thought. It is probably never

orret to write x3y + y3x, in the sense that a CAS that produes anonial output would never be able

to produe this relative to any monomial ordering plaed on the ring. It might be orret to write either

x3y + xy3 or y3x + yx3, as there are monomial orderings that would produe one or the other. In F[x, y, z]
it ould be orret to write xz + y2, zx+ y2, y2 + xz or y2 + zx, though the two of these are less likely to

be onsistent with writing the variables in the order x, y, z impliit in the desription of the ring.

It is possible to argue whether a ring suh as F[x, y, z] must have a monomial ordering as part of its

de�nition. There is no ambiguity for the CASs in use here. That is,

ring r=0,(x,y,z),dp;

de�nes a di�erent ring from

ring r=0,(x,y,z),lp;

in Singular, in that there must be a anonial way to write output, deide on leading terms, and the like.

In fat, there is no default monomial ordering, so one must be part of the de�nition.

R=QQ[x,y,z℄;

in Maaulay2 looks independent of a monomial ordering, but has a default grevlex one applied; whereas

R=QQ[x,y,z,MonomialOrder=>Lex℄;

would be a ring with a lex monomial ordering.

And similarly in Magma

R<x,y,z>:=PolynomialRing(Rationals(),3);

has a default lex monomial ordering, whereas

R<x,y,z>:=PolynomialRing(Rationals(),3,"grevlex")

has a grevlex one.

But one elements of a multivariate polynomial ring R have been onsistently written, it is possible to

start with a �nite generating set for either an ideal I of R or a module M over R and produe a basis (for

that ideal or module) that has the property that it is straightforward to determine whether elements of R
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or Rn
respetively are in the ideal I or submodule U ∈ Rn

by obvious redutions modulo the basis elements

to see whether the anonial remainder is 0 or not.

As a simple example, I := 〈 x3y − x, xy3 − y 〉 has a Gröbner basis (14) B := (x − y, y4 − y).

f := y5 − x2y + xy2 − x2 7→ −x2y + xy2 − x2 + y2 7→ −x2 + y2 7→ −xy + y2 7→ 0

shows that f = y(y4 − y)− xy(x− y)− x(x − y)− y(x− y) ∈ I, whereas redution of f to 0 relative to the

given generators would not have been this straightforward.
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Ideals and quotient rings

Think of ommutative algebra as a generalization of linear algebra in the sense that it is possible to view

the latter in terms of objets of various sorts satisfying linear relations and the former in terms of objets of

various sorts satisfying polynomial relations.

Multivariate polynomial rings will be denoted here by notation R := F[xn, . . . , x1] that desribes the �eld
and the variable names (3.1). Everything here is ultimately about multivariate polynomial rings and their

ideals. A general de�nition of an ideal is:

De�nition 4. An ideal I of a ring R is a subset of R whih is losed under addition and under multipliation

by ring elements. That is, if a, b ∈ I then a+ b ∈ I and if r ∈ R then ra ∈ I. This an be ombined in one

statement

a1, . . . , am ∈ I, r1, . . . , rm ∈ R ⇒
m
∑

i=1

riai ∈ I.

The de�nition of an ideal is very muh like the de�nition of a subspae of a vetor spae. The similarity

extends to ideals of a multivariate polynomial ring being �nitely generated (13) in the same way that �nite-

dimensional vetor spaes (and their subspaes) are �nitely generated. So it should ome as no surprise that

there are bases for an ideal that are more important than just sets of generators; and that some bases (14)

are more useful than others.

In ertain rings, namely the integers, Z, and univariate polynomial rings, F[x1], all ideals are prinipal,
meaning they are generated by a single element. This is rarely the ase in multivariate polynomial rings;

though below, the funtion �eld de�ning an algebrai urve will generally be given in the form

K := F(x2, x1)/〈f(x2, x1)〉

for f an irreduible polynomial relating two de�ning variables x2, x1.

In general, the ideals in a multivariate polynomial ring an be thought of as sets of relations among the

variables. The notation

I := 〈g1, . . . , gm〉 ∈ R := F[xn, . . . , x1].

will mean that I is an ideal of R with generators g1, . . . , gm.

De�nition 5. The quotient ring of a ring R and an ideal I is A := R/I. Its �eld of frations, Q(A), is the
set of all frations a/b with a, b ∈ A, b 6= 0, and a and b having no non-trivial ommon fators (whih here

means gcd(a, b) = 1).

15
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Warning: Learn how elements of a quotient ring are automatially redued in any CAS. At this moment

it is still the ase that in Maaulay2

Maaulay2, version 1.7

R=ZZ/2[u,v,w,x,y,z℄;

I=ideal(x^3+x^2*y+w*y+x*z,

v*x+u*y,

u*x^2+v*x^2+v*w+u*z,

x^4+v^2*x+w*x^2+x^2*y+x^2*z+x^2+w*y+w*z,

u*x^2+w*x+u*y+u*z,

u*v^2+w*x^2+w^2+u*x,

x^4+v^2*y+x^2*y+x*y+y*z+z^2,

v*x^2+v*y+w*y+v*z,

v^3+w*x^2+v*x+w*z);

A=R/I;

K=fra(A);

x^2/y

-- (u*x)/v

u*x/v

-- (u*w+u*x+w*x+u*y+u*z)/w

(u*w+u*x+w*x+u*y+u*z)/w

-- x^2/y

will produe the quotient ring A = R/I and �eld of frations K = Q(A), but uses a non-anonial method

to foribly redue them to what it thinks is a better form. As an learly be seen these yle, so this annot

be anonial.
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The di�erene between an ideal I of a ring R and the orresponding quotient ring R/I de�ned by it, is

one of fous, not just one of omparing two di�erent types of objets, an ideal and a quotient ring. That

is, Z/〈7〉 fouses on anonial remainders after division by 7 rather than on the multiples of 7 that are the

elements of the ideal. Similarly R[i]/〈i2 + 1〉 fouses on the polynomial remainders after division by i2 + 1,
not on the multiples of i2 + 1.

[This distintion is somewhat blurred in the Singular examples of integral losures in that

ring R=0,(y,x),dp;

ideal I=y8-y2x3+2yx6-x9;

list nor=normal(I);

should really have been about the normalization of the quotient ring R/I instead of I. Magma does the

same with

R<y,x>:=PolynomialRing(Rationals(),2,"grevlex");

I:=ideal<R|y^8-y^2x^3+2*y*x^6-x^9>;

N:=Normalisation(I);

But Maaulay2 uses

R=QQ[y,x℄;

I=ideal(y^8-y^2*x^3+2*y*x^6-x^9);

A=R/I;

G=gens gb ideal integralClosure A;

Also Singular uses

ring R=0,(y,x),dp;

poly f=y8-y2x3+2yx6-x9;

qring A=f;

to atually de�ne a quotient ring.℄

De�nition 6. The ideal de�ning a quotient ring of a multivariate polynomial ring an be viewed as an ideal

of relations de�ning a set of redution rules on the elements of the ring of the form LT (gi) 7→ LT (gi) − gi
(reduing the leading term LT (gi) of a relation gi to something smaller in the monomial ordering (4)).

This is a key idea not emphasized well enough in the literature. That is, di�erent monomial orderings

an be used to produe di�erent redution rules, thus emphasizing di�erent aspets of the quotient ring.

Consider a simple example I := 〈x2 − x1, x
4
1 − x1〉. As relations it doesn't matter whether we write

x2 − x1 = 0, x1 − x2 = 0, or even x2 = x1; similarly it doesn't matter whether we write x41 − x1 = 0,
x1 − x41 = 0, or x41 = x1. But in terms of redution rules, it matters whether x2 7→ x1 or x1 7→ x2, and
whether x41 7→ x1 or x1 7→ x41. A monomial ordering fores a deision as to whih redution should our,

and di�erent monomial orderings may fore di�erent redutions. The takeaway from that is that a default

monomial ordering may fore redutions di�erent from those intended.

As an example, in an R-algebra the multipliation in the R-module R〈ym, . . . , y1〉 would be given by

redution rules yiyj 7→
∑

k ai,j,kyk. This orresponds to an ideal of relations

I :=

〈

yiyj −
∑

k

ai,j,kyk : 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ m

〉

,

and the R-algebra R[ym, . . . , y1]/I. The redution rules emphasize that the elements of this R-algebra form

an R-module with all its elements neessarily of the form

∑

k ai,j,kyk, sine any produts an be redued.
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A grevlex monomial ordering might produe these redution rules, whereas a lex monomial ordering might

not.

In a �nite �eld suh as F16 := F2[a]/〈a4 + a + 1〉, the redution rule a4 7→ a + 1 emphasizes the fat

that any element an be written anonially as a polynomial in a of degree less than 4. It is not so easy to

emphasize that any non-zero element an be written as a power of a.
[If A := F[y, x]/〈y3 + yx + x5〉, and z := y2/x is an element of its �eld of frations needed to de�ne

an overring B := F[z, y, x]/J for some ideal (of relations) J , should J have a monomial ordering that

orresponds to the redution rule z 7→ y2/x or one that orresponds to the redution rule y2/x 7→ z? Even

if it is neessary to use polynomial versions of these, suh as zx 7→ y2 or y2 7→ zx, it would seem that the

former would be there to replae z by the rational funtion y2/x, whereas the latter would be there to let z
replae the rational funtion y2/x. Probably the intent of introduing a new variable was to do the latter.

This is a ommon problem in integral losure ode, wherein a default produt monomial ordering on the

output impliitly produes the former, viewing zx− y2 = 0 as an A-linear relation.℄
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3.1 Code

The Magma ode

R<x2,x1>:=PolynomialRing(Rationals(),2);

I:=ideal<R|x2^3*x1-x2,x2*x1^3-x1>;

G:=GroebnerBasis(I);G;

sets up a multivariate polynomial ring R over Q, with two variables and a default lex monomial ordering

(9). Then it de�nes an ideal I of R generated by two polynomials. Finally it omputes a minimal, redued

Gröbner basis for it, and outputs that.

Maaulay2 ode for this is

R=QQ[x2,x1, MonomialOrder=>Lex℄;

I=ideal(x2^3*x1-x2,x2*x1^3-x1);

G=gens gb I

sine the default ordering is grevlex (10), not lex.

Singular ode for this is

ring R=0,(x2,x1), lp;

ideal I=x2^3*x1-x2,x2*x1^3-x1;

option(redSB);

ideal s=std(I);s;

sine there is no default ordering.

Note espeially that there is a global monomial ordering (7) in eah ase so that the CAS knows how

to write output algorithmially, or interpret input algorithmially. The non-standard numbering here is to

emphasize that xn ≻ · · · ≻ x1.
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Chapter 4

Monomial orderings and Gröbner bases

To learn how to write polynomials orretly, start with an example in one variable.

Is it a good idea to write 4x2 + 7x3 + 9x5 + 5x8, 5x8 + 9x5 + 7x3 + 4x2, or 9x5 + 7x3 + 5x8 + 4x2?
The �rst is suggestive of a loal ordering in whih 1 ≻ x ≻ x2 · · · ; the seond, a global ordering in whih

· · · ≻ x2 ≻ x ≻ 1; and the third probably of nothing in partiular about writing polynomials in a partiularly

nie mathematial way, ertainly not by ordering the oe�ients. The �rst two suggest that there is a total

ordering. They also might suggest that there is a well-ordering. Maybe the property that multipliation by

xk doesn't a�et the ordering is not so lear; but one suggested is an obvious property to be expeted.

Given that the third above should be disarded, is there any mathematial reason to prefer the �rst or the

seond? Perhaps the seond re�ets the way polynomials are generally written as polynomials, whereas the

�rst re�ets how they might be generally written as �nite power series. So the hoie here will be somewhat

equivoal, siding for the seond, while oassionally opting for the �rst, depending on the ontext.

De�nition 7. The binary operation ≻ on the monomials of R := F[xn, . . . , x1] is a global monomial ordering

i�

1. ≻ is a total ordering, (meaning any two monomials an be ompared);

2. ≻ is a well-ordering, (meaning there is no in�nite desending sequene of monomials);

3. xα ≻ xβ implies that xα+γ ≻ xβ+γ
for any γ ∈ Nn

. (In partiular 1 is a minimum monomial.)

De�nition 8. The binary operation≺ on the monomials of R := F[xn, . . . , x1] is a loal monomial ordering

i�

1. ≻is a total ordering;

2. ≻is a well-ordering, ( meaning there is no in�nite asending sequene of monomials);

3. xα ≻ xβ implies that xα+γ ≻ xβ+γ
for any γ ∈ Nn

. (In partiular 1 is a maximum monomial.)

The most ommonly used global monomial orderings are:

De�nition 9.

xα ≻lex x
β

i� αi = βi for all i < j but αj > βj .

21
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De�nition 10.

xα ≻grevlex x
β

i� (
∑

i αi >
∑

i βi) or (
∑

i αi =
∑

i βi, αi = βi for all i > j but αj < βj).

De�nition 11. LetM be an n× n matrix with entries from N, non-singular over Q. Then

xα ≻matrix x
β

i� MαT ≻lex=MβT
.

In omputer algebra pakages monomials are written left-most ring variable �rst; so writing x2 − y = 0
has a ompletely di�erent intent than writing y−x2 = 0. And generalizing writing a�ne oordinates (x1, x2)
to writing projetive oordinates (x0 : x1 : x2) doesn't quite make x0 seem to be the least important variable.

The point of this is that it is more likely that the intent in general is to redue xns rather than redue x1s,
hene the hoie of xn as the left-most variable and x1 the right-most.

Solving systems of polynomial equations is usually done by using a lex monomial ordering (9), elimination

(32), and extension (33), disussed later on. Finding Gröbner bases (14), also disussed later, is usually easier

with an ordering in whih every dereasing sequene of monomials is �nite; so by using a variant of a grevlex

monomial ordering (10) instead of lex. Produt orderings an ome about when the polynomial ring is a

universal objet, meant to deal with several forms of the same problem at the same time. Computer algebra

funtions often use default monomial orderings for various reasons, some to make the funtion appliable

to the widest range of input, some seemingly to make programming easier, without thinking about the

theoretial onsequenes.

Note While there are global monomial orderings not given by non-singular n× n matries with entries

from N, it seems to be standard pratie to settle for these only. There is often theoretial interest in

having di�erent monomials have the same order after the �rst m tests of the monomial ordering, only being

di�erentiated by the further tests that make up the total ordering.

Indeed it seems rare that something other than lex, grevlex or produts thereof are used, though allowing

the top row of M to be a set of weights is ommon in algebra pakages. [Monomial orderings with m rows

of weights should be used routinely when dealing with rings having m independent variables, though they

seem only to be used by me.℄

Not only do monomial orderings give a anonial way to write polynomials, they provide information for

various algorithms that are based on the way polynomials are written. So de�ne

De�nition 12. The leading monomial xα, leading oe�ient cα, and leading term cαx
α
of f :=

∑

β cβx
β ∈

F[x] are self-de�ning terms dependent on the global monomial ordering hosen.

Use the notation LMord(f), LCord(f), LTord(f) for these to emphasize the spei� order, or just LM(f),
LC(f), LT (f) when it is safe to suppress the ordering in a given ontext. [The adjetive trailing will replae

leading when loal monomial orderings are being used.℄

Starting with polynomial rings in three variables, there is a di�erene in writing x1x3+x
2
2 and x

2
2+x1x3;

the former possibly relative to lex x1 ≻ x2 ≻ x3 and the latter possibly relative to grevlex x1 ≻ x2 ≻ x3.
One has leading term x1x3, the other x22. Various algorithms rely on LT (f) and/or its relation to the rest

of f , namely f − LT (f). Suh algorithms are neessarily order-dependent.
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4.1 Finitely-generated ideals and modules

Theorem 13 (Dikson's Lemma). Let ∅ 6= V ⊂ Nn
. Then there is a �nite subset B ⊂ V suh that for every

v := (v1, . . . , vn) ∈ V there is an element b := (b1, . . . , bn) ∈ B that dominates it in the sense that bi ≤ vi for
1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Proof. (by indution on n) For n = 1, let b := min{v : v ∈ V }. Then B := {b}. For n > 1, de�ne

V ∗ := {(v1, . . . , vn−1) ∈ Nn−1 : (v1, . . . , vn−1, vn) ∈ V }.

By indution there is a �nite B∗ ∈ V ∗
that dominates it. For eah (b1, . . . , bn−1) ∈ B∗

de�ne bn := min{b :
(b1, . . . , bn−1, b) ∈ V }; and B∗∗ := {(b1, . . . , bn−1, bn) : (b1, . . . , bn−1) ∈ B∗}. Then B∗∗

dominates all those

elements of V with vn ≥ m := max{bn : (b1, . . . , bn) ∈ B∗∗}. For eah 0 ≤ j < m de�ne

Vj := {(v1, . . . , vn−1) : (v1, . . . , vn−1, j) ∈ V }.

Then again by indution there is a �nite set Bj that dominates this. And B∗

j := {(b1, . . . , bn−1, j) :

(b1, . . . , bn−1) ∈ Bj} dominates Vj . So B := B∗∗ ∪m−1
j=0 B∗

j dominates all of V .
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4.2 Division, redution, and Gröbner bases

Consider the ideal I := 〈 x32 + x2x1 + x51 〉 of the ring F[x2, x1] (related to the Klein quarti (13.1)), and the

orresponding quotient ring A := R/I. Redution modulo I is done by division by x32 + x2x1 + x51, either
to determine whether elements of R are in I or to ompute anonial forms of elements of A. So there is a

redution rule (6) orresponding to this division. This ould be x32 7→ −x2x1 − x51 or x51 7→ −x32 − x2x1 or...

depending on the monomial ordering hosen for R.
This should be very important theoretially. If lex x2 ≻ x1 is hosen, then the redution rule (6) is

x32 7→ −x2x1 − x51. This highlights that A is an F[x1]− algebra with module basis (1, x2, x
2
2). If lex x1 ≻ x2

is hosen, then the redution rule is x51 7→ −x1x2 − x32, whih highlights A being an F[x2] − algebra with

module basis (1, x1, x
2
1, x

3
1, x

4
1).

The element x3 := x22/x1 is integral over A sine x23 + x3 + x2x
3
1 = 0. In fat it is integral over F[x1]

sine x33 + x3 + x71 = 0. The integral losure A of A in its �eld of frations, Q(A), an be written as

A = F[x3, x2, x1]/I, with at least the two hoies

I := 〈 x23 + x3 + x2x
3
1, x3x2 + x2 + x41, x3x1 − x22, x

3
3 + x3x1 + x51 〉

I := 〈 x23 + x3 + x2x
3
1, x3x2 + x2 + x41, x

2
2 − x3x1 〉

The former has the redution rule x3x1 7→ x22, while the latter has redution rule x22 7→ x3x1. The latter
has the advantage of highlighting that A is an F[x1]− algebra with module basis (1, x2, x3). The advantage
of the former is that it has an expliit opy of A as a subring, and that A is an A−algebra with basis (1, x3).

The standard monomials in the former are xk1 , x2x
k
1 , and x3x

k
1 , k ≥ 0; in the latter, xk1 , x2x

k
1 , x

2
2x

k
1 , k ≥ 0

and x3.

De�nition 14. A generating set B := {b1, . . . , bs} for the ideal I := 〈b1, . . . , bs〉 of F[xn, . . . , x1] that it gen-
erates is alled a Gröbner basis i� for every f ∈ I there exists at least one bi ∈ B suh that LM(bi) | LM(f).
B is minimal i� LM(bi) | LM(bj) i� i = j; and redued i� LM(bi) doesn't divide any monomial of bj for

i 6= j.

Theorem 15. If B := {b1, . . . , bs} is a minimal Gröbner basis for I ordered so that LM(b1) ≺ · · · ≺ LM(bs)
and f ∈ I then f has a anonial form

f =
N
∑

i=0

cix
α(i)bj(i)

with LM(bj(k+1)) minimal suh that LM(bj(k+1)) | LM(f −∑k
i=0 cix

α(i)bj(i)).

Proof. This follows from the division algorithm, the fat that f is an R-linear ombination of the basis

elements and that there is a hoie LM(bj(k+1)) | LM(f −∑k
i=0 cix

α(i)bj(i)) beause the latter term is an

element of I and B is a Gröbner basis.

Corollary 16. If B := {b1, . . . , bs} is a Gröbner basis for I 6= R and f ∈ R then f has a anonial form

f =
N
∑

i=0

cix
α(i)bj(i)

with LM(bj(k+1)) minimal suh that LM(bj(k+1)) | LM(f −∑k
i=0 cix

α(i)bj(i)) (or bj(k+1) = 1 if no suh

element of B exists).
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De�nition 17. In the above, xα(0)bj(0) is alled the signature of f (relative to B);

∑

{cixα(i) : bj(i) = 1}

is alled the remainder of f (after division by I).

As an example, B := {x2 − x21, x3 − x31} is a lex x3 ≻ x2 ≻ x1 Gröbner basis. To �nd a grevlex

x3 ≻ x2 ≻ x1 one start with g1 := x21 − x2 and g2 := x31 − x3. Then 1g2 − x1g1 − g3 = 0 for g3 := x2x1 − x3.
x1g3 − x2g1 − g4 = 0 for g4 := x22 − x3x1; and x1g4 − x2g3 + x3g1 = 0.

So {g1, g2, g3, g4} is a Gröbner basis, but {g1, g3, g4} is a minimal, redued Gröbner basis.

There is an alternative signature-based omputation:

1 · g2 − x1g1 = x2x1 − x3

(x1 · g2 − x21g1)− x2g1 = x22 − x3x1

There is no need to redue x21 · g2.
Algorithms for both, alled herein a Buhberger syzygy algorithm and a Faugère syzygy algorithm, are

in the setion on syzygies in R-modules (5.4).
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Chapter 5

R-modules, syzygies, and Gröbner bases

5.1 Names versus variables

Start with a vetor spae example. Suppose V1 := (1, 1, 1, 2, 3), V2 := (2, 0, 1,−1, 2), V3 := (−1, 3, 1, 8, 5),
and V4 := (5,−3, 1,−10,−1) are vetors in Q5

, and that we want to desribe all the Q-linear dependenies

among them. This ould be done by using the notation Q〈V4, V3, V2, V1〉 to denote the Q-module generated

by V4, V3, V2, V1, and then the notation Q〈V3 + 2V2 − 3V1, V4 − 4V2 + 3V1〉 to desribe the submodule of all

suh dependenies. But absent V1 being an element of something, it is just a shorthand notation for input

that gets replaed by its de�ned value (1, 1, 1, 2, 3) when proessed. In partiular V1 should not be expeted

to be seen as output in this latter ase. In the former, wherein evaluation is not done, it is then neessary to

use the de�nitions to desribe a Q-module map ev : Q〈V4, V3, V2, V1〉 → Q5
to do the evaluation. Of ourse

a matrix suh as M :=

(

0 1 2 −3
1 0 −4 3

)

ould be used to desribe

M









V4
V3
V2
V1









=

(

0
0

)

, M









5 −3 1 −10 −1
−1 3 1 8 5
2 0 1 −1 −2
1 1 1 2 3









=

(

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

)

.

This ould oneivably have been omputed as a list of row-redutions:

1 1 1 2 3 0 0 0 1
2 0 1 −1 2 0 0 1 0
0 −2 −1 −5 −4 0 0 1 −2

−1 3 1 8 5 0 1 0 0
0 4 2 10 8 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 −3
5 −2 1 −10 −1 1 0 0 0
0 −8 −4 −20 −8 1 0 0 −5
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 −4 3

27
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5.2 Finite-dimensional R-modules

Let M := R〈Gs, . . . , G1〉 be a �nitely-generated R-module, for R := F[xn, . . . , x1] with monomial ordering

≻R. There are two standardly de�ned R-module orderings, designated TOP and POT for term-over-position

and position-over-term respetively, suggestive of the de�nitions:

De�nition 18. xαGi ≻TOP xβGj i� xα ≻R xβ or xα = xβ and i < j.

De�nition 19. xαGi ≻POT xβGj i� i < j or i = j and xα ≻R xβ.

An element of M written as

h :=

N
∑

i=0

cix
α(i)Gj(i)

with ci ∈ F and xα(i)Gj(i) ≻ xα(i+1)Gj(i+1) has signature x
α(0)Gj(0). This is akin to a leading monomial of a

polynomial in R. So it should be no surprise that submodules are �nite-dimensional and have Gröbner bases

with elements having signatures xαGj dividing the signatures xα(0)Gj(0) of the elements of the submodule.

5.3 Ideals of R as R-modules

Let I := 〈gs, . . . , g1〉 with LM(gs) ≻ · · · ≻ LM(g1) be an ideal of R := F[xn, . . . , x1]. Writing

f =

s
∑

j=1

rjgj, rj ∈ R

is meant to emphasize that any f ∈ I is an R-linear ombination of the given generators gs, . . . , g1.
While a sum suh as

∑s
j=1 rjgj is evaluated in R as an element f , an element f is not evaluated in R

as a sum

∑s
j=1 rjgj. So the question is whether there is a anonial sum orresponding to f ∈ I; and if so,

how to ompute it.

To get ontrol over evaluation onsider de�ning an R-moduleM := R〈Gs, . . . , G1〉, with expliit R-linear

evaluation map

ev : M → R, ev(Gi) := gi for 1 ≤ i ≤ s.

The reason to have seemingly two di�erent names, Gi and gi, for the same objet is that the latter, as above

in the vetor spae example, is shorthand that gets evaluated as an element of R, whereas the former, an

element of M , does not get evaluated (as an element of R) until the evaluation map is applied. That allows

for the expliit writing of (unevaluated) R-linear ombinations as elements of M as separate objets from

(evaluated) R-linear ombinations as elements of R.
[As a note, it may be easier to view the R-module M := R〈Gs, . . . , G1〉 as a ring S := R[Gs, . . . , G1]

�attened to F[xn, . . . , x1, Gs, . . . , G1] with an appropriate indued monomial ordering; then either avoid

multipliation by any Gi or mod out by the ideal generated by the relations GiGj − giGj .℄

But for treating an ideal I ∈ R as an R-module M , there is a natural (Shreyer) module ordering based

on ev(Gi) = gi not available when the R-module generators don't orrespond to ring elements.

De�nition 20.

xαGi ≻Sch x
βGj

i�

xαLM(gi) ≻R xβLM(gj)

or

xαLM(gi) = xβLM(gj) and LM(gi) ≻R LM(gj).
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This requires that the leading monomials LM(gi) be distint so that it is a total ordering. It an be used

on a �xed ordered set of generators.

Now instead of writing f =
∑s

j=1 rjgj, ri ∈ R, the hoie will be to write elements of M as

F :=

N
∑

i=0

c(i)xα(i)Gj(i), c(i) ∈ F

with xα(i)Gj(i) ≻Sch x
α(i+1)Gj(i+1), having values

ev(F ) =

N
∑

i=0

c(i)xα(i)gj(i) ∈ R

De�nition 21. Given

F :=

n(F )
∑

i=0

c(F, i)xα(F,i)Gj(F,i)

with c(F, i) ∈ R and xα(F,i)Gj(F,i) ≻Sch x
α(F,i+1)Gj(F,i+1), de�ne

xα(F,0)Gj(F,0)

to be the signature sig(F ) of F and

ev(F ) =

n
∑

i=0

c(F, i)xα(F,i)gj(F,i)

(with ev the evaluation map) the value of F .
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5.4 Syzygies

De�nition 22. R-linear dependenies are alled R-syzygies or just syzygies if the polynomial ring R is

impliit.

De�nition 23. For the ideal I := 〈gs, . . . , g1〉 ∈ R := F[xn, . . . , x1] with LM(gs) ≻R · · · ≻R LM(g1), the
syzygy module Syz(I) is the sub-module of the R-module M := R〈Gs, . . . G1〉 of all syzygies, that is elements

with value 0.

Consider the Gröbner basis algorithms of Faugère and Buhberger types as algorithms to ompute Syz(I)
as a submodule of Ms := R〈Gs, . . .G1〉 or MN := R〈GN , . . . G1〉 respetively, by produing syzygies with

minimal signatures. (This is not new in the sense that the syzygy module is mentioned often in the literature;

but to ommit to these algorithms being primarily syzygy algorithms rather than primarily Gröbner basis

algorithms gives a di�erent perspetive on what is being omputed and why.)

The Faugère strategy is to ompute minimal R-linear ombinations relative to the given Gs, . . . , G1 in

inreasing order of the signatures of those ombinations, with those having value 0 orresponding to syzygies.
These syzygies neessarily have minimal signatures.

The Buhberger strategy is to do the same to get a sygyzy among to urrent list of generators when the

value is 0; or to append a new module variable with value equal to the value when that value is not 0 to

get a syzygy among a larger set of module variables, at the expense of enlarging the R-module when this

is neessary. The syzygies found have minimal signatures at the time they are found; but an be disarded

later if their signatures are divisible by the signature of a subsequently found syzygy.

The Faugère approah probably starts with versions of Faugère, J.-C., �A new e�ient algorithm for

omputing Gröbner bases without redution to zero: F5�, July 2002, (though I happen to have only the 2004

version.)

Buhberger's approah probably probably dates from his thesis in 1965, but Buhberger, B. �Groebner

bases: an algorithmi method in polynomial ideal theory�, Multidimensional Systems Theory, pp 184-232,

1985 might be more aessible as an early referene. However, this an be found in any basi text on

ommutative algebra.

The following syzygy versions of suh algorithms as opposed to the more ommon view as Gröbner basis

algorithms, is meant to explain what both algorithms atually produe, in partiular to explain why there

should be many so-alled unneessary omputations.
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5.5 A Faugère syzygy algorithm

Let gδ be notation meaning that LM(gδ) = xδ. Given generators gδ(j) with 1 ≤ j ≤ s and xδ(j) ≺ xδ(j+1)
,

for an ideal I of R := F[xn, . . . , x1], de�ne the R-module M := R〈Gδ(s), . . . , Gδ(1)〉 and the evaluation map

ev : M → R with ev(Gδ(j)) := gδ(j). Let Fα,β ∈M be notation meaning sig(Fα,β) = xαGβ . and

Fα,β =

N
∑

i=0

cix
α(i)Gβ(i), ci ∈ F, c0 = 1, sig

(

xα(i)Gβ(i)

)

≻ sig
(

xα(i+1)Gβ(i+1)

)

.

A Faugère anonial redution is

∑N
j=0 ajx

γ(j)Fα(j),β(j) with aj ∈ F, a0 = 1 ,

ev





k−1
∑

j=0

ajx
γ(j)Fα(j),β(j)



 ≻ ev





k
∑

j=0

ajx
γ(j)Fα(j),β(j)



 , sig





k−1
∑

j=0

ajx
γ(j)Fα(j),β(j)



 = sig





k
∑

j=0

ajx
γ(j)Fα(j),β(j)



,

and sig(Fα(k),β(k)) minimum subjet to these onditions.

Start with F0,δ(i) := Gδ(i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ s. Then reursively ompute anonial redutions for non-anonial

elements with minimum signatures as long as there are suh non-anonial elements to be redued.

If ev
(

∑N
j=0 ajx

γ(j)Fα(j),β(j)

)

= 0, then append

∑N
j=0 ajx

γ(j)Fα(j),β(j) to the list of (minimal) syzygies;

otherwise append ev
(

∑N
j=0 ajx

γ(j)Fα(j),β(j)

)

to the list of generators of I.

5.6 A Buhberger syzygy algorithm

Let gδ be notation meaning that LM(gδ) = xδ. Given generators gδ(j) with 1 ≤ j ≤ s and xδ(j) ≺ xδ(j+1)
,

for an ideal I of R := F[xn, . . . , x1], de�ne the R-module M := R〈Gδ(s), . . . , Gδ(1)〉 and the evaluation map

ev : M → R with ev(Gδ(j)) := gδ(j).

A Buhberger anonial redution is

∑N
j=0 ajx

γ(j)Fα(j),β(j) with aj ∈ F, a0 = 1 ,

ev





k−1
∑

j=0

ajx
γ(j)Fα(j),β(j)



 ≻ ev





k
∑

j=0

ajx
γ(j)Fα(j),β(j)



.

Start with F0,δ(i) := Gδ(i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ s. Then reursively ompute anonial redutions for non-anonial

elements as long as there are non-anonial elements to be redued.

If ev
(

∑N
j=0 ajx

γ(j)Fα(j),β(j)

)

= 0, then append

∑N
j=0 ajx

γ(j)Fα(j),β(j) to the list of (minimal) syzygies;

otherwise append a new module variable name Gδ with ev
(

Gδ

)

:= ev
(

∑N
j=0 ajx

γ(j)Fα(j),β(j)

)

and append

(

∑N
j=0 ajx

γ(j)Fα(j),β(j)

)

−Gδ to the list of syzygies (among the whole list of generators).

[Note that this is harder to implement orretly in syzygy form in that the module must be augmented

every time a new element is introdued. So it is easier to produe syzygies as input in the original ring; and

if they need to be output, use the �nal module, with de�nitions of the Gröbner basis elements providing the

evaluation map or write sums of produts as sequenes of ring element,generator pairs to avoid evaluation.℄
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5.7 Example 1

Consider the following example with I := 〈g022, g112, g121〉 ⊂ R := F[x, y, z] with the grevlex monomial

ordering, x ≻ y ≻ z, for g121 := xy2z − 1, g112 := xyz2 − yz2, and g022 := y2z2 − z.
In the Faugère approah, the omputations ould be written as follows.

F000,022 := 1 ·G022

ev(F000,022) = y2z2 − z

F000,112 := 1 ·G112

ev(F000,112) = xyz2 − yz2

F000,121 := 1 ·G121

ev(F000,121) = xy2z − 1

F010,112 := y · F000,112 − x · F000,022 + 1 · F000,002 = y ·G112 − x ·G022 + 1 ·G022

ev(F010,112) = xz − z

F001,121 := z · F000,121 − y · F000,112 − 1 · F000,022 = z ·G121 − y ·G112 − 1 ·G022

ev(F001,121) = 0

F021,112 := yzF010,112 − F000,112 = y2z ·G112 − xyz ·G022 + yz ·G022 − 1 ·G112

ev(F021,112) = 0

F030,112 := y2F010,112 − 1 · F000,121 = y3 ·G112 − xy2G022 + y2 ·G022 +G022

ev(F030,112) = −y2z + 1

F130,112 := x · F030,112 + 1 · F000,121 = xy3 ·G112 − x2y2 ·G022 + xy2 ·G022 + x ·G121 + 1 ·G121

ev(F130,112) = x− 1

This produes

syz(I) = 〈z ·G121 − y ·G112 − 1 ·G022, y
2z ·G112 − xyz ·G022 + yz ·G022 − 1 ·G112〉

using only the original generators G022, G112, G121, with a Gröbner basis

(y2z2 − z, xyz2 − yz2, xy2z − 1, xz − z, −y2z + 1, x− 1)

onsisting of the non-zero values produed, as a byprodut of the syzygy omputation.

The sub-module generators found are neessarily minimal, but possibly not redued. They do provide for

a way of omputing a minimal R-linear ombination of the original generators for any f ∈ I by �rst dividing

f by the Gröbner basis elements and replaing eah divisor by the orresponding preimage, then reduing

that relative to syz(I) to make it anonial.
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The Buhberger approah might be written as follows.

g022 := y2z2 − z

g112 := xyz2 − yz2

g121 := xy2z − 1

y · g112 − x · g022 + 1 · g022 − 1 · g101 = 0, g101 := xz − z

1 · g112 − yz · g101 = 0

1 · g121 − y2 · g101 − 1 · g021 = 0, g021 := y2z − 1

1 · g022 − z · g021 = 0

x · g021 − y2 · g101 − 1 · g021 − 1 · g100 = 0, g100 := −x+ 1

1 · g101 + z · g100 = 0

x · g021 − y2z · g100 − 1 · g021 + 1 · g100 = 0

In R〈G121, G112, G022, G021, G101, G100〉, reduing the syzygies orresponding to the above gives a

form of syz(I) with

G121 + y2z ·G100 − 1 ·G021, G112 + yz2 ·G100, G022 − z ·G021, G101 + z ·G100

desribing G121, G112, G022, G101 in terms of G021, G100; and

x ·G021 + y2z ·G100 − 1 ·G021 − 1 ·G100

the only syzygy (and prinipal at that) relative to the minimal, redued Gröbner basis (−x+ 1, y2z − 1).
Again there is a anonial representation for any f ∈ I gotten by division by the Gröbner basis elements,

replaement of the basis elements by their preimages, and redution modulo syz(I) to get a anonial form.
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5.8 Buhberger syzygy algorithm ode

This isMagma ode for a Buhberger syzygy algorithm, used to produe some of the output in the examples.

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

//aliases///////////////////////////////////////////////

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

LM:=funtion(f) return LeadingMonomial(f); end funtion;

LT:=funtion(f) return LeadingTerm(f); end funtion;

REM:=funtion(f,g) return NormalForm(f,[g℄); end funtion;

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

///R-module ordering ///////////////////////////////////

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

C:=funtion(f,g)

if (f[1℄*LM(f[2℄) gt g[1℄*LM(g[2℄))

or (f[1℄*LM(f[2℄) eq g[1℄*LM(g[2℄) and LM(f[2℄) gt LM(g[2℄))

then

return +1;

elif

f[1℄*LM(f[2℄) lt g[1℄*LM(g[2℄)

then

return -1;

else

return 0;

end if;

end funtion;

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

///Buhberger syzygy algorithm//////////////////////////

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Buhberger:=funtion(R,G)

GB:=Sort(G);

SYZ:=[℄;

/////////Initialize NONCAN//////////////////////////////

NONCAN:=[℄;

for i0 in [1..#GB-1℄ do

for j0 in [i0+1..#GB℄ do

l:=LCM(LM(GB[i0℄),LM(GB[j0℄));

Append(~NONCAN, [l div LM(GB[j0℄),GB[j0℄℄);

end for;

end for;

/////////Prune NONCAN/////////////////////////////////

Sort(~NONCAN,C);

j1:=#NONCAN;

while j1 gt 1 do

i1:=j1-1;

while i1 gt 0 do

if NONCAN[j1℄[2℄ eq NONCAN[i1℄[2℄

and REM(NONCAN[j1℄[1℄,NONCAN[i1℄[1℄) eq 0

then
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Remove(~NONCAN,j1);

j1-:=1;

i1:=j1;

end if;

i1-:=1;

end while;

j1-:=1;

end while;

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

///Put NONCAN[1℄ into anonial form////////////////////

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

while #NONCAN gt 0 do

:=NONCAN[1℄;

d:=NONCAN[1℄[1℄*NONCAN[1℄[2℄;

i3:=1;

while i3 le #GB and d ne 0 do

if REM(LM(d), LM(GB[i3℄)) eq 0 then

e:=LT(d) div LT(GB[i3℄);

:= at [-e,GB[i3℄℄;

d:=d-e*GB[i3℄;

i3:=1;

else

i3+:=1;

end if;

end while;

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

///If remanider is not 0, append it to GB to make a syzygy

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

if d ne 0 then

:= at [-1,d℄;

for j3 in [1..#GB℄ do

l:=LCM(LM(GB[j3℄),LM(d));

if LM(GB[j3℄) gt LM(d) then

Append(~NONCAN,[l div LM(GB[j3℄),GB[j3℄℄);

elif LM(GB[j3℄) lt LM(d) then

Append(~NONCAN,[l div LM(d),d℄);

end if;

end for;

Append(~GB,d);

Sort(~GB);

end if;

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

///update NONCAN///////////////////////////////////////////

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Remove(~NONCAN,1);

Sort(~NONCAN,C);

i4:=1;

while i4 lt #NONCAN do
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j4:=#NONCAN;

while j4 gt i4 do

if (NONCAN[j4℄[2℄ eq NONCAN[i4℄[2℄) then

if REM(NONCAN[j4℄[1℄,NONCAN[i4℄[1℄) eq 0 then

Remove(~NONCAN,j4);

end if;

end if;

j4-:=1;

end while;

i4+:=1;

end while;

for i6 in [1..#SYZ℄ do

j6:=#NONCAN;

while j6 gt 0 do

if (NONCAN[j6℄[2℄ eq SYZ[i6℄[2℄) then

if REM(NONCAN[j6℄[1℄,SYZ[i6℄[1℄) eq 0 then

Remove(~NONCAN,j6);

end if;

end if;

j6-:=1;

end while;

end for;

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

///Append the syzygy found//////////////////////////////////

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Append(~SYZ,);

end while;

return SYZ,GB;

end funtion;

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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5.9 Faugère syzygy algorithm ode

This is Magma ode for a Faugère syzygy algorithm that produes output in some examples.

////aliases/////////////////////////////////////////////////

LM:=funtion(f) return LeadingMonomial(f); end funtion;

LT:=funtion(f) return LeadingTerm(f); end funtion;

REM:=funtion(f,g) return NormalForm(f,[g℄); end funtion;

///Faug\`ere syzygy algorithm///////////////////////////////

Faugere:=funtion(R,ev,G)

S:=Sort(G);

LMSYZ:=[℄;

i:=1;

while i le #S do

////only one S[i℄ per signature///////////////////////

while i lt #S and LM(S[i+1℄) eq LM(S[i℄) do

if LM(ev(S[i+1℄)) ge LM(ev(S[i℄)) then

Remove(~S,i+1);

else

Remove(~S,i);

end if;

end while;

////redue ev(S[i℄)///////////////////////////////////

j:=1;

while j lt i and ev(S[i℄) ne 0 do

if ev(S[j℄) ne 0 then

if REM(LM(ev(S[i℄)),LM(ev(S[j℄))) eq 0

and LM(ev(S[i℄))*LM(S[j℄) lt LM(ev(S[j℄))*LM(S[i℄) then

S[i℄-:=S[j℄*LT(ev(S[i℄))/LT(ev(S[j℄));

j:=0;

end if;

end if;

j+:=1;

end while;

////remove some pending elements////////////////////////

j:=#S;

while j gt i do

if ev(S[i℄) ne 0 and ev(S[j℄) ne 0 then

if REM(LM(S[j℄),LM(S[i℄)) eq 0 then

if LM(S[j℄)*LM(ev(S[i℄)) le LM(S[i℄)*LM(ev(S[j℄))

then

Remove(~S,j);

end if;

end if;

end if;

j-:=1;

end while;

///add some pending elements////////////////////////////

if ev(S[i℄) ne 0 then
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for j in [1..i-1℄ do

li:=LM(ev(S[i℄));

if ev(S[j℄) ne 0 then

lj:=LM(ev(S[j℄));

l:=LCM(li,lj);

if lj*LM(S[i℄) gt li*LM(S[j℄) then

Append(~S,(l div li)*S[i℄);

end if;

if lj*LM(S[i℄) lt li*LM(S[j℄) then

Append(~S,(l div lj)*S[j℄);

end if;

end if;

end for;

Sort(~S);

else

Append(~LMSYZ,LM(S[i℄));

end if;

//// remove elements dominated by syzygies///////////////

if LMSYZ ne [℄ then

J:=ideal<R|Redue(LMSYZ)>;

MarkGroebner(J);

j:=#S;

while j gt i do

if NormalForm(LM(S[j℄),J) eq 0 then

Remove(~S,j);

end if;

j-:=1;

end while;

end if;

i+:=1;

end while;

evS:=[[S[i℄,ev(S[i℄)℄ : i in [1..#S℄℄;

return evS;

end funtion;
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5.10 Faugère 2004 example

So the suggestion here is to use the Shreyer module ordering. Applied to the example in Faugère's F5 paper,

this would give:

R<x,y,z,G013,G210,G102>:=PolynomialRing(Rationals(),6,"weight",[

1,1,1,4,3,3,

1,1,0,1,3,1,

1,0,0,0,2,1,

0,0,0,1,0,0,

0,0,0,0,1,0,

0,0,0,0,0,1℄);

g013:=y*z^3-x^2;

g210:=x^2*y-z^2;

g102:=x*z^2-y^2;

ev:=hom<R->R|x,y,z,g013,g210,g102>;

G:=[G013,G210,G102℄;

F:=Faugere(R,ev,G);F;

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////

1: sig=000,102

1*G102,

x*z^2-y^2

2: sig=000,210

1*G210,

x^2*y-z^2

3: sig=000,013

1*G013,

y*z^3-x^2

4: sig=100,013

x*G013-y*z*G102,

y^3*z-x^3

5: sig=002,210

z^2*G210-x*y*G102,

x*y^3-z^4

6: sig=200,013

x^2*G013-z^3*G210,

z^5-x^4

7: sig=102,210 (prinipal)

x*z^2*G210-x^2*y*G102-y^2*G210+z^2*G102,

0

8: sig=102,013 (prinipal)

x*z^2*G013-y*z^3*G102-y^2*G013+x^2*G102,
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0

9: sig=004,210

z^4*G210-x*y*z^2*G102-y^3*G102,

-z^6+y^5

10: sig=201,013

x^2*z*G013-x*y*z^2*G102-y^3*G102,

y^5-x^4*z

11: sig=210,013 (prinipal)

x^2*y*G013-y*z^3*G210-z^2*G013+x^2*G210,

0

12: sig=300,013

x^3*G013-x*z^3*G210-z^3*G102,

-x^5+y^2*z^3

13: sig=014,210

y*z^4*G210-x*y^2*z^2*G102-y^4*G102+z^3*G013,

y^6-x^2*z^3

14: sig=015,210 (non-prinipal)

y*z^5*G210-x*y^2*z^3*G102-x*y^3*G013+z^4*G013-x*y^2*G210+x*z^2*G102,

0
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But to try to reonstrut the omputations from the paper, a partiular non-anonial? lex over grevlex

monomial ordering on a ring with module variables and ring variables an be used:

R1<G013,G102,G210,x,y,z>:=PolynomialRing(Rationals(),6,"weight",[

1,0,0,0,0,0,

0,1,0,0,0,0,

0,0,1,0,0,0,

0,0,0,1,1,1,

0,0,0,1,1,0,

0,0,0,1,0,0℄);

g013:=y*z^3-x^2;

g210:=x^2*y-z^2;

g102:=x*z^2-y^2;

ev1:=hom<R1->R1|g013,g102,g210,x,y,z>;

G1:=[G013,G210,G102℄;

F1:=Faugere(R1,ev1,G1);F1;

/////////////////////////////////////////////////

1: sig=000,210

G210*1,

x^2*y-z^2

/////////////////////////////////////////////////

2: sig=000,102

G102*1,

x*z^2-y^2

3: sig=110,102

G102*x*y-G210*z^2

-x*y^3+z^4

4: sig=210,102 (prinipal)

G102*x^2*y-G102*z^2-G210*x*z^2+G210*y^2

0

5: sig=112,102

G102*x*y*z^2+G102*y^3-G210*z^4

z^6-y^5

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

6: sig=000,013

G013*1

y*z^3-x^2

7: sig=100,013

G013*x-G102*y*z

y^3*z-x^3

8: sig=200,013

G013*x^2-G210*z^3

z^5-x^4
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9: sig=003,013

G013*z^3-G102*x*y^2*z^2-G102*y^4+G210*y*z^4

y^6-x^2*z^3

10: sig=102,013 (prinipal)

G013*x*z^2-G013*y^2-G102*y*z^3+G102*x^2

0

11: sig=201,013

G013*x^2*z-G102*x*y*z^2-G102*y^3

y^5-x^4*z

12: sig=210,013 (prinipal)

G013*x^2*y-G013*z^2-G210*y*z^3+G210*x^2

0

13: sig=300,013

G013*x^3-G102*z^3-G210*x*z^3

-x^5+y^2*z^3

14: sig=130,013 (seondary)

G013*x*y^3-G013*z^4+G102*x*y^2*z^3-G102*x*z^2-G210*y*z^5+ G210*x*y^2

0

15: sig=006,013 (seondary)

G013*z^6-G013*y^5-G102*x*y^2*z^5-G102*y^4*z^3+G102*x*z^4

+G102*y^2*z^2+G210*y*z^7-G210*y^4

0
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The anonial lex over grevlex monomial ordering on a ring with module variables and ring variables an

be used:

R1<G013,G210,G102,x,y,z>:=PolynomialRing(Rationals(),6,"weight",[

1,0,0,0,0,0,

0,1,0,0,0,0,

0,0,1,0,0,0,

0,0,0,1,1,1,

0,0,0,1,1,0,

0,0,0,1,0,0℄);

g013:=y*z^3-x^2;

g210:=x^2*y-z^2;

g102:=x*z^2-y^2;

ev1:=hom<R1->R1|g013,g210,g102,x,y,z>;

G1:=[G013,G210,G102℄;

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

1: sig=000,102

G102,

x*z^2-y^2

////////////////////////////////////

2: sig=000,210

G210,

x^2*y-z^2

3: sig=002,210

G210*z^2-G102*x*y,

x*y^3-z^4

4: sig=102,210 (prinipal)

G210*x*z^2-G210*y^2-G102*x^2*y+G102*z^2,

0

5: sig=004,210

G210*z^4-G102*x*y*z^2-G102*y^3,

-z^6+y^5

///////////////////////////////////////

6: sig 000,013

G013,

y*z^3-x^2

7: sig =100,013

G013*x-G102*y*z,

y^3*z-x^3

8: sig=200,013

G013*x^2-G210*z^3,

z^5-x^4

9: sig=003,013
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G013*z^3+G210*y*z^4-G102*x*y^2*z^2-G102*y^4,

y^6-x^2*z^3

10: sig=102,013 (prinipal)

G013*x*z^2-G013*y^2-G102*y*z^3+G102*x^2,

0

11: sig=201,013

G013*x^2*z-G102*x*y*z^2-G102*y^3,

y^5-x^4*z

12: sig=210,013 (prinipal)

G013*x^2*y-G013*z^2-G210*y*z^3+G210*x^2,

0

13: sig=300,013

G013*x^3-G210*x*z^3-G102*z^3,

-x^5+y^2*z^3

14: sig=130,013 (seondary)

G013*x*y^3-G013*z^4-G210*y*z^5+G210*x*y^2+G102*x*y^2*z^3-

G102*x*z^2,

0

15: sig=006,013

G013*z^6-G013*y^5+G210*y*z^7-G210*y^4-G102*x*y^2*z^5-G102*y^4*z^3

+G102*x*z^4+G102*y^2*z^2,

0

The latter is done with essentially a position over term ordering so that the non-prinipal syzygies (at

least in this example) involving a higher-ranked module variable (alled seondary above) are prinipal

syzygies relative to the Gröbner basis found using only lower-ranked module variables, as an be seen from

the oe�ients x ∗ y3 − z4 and z6 − y5 of G013 in the last two omputations, whih were Gröbner basis

elements found using only G210 and G102.
Compare this to only one non-prinipal (but not preditable) syzygy in the former. Whih approah is

better is probably not at all lear from just one suh example.

The strong argument in favor of the Faugère approah is that all syzygies found are minimal syzygies

relative to the given generators, whereas many of the minimal syzygies among the Gröbner basis elements

found from even a best Buhberger approah implementation are super�uous when redued to syzygies among

the original generators. The fat that the Faugère approah produes some seemingly extraneous Gröbner

basis elements should not be viewed as a drawbak, but merely as a postponement of ertain redutions that

are not allowed when �rst enountered, many of whih may never be neessary.

Again the theoretial measure should be in terms of produing a Gröbner basis for a syzygy module (not

in terms of produing a Gröbner basis for the ideal); whereas the omputational measure should be in terms

of the number of individual divisions needed (not the number of signatures redued).
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5.11 Example 2

Consider an example with R := Q[f1, f3, f5, f7] having weighted grevlex monomial ordering de�ned by the

matrix M :=









1 3 5 7
1 1 1 0
1 1 0 0
1 0 0 0









. Let g3,0,0,0 := f3
1 − f3, g2,1,0,0 := f2

1 f3 − f5, g2,0,1,0 := f2
1 f5 − f7, and

I := 〈g3,0,0,0, g2,1,0,0, g2,0,1,0〉. To ompute all the syzygies among these three generators, it is possible to

proess signatures in inreasing order, with or without starting with the prinipal syzygies

F3000,2100 := f3
1 ·G2,1,0,0 − f2

1 f3 ·G3,0,0,0 − f3 ·G2,1,0,0 + f5 ·G3,0,0,0,

F3000,2010 := f3
1 ·G2,0,1,0 − f2

1 f5 ·G3,0,0,0 − f3 ·G2,0,1,0 + f7 ·G3,0,0,0,

F2100,2010 := f2
1 f3 ·G2,0,1,0 − f2

1 f5 ·G2,1,0,0 − f5 ·G2,0,1,0 + f7 ·G2,1,0,0.

Input to the Faugère syzygy algorithm

R=QQ[f1,f3,f5,f7,G2010,G2100,G3000,MonomialOrder=>{

Weights=>{1,3,5,7,7,5,3},

Weights=>{1,1,1,0,3,3,3},

Weights=>{1,1,0,0,2,3,3},

Weights=>{1,0,0,0,2,2,3},

Weights=>{0,0,0,0,1,0,0},

Weights=>{0,0,0,0,0,1,0},

Weights=>{0,0,0,0,0,0,1}}℄;

g3000:=f1^3-f3;

g2100:=f1^2*f3-f5;

g2010:=f1^2*f5-f7;

ev:=map(R,R,matrix{{f1,f3,f5,f7,g2010,g2100,g3000}});

G:={G2010,G2100,G3000};

F=Faugere(R,ev,G); toString(F)

produes the output (only slightly edited)

{G3000, f1^3-f3},

{G2100, f1^2*f3-f5},

{f1*G2100-f3*G3000, f3^2-f1*f5},

{G2010, f1^2*f5-f7},

{f1*G2010-f5*G3000, f3*f5-f1*f7},

{f1^3*G2100-f1^2*f3*G3000-f3*G2100+f5*G3000, 0},

{f3*G2010-f5*G2100, f5^2-f3*f7},

{f1^3*G2010-f1^2*f5*G3000-f3*G2010+f7*G3000, 0},

{f1^2*f3*G2010-f1^2*f5*G2100-f5*G2010+f7*G2100, 0},

{f3^2*G2010-f3*f5*G2100-f1*f5*G2010+f5^2*G3000+f1*f7*G2100-f3*f7*G3000, 0}

This shows there is only one minimal syzygy with signature f2
3G2,0,1,0 not divisible by the signature of

any prinipal syzygy. The remainders in this syzygy omputation

f3
1 − f3, f

2
1f3 − f5, f

2
3 − f1f5, f

2
1 f5 − f7, f3f5 − f1f7, f

2
5 − f3f7

form a Gröbner basis for I.
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Buhberger's algorithm an be viewed as a syzygy algorithm as well, though one produing syzygies

among the GB elements produed rather than those among the generators only.

The input

R<f1,f3,f5,f7>:=PolynomialRing(Rationals(),4,"weight",

[1,3,5,7,

1,1,1,0,

1,1,0,0,

1,0,0,0℄);

G:=[f1^3-f3,f1^2*f3-f5,f1^2*f5-f7℄;

syz,gb:=Buhberger(R,G);

syz;

gb;

produes the output syzygies (again only slightly edited)

f1(f1^2*f3-f5)-f3(f1^3-f3)-1(f3^2-f1*f5),

f1(f1^2*f5-f7)-f5(f1^3-f3)-1(f3*f5-f1*f7),

f1^2(f3^2-f1*f5)-f3(f1^2*f3-f5)+f5(f1^3-f3),

f3(f1^2*f5-f7)-f5(f1^2*f3-f5)-1(f5^2-f3*f7),

f1^2(f3*f5-f1*f7)-f5(f1^2*f3-f5)+f7(f1^3-f3)-1(f5^2-f3*f7),

f3(f3*f5-f1*f7)-f5(f3^2-f1*f5)-f1(f5^2-f3*f7),

f1^2(f5^2-f3*f7)-f5(f1^2*f5-f7)+f7(f1^2*f3-f5),

f3(f5^2-f3*f7)-f5(f3*f5-f1*f7)+f7(f3^2-f1*f5).

and Gröbner basis elements

/////////////////////

f1^3-f3,

f1^2*f3-f5,

f3^2-f1*f5,

f1^2*f5-f7,

f3*f5-f1*f7,

f5^2-f3*f7
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5.12 Example 3

Let g8,0,0,0 := f8
1 − f8, g2,0,0,1 := f2

1 f8 − f10, and g3,0,1,0 := f3
1 f10 − f13.

I := 〈g8,0,0,0, g2,0,0,1, g3,0,1,0〉 ⊂ R := F[f1, f13, f10, f8]

with weighted grevlex monomial ordering indued by the subsript weights has a Faugère syzygy omputation:

G8000

f1^8-f8

G2001

f1^2*f8-f10,

G3010

f1^3*f10-f13,

f1^6*G2001-f8*G8000+f1^3*G3010

-f1^3*f13+f8^2

f1^5*G3010-f10*G8000

-f1^5*f13+f10*f8

f1^8*G2001-f1^2*f8*G8000+f10*G8000-f8*G2001

0

f8*G3010-f1*f10*G2001

f1*f10^2-f13*f8

f1^8*G3010-f1^3*f10*G8000+f13*G8000-f8*G3010

0

f1^2*f8*G3010-f1^3*f10*G2001-f10*G3010+f13*G2001

0

f1^6*f8*G2001-f8^2*G8000+f1^3*f8*G3010+f1*f13*G2001

-f1*f13*f10+f8^3

f1^6*f10*G2001-f10*f8*G8000+f1^3*f10*G3010+f13*G3010

-f13^2+f10*f8^2

f1^5*f10*G3010-f10^2*G8000+f1^2*f13*G3010

-f1^2*f13^2+f10^2*f8

f1^6*f10*G3010-f1*f10^2*G8000-f1^6*f13*G2001+f13*f8*G8000

-f8^2*G3010+f1*f10*f8*G2001

0

f1*f8^2*G3010-f1^2*f10*f8*G2001-f10^2*G2001

f10^3-f1*f13*f8^2

f1^7*f8^2*G2001-f1*f8^3*G8000+f1^4*f8^2*G3010+f1^2*f13*f8*G2001

+f13*f10*G2001

-f13*f10^2+f1*f8^4

f1^7*f10^2*G2001-f1*f10^2*f8*G8000+f1^4*f10^2*G3010

-f1^6*f13*f8*G2001+f13*f8^2*G8000-f1^3*f13*f8*G3010

+f1*f13*f10*G3010-f1*f13^2*G2001-f8^3*G3010+f1*f10*f8^2*G2001

0

f1^5*f10^2*G3010-f10^3*G8000-f1^7*f13*f8*G2001+f1*f13*f8^2*G8000

-f1^4*f13*f8*G3010+f1^2*f13*f10*G3010-f1^2*f13^2*G2001

-f1*f8^3*G3010+f1^2*f10*f8^2*G2001+f10^2*f8*G2001

0

f1^7*f10*f8^2*G2001-f1*f10*f8^3*G8000+f1^4*f10*f8^2*G3010
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+f1*f13*f8^2*G3010

-f1*f13^2*f8^2+f1*f10*f8^4

f1^6*f10^2*f8*G2001-f10^2*f8^2*G8000+f1^3*f10^2*f8*G3010

+f13*f10*f8*G3010

-f13^2*f10*f8+f10^2*f8^3

f1^6*f10^3*G2001-f10^3*f8*G8000-f1^7*f13*f8^2*G2001

+f1*f13*f8^3*G8000+f1^3*f10^3*G3010-f1^4*f13*f8^2*G3010

+f13*f10^2*G3010-f1^2*f13^2*f8*G2001-f1*f8^4*G3010

+f1^2*f10*f8^3*G2001-f13^2*f10*G2001+f10^2*f8^2*G2001

0

that produes only the prinipal syzygies among the generators and a Gröbner basis onsisting of f8
1 − f8,

f2
1 f8 − f10, f

3
1 f10 − f13, −f3

1 f13 + f2
8 , −f5

1f13 + f10f8, f1f
2
10 − f13f8, −f1f13f10 + f3

8 , −f2
13 + f10f

2
8 , and

−f13f2
10 + f1f

4
8 .
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5.13 Example 4

Find a minimal, redued Gröbner basis for the ideal generated by f1,0,2 := x3x
2
1 + x22, f2,1,0 := x23x2 + x21,

and f3,0,0 := x33 + x22x1 using the anonial version of the Buhberger algorithm.

102 210 300 031 130 005 023 050

102 1
210 212 2
300 302 310 3
031 132 231 ∗ 4
130 −− 230 −− 131 5
005 105 ∗ ∗ 035 ∗ 7
023 123 −− ∗ 033 −− 025 6
050 ∗ 250 ∗ 051 150 ∗ −− 12

3, 1, 0 : ev(x2 ·G3,0,0 − x1 ·G2,1,0 + 1 ·G1,0,2) = x32x1 + x22 =: ev(G0,3,1)

2, 1, 2 : ev(x21 ·G2,1,0 − x3x2 ·G1,0,2) = −x3x32 + x41 =: ev(G1,3,0)

3, 0, 2 : ev(x21 ·G3,0,0 − x23 ·G1,0,2 + x2 ·G2,1,0) = x22x
3
1 + x2x

2
1 =: ev(G0,2,3)

1, 3, 1 : ev(x1 ·G1,3,0 + x3 ·G0,3,1) = x51 + x3x
2
2 =: ev(G0,0,5)

2, 3, 0 : ev(x3 ·G1,3,0 + x22 ·G2,1,0 − x21 ·G1,0,2) = 0

1, 0, 5 : ev(x3 ·G0,0,5 − x31 ·G1,0,2 + 1 ·G0,2,3 − x2 ·G2,1,0) = 0

0, 3, 3 : ev(x2 ·G0,2,3 − x21 ·G0,3,1) = 0

1, 2, 3 : ev(x3 ·G0,2,3 − x22x1 ·G1,0,2 + x2 ·G0,3,1 − x2 ·G1,0,2) = 0

1, 3, 2 : ev(x3x1 ·G0,3,1 − x32 ·G1,0,2) = −x52 + x3x
2
2x1 =: ev(G0,5,0)

0, 5, 1 : ev(x1 ·G0,5,0 + x22 ·G0,3,1 − x22 ·G1,0,2) = 0

2, 3, 1 : ev(x23 ·G0,3,1 − x22x1 ·G2,1,0 + 1 ·G0,2,3 − x2 ·G2,1,0) = 0

1, 5, 0 : ev(x3 ·G0,5,0 − x22 ·G1,3,0 + x1 ·G0,2,3 − x2x1 ·G2,1,0) = 0

0, 2, 5 : ev(x21 ·G0,2,3 − x22 ·G0,0,5 − x2 ·G1,3,0) = 0

0, 3, 5 : ev(x32 ·G0,0,5 − x41 ·G0,3,1 + x22 ·G1,3,0) = 0

Now use the Faugère syzygy algoritm.

F000,102 := G102, ev(F000,102) = x3x
2
1 + x22

F000,210 := G210, ev(F000,210) = x23x2 + x21

F000,300 := G300, ev(F000,300) = x33 + x22x1

F010,300 := x2 ·G300 − x3 ·G210 + 1 ·G102, ev(F010,300) = x32x1 + x22

F002,210 := x21 ·G210 − x3x2 ·G102, ev(F002,210) = −x3x32 + x41

F002,300 := x21 ·G300 − x23 ·G102 + x2 ·G210, ev(F002,300) = x22x
3
1 + x2x

2
1

F003,201 := x1(x
2
1 ·G210 − x3x2 ·G102) + x3(x2 ·G300 − x3 ·G2,1,0 + 1 ·G1,0,2), ev(F003,201) = x51 + x3x

2
2

F111,300 := x3x1(x2 ·G300 − x3 ·G210 + 1 ·G102)− x32 ·G102, ev(F111,300) = −x52 + x3x
2
2x1

F023,210 := x22(x1(x
2
1 ·G210 − x3x2 ·G102) + x3(x2 ·G300 − x3 ·G210 + 1 ·G102), ev(F023,210) = 0

F004,300 := −x21(x21 ·G300 − x23 ·G102 + x2 ·G210) + x2(x
2
1 ·G210 − x3x2 ·G102), ev(F004,300) = 0
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R8<x3,x2,x1,G300,G210,G102>:=PolynomialRing(Rationals(),6,"weight",[

1,1,1,3,3,3,

1,1,0,3,3,1,

1,0,0,3,2,1,

0,0,0,1,0,0,

0,0,0,0,1,0,

0,0,0,0,0,1℄);

g102:=x3*x1^2+x2^2;

g210:=x3^2*x2+x1^2;

g300:=x3^3+x2^2*x1;

ev8:=hom<R8->R8|x3,x2,x1,g300,g210,g102>;

G8:=[G300,G210,G102℄;

F8:=Faugere(R8,ev8,G8);

F8;

1*G102,

x3*x1^2+x2^2

1*G210,

x3^2*x2+x1^2

1*G300,

x3^3+x2^2*x1

x2*G300-x3*G210,

x2^3*x1-x3*x1^2

x1^2*G210-x3*x2*G102,

-x3*x2^3+x1^4

x1^2*G300-x3^2*G102,

x2^2*x1^3-x3^2*x2^2

x1^3*G210-x3*x2*x1*G102+x3*x2*G300-x3^2*G210,

x1^5-x3^2*x1^2

x3*x1^2*G210-x3^2*x2*G102+x2^2*G210-x1^2*G102,

0

x3*x1^2*G300-x3^3*G102-x2^2*x1*G102+x2^2*G300,

0

x3*x2*x1*G300-x3^2*x1*G210-x2^3*G102,

-x2^5-x3^2*x1^3

x3^2*x2*G300-x3^3*G210-x2^2*x1*G210+x1^2*G300,

0

x2^2*x1^3*G210-x3*x2^3*x1*G102+x3*x2^3*G300

-x3^2*x2^2*G210-x1^4*G300+x3^2*x1^2*G102,

0
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5.14 Buhberger

The Buhberger algorithm is usually desribed in terms of omputing Spolynomials and reduing them. See

for instane http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buhberger's_algorithm or most any textbook on ommutative

algebra. Obviously from the above examples, it is possible to rephrase it in terms of anonial redution

relative to the urrent list of generators, fousing on produing syzygies, with a Gröbner basis as a byprodut.

The Buhberger riterion, that any set losed under the ombined operations of omputing Spolynomials

and reduing them, is a Gröbner basis, an be viewed as suggesting a anonial set of syzygies that an be

used to de�ne a anonial division with remainder relative to a �xed ordered Gröbner basis for the ideal

it generates. In turn that suggests that one should not only try to ompute a Gröbner basis for an ideal,

but also a anonial set of syzygies desribing that anonial division with remainder. And theoretially

this gives an immediate transparent proof why the Buhberger riterion gives a Gröbner basis. [Note that

division was de�ned using individual term quotients rather than more general polynomial quotients.℄

Let R := F[xn, . . . , x1] be a polynomial ring with a given global monomial ordering. The de�nition of

Spolynomials used here will be:

Spolynomial(f, g) =
LCM(LM(f), LM(g))

LT (f)
f − LCM(LM(f), LM(g))

LT (g)
g

with f ≻ g.
A set b0, . . . , bN−1 (ordered so that b0 ≺ · · · ≺ bN−1) is losed under the ombined operation of Spolyno-

mials and redution i�

Spolynomial(bi, bj) =
K
∑

k=0

ckx
α(k)bl(k)

with LM(SPolynomial(bi, bj)) = LM(c0x
α(0)bl(0)) ≻ · · · ≻ LM(cKx

α(K)bl(K)). Assume as well that the set

is minimal and redued, so that LM(bi) doesn't divide any term of any bj (other than LT (bi)). Then there

is a minimal set of syzygies among the bi gotten from interreduing all the syzygies

Spolynomial(bi, bj)−
K
∑

k=0

ckx
α(k)bl(k)

above.

Theorem 24. Given an ordered set b0 ≺ · · · ≺ bN−1 of elements of a polynomial ring R := F[x], there
exists a minimal, redued set of syzygies of the form

syz(γ, k) := xα(0)bj(0) +

K
∑

i=1

cix
α(i)bj(i) = 0

with ci ∈ F and

LM(xα(0)bk) = LM(c1x
α(1)bl(1)) ≻ · · · ≻ LM(cKx

α(K)bj(K))

Corollary 25. The division algorithm with respet to the ordered set b0 ≺ · · · ≺ bN−1 (and the default

bN := 1 if no other divisor works) gives both a anonial set of quotients and a anonial remainder:

f =

K
∑

k=0

ckx
α(k)bl(k)

with

LM(f) = LM(xα(0)bl(0)) ≻ · · · ≻ LM(cKx
α(K)bj(K)).

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buchberger's_algorithm
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Corollary 26. For f ∈ I := 〈b0, . . . , bN−1〉, LM(bj(0))|LM(f) with j(0) 6= N ; so b0, . . . , bN−1 is a Gröbner

basis for I.

Corollary 27. For f ∈ R, those terms with bj(k) = bN = 1 form the anonial remainder NF (f, I).

5.15 Faugère

Theorem 28. The Faugère syzygy algorithm herein produes redutions that inlude minimum signature

redutions with values LM(b) for all b ∈ B with B a minimal Gröbner basis for I.

Proof. First note that the Faugère syzygy algorithm doesn't proess every signature. To redue a signature

xγGβ , it is neessary to �nd a signature xαGβ that is, with xα|xγ and xα maximum. Then multiply the

redution of xαGβ by xγ−α
.

Let B be a minimal Gröbner basis for I. For eah LM(b) with b ∈ B, let Rγ,β be a representation with

LM(ev(Rγ,β)) = LM(b) and signature xγGβ minimum.

• Suppose that LM(ev(Fγ,β)) ≻ LM(b). Then for some c ∈ F, LM(Fγ,β − cRγ,β) ≺ xγGβ . But then

Fγ,β − (Fγ,β − cRγ,β) = cRγ,β, so Fγ,β is not ompletely redued.

• Suppose that LM(ev(Fγ,β)) ≺ LM(b). Then for some c ∈ F, LM(Rγ,β − cFγ,β) ≺ xγGβ . But then

LM(ev(Rγ,β − cFγ,β)) = LM(b), ontraditing the minimality of the signature xγGβ .

• Suppose that LM(ev(Fγ,β)) = LM(b). Then LM(ev(Fγ,β)) = xγ−αLM(ev(Fα,β)). That, in turn

means that LM(ev(Fα,β))|LM(b) implies α = γ.

Corollary 29. Given an ordered set of generators gβ(0) ≺ · · · ≺ gβ(N−1) for an ideal I ∈ R, and the R-

module R〈Gβ(N−1), . . . , Gβ(0)〉 with R-linear map de�ned by ev(Gβ(i)) := gβ(i) for 0 ≤ i ≤ N−1, there exists
a minimal set of minimal, redued relations of the form

Fγ,δ −
∑

i=0

cix
ǫ(i)Fα(i),β(i) =

∑

i=0

aix
λ(i)Gµ(i)

that orrespond to minimal expressions for the values

∑

k=0

akx
λ(k)gµ(k)

or to minimal syzygies if the value is 0.

Proof. Every minimal syzygy is omputed when its signature is redued. Every element of a minimal,

redued Gröbner basis has presentations as R-linear ombinations of the original generators. That element

(or at least one with the same leading monomial) is produed as a value when the signature of the R-linear

ombination with smallest signature for it is redued.
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5.16 Example 5

As a test example try R := Q[x4, x3, x2, x1] with a (default) grevlex monomial ordering. And let

I := 〈x134 − x3, x
10
4 − x2, x

8
4 − x1〉.

Start by interreduing the generators to get

g2,0,0,1 := x24x1 − x2, g3,0,1,0 := x34x2 − x3, g8,0,0,0 := x84 − x1.

A list of of the redutions atually done in this Buhberger syzygy algorithm, and in what order an be put

in a table:

0012 16
2001 2012 1

20
1020 1022 2021 4

18 5
1110 1112 2111 1120 11

19 14 12
0013 0013 2013 1023 1113 12

17 − − −
1102 1112 2102 1122 1112 1113 5

20 6 8 13 −
3010 3012 3011 3020 3110 3013 3112 2

− 4 7 16 − −
1300 1312 2301 1320 1310 1313 1302 3310 19

− 32 − 22 − 31 −
2200 2212 2201 2220 2210 2213 2202 2210 2300 20

− 21 − 23 − − − 24
3100 3112 3101 3120 3110 3113 3102 3110 3300 3200 10

− 11 − 15 − − − − 25
0005 0015 2005 1025 1115 0015 1105 3015 1305 2205 3105 13

26 34 − − − 33 − − −
1004 1014 2004 1024 1114 1014 1104 3014 1304 2204 3104 1005 14

28 30 − − − 29 − − − − 27
0050 0052 2051 1050 1150 0053 1152 3050 1350 2250 3150 0055 1054 8

35 − 9 − − − − − − − − −
8000 8012 8001 8020 8110 8013 8102 8010 8300 8200 8100 8005 8004 8050 3

− 10 − − − − 36 − − 37 − − −
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So of the

(

13
2

)

= 78 possible redutions, only 37 − 3 = 34 are done, and only 13 − 3 new Gröbner basis

elements are found, 1 of whih is unneessary. The Gröbner basis elements found are:

g0012:=f10*f8^2-f13^2,

g2001:=f1^2*f8-f10,

g1020:=f1*f10^2-f13*f8,

g1110:=f1*f13*f10-f8^3,

(g0013:=-f10*f8^3+f13^2*f8),

g1102:=-f1*f13*f8^2+f10^3,

g3010:=f1^3*f10-f13,

g1300:=f1*f13^3-f10^4,

g2200:=f1^2*f13^2-f10^2*f8,

g3100:=f1^3*f13-f8^2,

g0005:=-f8^5+f10^4,

g1004:=-f1*f8^4+f13*f10^2,

g0050:=f10^5-f13^2*f8^3,

g8000:=f1^8-f8
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and the syzygies in order are:

4:f8(f1^3*f10-f13)-f1*f10(f1^2*f8-f10)-1(f1*f10^2-f13*f8)

5:f1*f8(f1*f10^2-f13*f8)-f10^2(f1^2*f8-f10)-1(-f1*f13*f8^2+f10^3)

6:f1(-f1*f13*f8^2+f10^3)+f13*f8(f1^2*f8-f10)-f10(f1*f10^2-f13*f8)

7:f10(f1^3*f10-f13)-f1^2(f1*f10^2-f13*f8)-f13(f1^2*f8-f10)

8:f10^2(-f1*f13*f8^2+f10^3)+f13*f8^2(f1*f10^2-f13*f8)-1(f10^5-f13^2*f8^3)

9:f1(f10^5-f13^2*f8^3)-f10^3(1*f10^2-f13*f8)f13*f8(f1*f13*f8^2+f10^3)

10:f8(1^8-f8)f1^6(1^2*f8-f10)-f1^3(f1^3*f10-f13)-1(f1^3*f13-f8^2)

11:f8(f1^3*f13-f8^2)-f1*f13(f1^2*f8-f10)-1(f1*f13*f10-f8^3)

12:f10(f1*f13*f10-f8^3)-f13(f1*f10^2-f13*f8)-1(-f10*f8^3+f13^2*f8)

13:f10(-f1*f13*f8^2+f10^3)+f8^2(f1*f13*f10-f8^3)-1(-f8^5+f10^4)

14:f1*f8(f1*f13*f10-f8^3)-f13*f10(f1^2*f8-f10)-1(-f1*f8^4+f13*f10^2)

15:f10(f1^3*f13-f8^2)-f1^2(f1*f13*f10-f8^3)-f8^2(f1^2*f8-f10)

16:f13(f1^3*f10-f13)-f1^2(f1*f13*f10-f8^3)-f8^2(f1^2*f8-f10)-1(f10*f8^2-f13^2)

17:1(-f10*f8^3+f13^2*f8)+f8(f10*f8^2-f13^2)

18:f8^2(f1*f10^2-f13*f8)-f1*f10(f10*f8^2-f13^2)-f13(f1*f13*f10-f8^3)

19:f8^2(f1*f13*f10-f8^3)-f1*f13(f10*f8^2-f13^2)-1(-f8^5+f10^4)-1(f1*f13^3-f10^4)

20:f10*f8(f1^2*f8-f10)-f1^2(f10*f8^2-f13^2)-1(f1^2*f13^2-f10^2*f8)

21:f8(f1^2*f13^2-f10^2*f8)-f13^2(f1^2*f8-f10)+f10(f10*f8^2-f13^2)

22:f10(f1*f13^3-f10^4)-f13^2(f1*f13*f10-f8^3)+1(f10^5-f13^2*f8^3)

23:f10(f1^2*f13^2-f10^2*f8)-f1*f13(f1*f13*f10-f8^3)+f8(-f1*f13*f8^2+f10^3)

24:f13(f1^2*f13^2-f10^2*f8)-f1(f1*f13^3-f10^4)-f10^2(f1*f10^2-f13*f8)

25:f13(f1^3*f13-f8^2)-f1(f1^2*f13^2-f10^2*f8)-f8(f1*f10^2-f13*f8)

26:f10(-f8^5+f10^4)+f8^3(f10*f8^2-f13^2)-1(f10^5-f13^2*f8^3)

27:f8(-f1*f8^4+f13*f10^2)-f1(-f8^5+f10^4)+f10^2(f1*f10^2-f13*f8)

28:f10(-f1*f8^4+f13*f10^2)+f1*f8^2(f10*f8^2-f13^2)-f13(-f1*f13*f8^2+f10^3)

29:f13(-f1*f8^4+f13*f10^2)-f8^2(-f1*f13*f8^2+f10^3)+f10^2(f10*f8^2-f13^2)

30:f1(-f1*f8^4+f13*f10^2)+f8^3(f1^2*f8-f10)-f13(f1*f10^2-f13*f8)

+f8(f10*f8^2-f13^2)

31:f8^2(f1*f13^3-f10^4)+f13^2(-f1*f13*f8^2+f10^3)+f10^3(f10*f8^2-f13^2)

32:f1*f8(f1*f13^3-f10^4)-f13^3(f1^2*f8-f10)+f10^2*f8(f1*f10^2-f13*f8)

+f13*f10(f10*f8^2-f13^2)

33:f1*f13(-f8^5+f10^4)-f8^3(-f1*f13*f8^2+f10^3)-f13*f10^2(f1*f10^2-f13*f8)

+f10^2*f8(f10*f8^2-f13^2)

34:f1^2(-f8^5+f10^4)+f8^4(f1^2*f8-f10)-f1*f10^2(f1*f10^2-f13*f8)

-f13*f8(f1*f10^2-f13*f8)+f8^2(f10*f8^2-f13^2)

35:f8^2(f10^5-f13^2*f8^3)-f10^4(f10*f8^2-f13^2)-f13^2(-f8^5+f10^4)

36:f10(f1^8-f8)-f1^5(f1^3*f10-f13)-f1^2(f1^3*f13-f8^2)-f8(f1^2*f8-f10)

37:f13(f1^8-f8)-f1^5(f1^3*f13-f8^2)-f1^3*f8(f1^2*f8-f10)

-f1*f10(f1^2*f8-f10)-1(f1*f10^2-f13*f8)
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In the Faugère approah, the input:

R=QQ[x4,x3,x2,x1,G8000,G3010,G2001,MonomialOrder=>{

Weights=>{1,1,1,1,8,4,3},

Weights=>{1,1,1,0,8,4,2},

Weights=>{1,1,0,0,8,3,2},

Weights=>{1,0,0,0,8,3,2},

Weights=>{0,0,0,0,1,0,0},

Weights=>{0,0,0,0,0,1,0},

Weights=>{0,0,0,0,0,0,1}}℄;

g8000=x4^8-x1;

g3010=x4^3*x2-x3;

g2001=x4^2*x1-x2;

ev=map(R,R,matrix{{x4,x3,x2,x1,g8000,g3010,g2001}});

G={G8000,G3010,G2001};

F=Faugere(R,ev,G);toString F

produes output (slightly modi�ed for spae and form)

1:G2001,

x4^2*x1-x2

2:G3010,

x4^3*x2-x3

3:x1*G3010-x4*x2*G2001,

x4*x2^2-x3*x1

4:x4*x1^2*G3010-x4^2*x2*x1*G2001-x2^2*G2001,

-x4*x3*x1^2+x2^3

5:x4^2*x1*G3010-x4^3*x2*G2001-x2*G3010+x3*G2001,

0

6:G8000,

x4^8-x1

7:x4*x2^2*x1^2*G3010-x4^2*x2^3*x1*G2001+x3*x1^3*G3010

-x4*x3*x2*x1^2*G2001-x2^4*G2001,

x2^5-x3^2*x1^3

8:x1*G8000-x4^6*G2001-x4^3*G3010,

x4^3*x3-x1^2

9:x2*G8000-x4^5*G3010,

x4^5*x3-x2*x1

10:x1^2*G8000-x4^6*x1*G2001-x4^3*x1*G3010-x4*x3*G2001,

x4*x3*x2-x1^3

11:x2*x1*G8000-x4^5*x1*G3010-x4^3*x3*G2001-x3*G3010,

-x2*x1^2+x3^2

12:x2^2*G8000-x4^5*x2*G3010-x4^2*x3*G3010,

x4^2*x3^2-x2^2*x1

13:x2^2*x1*G8000-x4^5*x2*x1*G3010-x4^2*x3*x1*G3010-x3^2*G2001,

-x2^2*x1^2+x3^2*x2

14:x4^2*x1*G8000-x4^8*G2001-x2*G8000+x1*G2001,

0

15:x4*x2^2*G8000-x4^6*x2*G3010-x3*x1*G8000+x4^6*x3*G2001
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+x1^2*G3010-x4*x2*x1*G2001,

0

16:x1^4*G8000-x4^6*x1^3*G2001-x4^3*x1^3*G3010+x4*x2*x1^2*G3010

-x4^2*x2^2*x1*G2001-x4*x3*x1^2*G2001-x2^3*G2001,

-x1^5+x2^4

17:x4*x1^3*G8000-x4^7*x1^2*G2001-x4^4*x1^2*G3010-x4^2*x3*x1*G2001

-x3*x2*G2001,

-x4*x1^4+x3*x2^2

18:x4*x3*x1^2*G8000-x4^7*x3*x1*G2001-x2^3*G8000+x4^5*x2^2*G3010

-x4^4*x3*x1*G3010+x4^2*x3*x2*G3010-x4*x1^3*G3010

+x4^2*x2*x1^2*G2001-x4^2*x3^2*G2001+x2^2*x1*G2001,

0

19:x4*x3*x2*x1*G8000-x4^6*x3*x1*G3010-x4^4*x3^2*G2001-x4*x2*x1^2*G3010

+x4^2*x2^2*x1*G2001-x4*x3^2*G3010+x2^3*G2001,

x4*x3^3-x2^4

20:x2^4*G8000-x4^5*x2^3*G3010-x4^2*x3*x2^2*G3010-x4*x3^2*x1*G3010

+x4^2*x3^2*x2*G2001,

x4*x3^3*x1-x2^4*x1},

21:x4^3*x2*G8000-x4^8*G3010-x3*G8000+x1*G3010,

0

22:x2^4*x1*G8000-x4^5*x2^3*x1*G3010-x4^2*x3*x2^2*x1*G3010-x3^2*x2^2*G2001,

-x2^4*x1^2+x3^2*x2^3

23:x2^5*G8000-x4^5*x2^4*G3010-x3^2*x1^3*G8000+x4^6*x3^2*x1^2*G2001

+x4^3*x3^2*x1^2*G3010-x4^2*x3*x2^3*G3010+x4*x2^2*x1^3*G3010

-x4^2*x2^3*x1^2*G2001-x4*x3^2*x2*x1*G3010+x4^2*x3^2*x2^2*G2001

+x3*x1^4*G3010-x4*x3*x2*x1^3*G2001+x4*x3^3*x1*G2001-x2^4*x1*G2001,

0

24:x4*x3^3*x2*x1*G8000-x4^6*x3^3*x1*G3010-x4^4*x3^4*G2001

-x4*x3^2*x2*x1^2*G3010+x4^2*x3^2*x2^2*x1*G2001-x4*x3^4*G3010

+x3^2*x2^3*G2001,

x4*x3^5-x3^2*x2^4
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Chapter 6

Isomorphism

6.1 Finite �elds

Finite �elds of harateristi p are either Fp := Zp or an extension of it gotten by using an irreduible

polynomial π(x) ∈ Zp[x] of degree m to produe Fpm := Fp[a]/〈π(a)〉. Up to isomorphism there is only one

suh for eah prime power order pm.

It is worthwhile to try to prove that the non-zero elements form a yli group under multipliation. It

is also worthwhile to use the Eulidean algorithm to prove whih �nite �elds are sub�elds of whih others.

And it is worthwhile to �gure out how to use the extended Eulidean algorithm to produe multipliative

inverses, hene to prove that these are really �elds and not just quotient rings.

6.2 Isomorphism versus equality

There is a general problem in deiding whether some objet should be viewed as a sub-objet of some other

objet or an be mapped isomorphially to a sub-objet of some other objet.

Start with a simple example of suh.

A := F2[a]/〈a4 + a+ 1〉

B := F2[b]/〈b4 + b3 + 1〉

are both �nite �elds. Are they equal or isomorphi?

One way to view this is that there is a �eld isomorphism φ : B → A, possibly de�ned by φ(b) := a7

(with inverse ψ(a) := b13). Another is that b = a7 and B = A are the same objet F16 viewed two di�erent

ways.

Is this any di�erent from, say, a hange of basis in vetor spaes? There, there is no thought that hange

of basis is an isomorphism between two distint vetor spaes, just an admission that there are various

ways to view the same vetor spae. Isomorphism of vetor spaes omes from mapping one vetor spae to

another, most likely of di�erent dimension; and identifying the image with the domain modulo the kernel.

The same is true here for funtion �elds. Suppose K := F(x2/h2, x1/h1)/I is a funtion �eld of

dimension 1 with I := 〈f(x2/h2, x1/h1)〉. If x3/h3 ∈ K\F and x4/h4 ∈ K\F(x3/h3), then there is

an irreduible relation f(x4/h4, x3/h3) indued by f(x2/h2, x1/h1), de�ning a sub-funtion �eld of K,

B := F(x4/h4, x3/h3)/J, J := 〈f(x4/h4, x3/h3)〉. But for most hoies of x3/h3 and x4/h4, B = K.

59
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So why worry here about a subtle di�erene between equality and isomorphism? Consider the a�ne

quotient rings involved:

A1 := F[x2, x1]/I, I := 〈f(x2, x1)〉,
A2 := F[x4, x3]/J, J := 〈f(x4, x3)〉.

We have already made the ase above that these an be very di�erent. Standard methods are to desribe

what are alled birational maps, whih have problems being maps unless they are restrited appropriately.

These maps are at the level of φ : A1 → A2; when, in fat, they should all be the identity map on K the

funtion �eld these have in ommon.

The problem with birational maps is then that the a�ne points of Ai miss some set of points Vi, so the

birational map between A1 and A2 only makes sense when one avoids V1 ∪ V2.
There are no suh problems with the identity map. Blowups are of the form of taking di�erent a�ne

views of the funtion �eld. These have exeptional divisors, desribing Vi, whih should be irrelevant one

these are treated as hange of basis of the funtion �eld. [Desingularization is probably about oordinatizing

the points of the funtion �eld, and possibly �nding expliit loal parameter, loal unit pairs at eah point,

not about �nding weak desingularizations or strong desingularizations with normal rossings of exeptional

divisors (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resolution_of_singularities), all of whih should be irrelevant.℄

A related question is, as mentioned earlier, why one produes new names for funtions? Clearly(?) it

is to use those names in plae of writing out expliitly what the funtions are in terms of the variables

urrently in use. That means that if s is a name for a/b, then the redution rule should be a/b 7→ s rather
than s 7→ a/b. [As a warning, if one uses only polynomial redution rules then a 7→ sb rather than sb 7→ a;
but either of these has to be used in onjuntion with fatoring out b in all omputations.℄

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resolution_of_singularities
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6.3 Example

Here is another interesting example.

K := F(x2, x1)/〈x122 + x42x
10
1 + x22x

11
1 + x2x

10
1 + x71〉.

The divisors are:

((x2)) = −5Aj ·Qj − 1 · P0 + 1 · P1 + 3 · P2 + 7 · P3;

((x1)) = −4Aj ·Qj − 2 · P0 − 1 · P1 − 1 · P2 + 12 · P3.

with either A1 = 2 or A1 = A2 = 1.
It is possible to resolve this using what is referred to here as multi-blowups. Start with (−5)(−1) −

(−4)(−1) = 1 to motivate a hange of variables x2 = x−5
4 x−1

3 , x1 = x−4
4 x−1

3 , with x4 := x1/x2 and

x3 := x42/x
5
1. This produes

K := F(x4, x3)/〈1 + x23 + x64x3 + x154 x
3
3 + x324 x

7
3〉.

If char 6= 2, then there are two points Q1 and Q2 with x4 as loal parameter, with slightly di�erent loal

units x3 satisfying the above relation with x4, but starting with onstant term either i or −i.
In char = 2, i = 1 = −i, so ontinue with x5 := x3 + 1 to move the singularity to x5 = 0 = x4. Then

x5 = x34x6 for x6 := x5/x
3
4 gives

K = F2(x6, x4)/〈x26 + (1 + x34x6) + x94(1 + x34x6)
3 + x264 (1 + x34x6)

7〉.

Use x7 := x6+1 to move the singularity to x7 = 0 = x4. Then use (3)(1)−(2)(1) = 1 to motivate x7 = x39x8,
x4 = x29x8, with x9 := x7/x4 and x8 := x34/x

2
7 to get

K = F2(x9, x8)/〈x8 + (1 + x39x8) + x129 x
6
8(1 + x69x

3
8(1 + x39x8))

3 + x469 x
23
8 (1 + x89x

3
8(1 + x29x8))

7〉.

Then there is only one point Q1. [Note that by adding the extra term x62x
5
1 to the initial relation, char = 3

would have been the exeption instead of char = 2. Or by adding the extra term −2x62x
5
1, even char = 0

ould have been an exeption to the �rst blowup being a resolution of the singularity at the origin.℄
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Chapter 7

Varieties

De�nition 30. The variety of an ideal I is

V (I) := {a : f(a) = 0 for all f ∈ I}.

For now it will remain ambiguous where a lives. In linear algebra, it is ommon to solve for suh

ommon zeros by row-reduing an augmented matrix to triangular form and then bak-substituting. The

generalization here is alled elimination (32) and extension (33) That is, it is possible to eliminate one

variable at a time, using a lex monomial ordering (9), then solve for the ommon zeros of the elements of

the ideal in only the lowest variable, and extend those zeros reursively, one variable at a time.

7.1 Finite variety examples

Start with a very simple example:

I2 := 〈x22 − x1, x
2
1 − x1〉 ⊂ F[x2, x1].

I1 := I2 ∩ F[x1] = 〈x21 − x1〉 eliminates x2. The zeros of x21 − x1 are x1 = 0 and x1 = 1. These an be

extended to (x2, x1) = (0, 0), (x2, x1) = (1, 1), and (x2, x1) = (−1, 1). [There is reason to ount (0, 0) with
multpliity 2, in that the number of zeros (when �nite) should math the number of standard monomials;

those being {1, x1, x2, x2x1} here.℄

Try

(x23 − 2x3 − 3x2, x3x2 − 3x2, x3x
2
1 − x3x1, x

2
2 − x2, x2x1 − x2, x

3
1 − x21)

a lex Gröbner basis for the ideal I of Q[x3, x2, x1] that it generates, has elimination ideals

I2 := 〈 x22 − x2, x2x1 − x2, x
3
1 − x21 〉;

I1 := 〈 x31 − x21 〉.
The roots x1 = 0, 1 of x31 − x21 = 0 an be extended.

〈 x22 − x2, x2x1 − x2, x
3
1 − x21, x1 − 0 〉;

〈 x22 − x2, x2x1 − x1, x
3
1 − x21, x1 − 1 〉;

have bases:

B2,0 := (x2, x1);
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B2,1 := (x22 − x2, x1 − 1)

respetively.

Then

〈x23 − 2x3 − 3x2, x3x2 − 3x2, x3x
2
1 − x3x1, x2 − 0, x1 − 0〉;

〈x23 − 2x3 − 3x2, x3x2 − 3x2, x3x
2
1 − x3x1, x2 − 0, x1 − 1〉;

〈x23 − 2x3 − 3x2, x3x2 − 3x2, x3x
2
1 − x3x1, x2 − 1, x1 − 1〉;

redue respetively to

〈x23 − 2x3, x2, x1〉;
〈x23 − 2x3, x2, x1 − 1〉;
〈x3 − 3, x2 − 1, x1 − 1〉.

The variety V (I) is {(0, 0, 0), (2, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1), (2, 0, 1), (3, 1, 1)}, as a set, though there is again algebrai
reason to ount (0, 0, 0) twie.

7.2 Examples of dimension 1

Now try simple examples that are not �nite, suh as

I2 := 〈x2 − x21〉.

Elimination gives I1 := ∅, so x1 = (a1) for any a1 ∈ F. Extension gives (x2, x1) = (a21, a1) for any a1 ∈ F.

Try a slightly harder example,

I2 := 〈x2x1 − 1〉.
Elimination gives I1 := ∅; so x1 = a1 is a zero for any a1 ∈ F. Extension gives (x2, x1) = (1/a1, a1) for
a1 6= 0.

There are two ways to deal with this possible lak of extension when a1 = 0. The �rst is to think in a�ne

terms; and produe a theorem that explains when extension might fail, namely when the leading oe�ient

(here the leading oe�ient of x2x1 − 1 being x1) vanishes. The seond is to think in other terms. The

projetive version with x2x1−x20 = 0 would be to extend (x1 : x0) = (a1 : 1) to (x2 : x1 : x0) := (1/a1 : a1 : 1)
for a1 6= 0, (x1 : x0) := (0 : 1) to (x2 : x1 : x0) := (1 : 0 : 0), and even (x1 : x0) := (1 : 0) to

(x2 : x1 : x0) := (0 : 1 : 0).
This may explain extension without failures; but the orrespondene in the example between (0 : 1) and

its extension to (1 : 0 : 0) is not straightforward. So maybe a better solution would be to look at zeros in

(P1(F))2 instead of F2
or P2(F). Then x1 = (a1 : 1) extends to (x2, x1) = ((1/a1 : 1), (a1 : 1)) for a1 6= 0,

x1 = (0 : 1) to (x2, x1) = ((1 : 0), (0 : 1)), and x1 = (1 : 0) to (x2, x1) = ((0 : 1), (1 : 0)).
CLO example 1, setion 5, hapter 8, with ideal

I2 := 〈 x2x21 − x2 + 1 〉

has a�ne variety

V (I) := {(−1/(a21 − 1), a1) : a1 ∈ F\{±1}}
omputable by elimination and extension using a lex monomial ordering, as above.

The projetive version

I(h) := 〈 x2x21 − x2x
2
0 + x30 〉,
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would extend (x1 : x0) = (a1 : 1) to (−1/(a21 − 1) : a1 : 1) for a1 6= ±1, would extend (x1 : x0) = (±1 : 1) to
(1 : 0 : 0), and would extend (x1 : x0) = (1 : 0) to (x2 : x1 : x0) = (0 : 1 : 0) when viewed in P2(F).

The solution there is to use zeros in P1(F) × F to get (x1) = (±1) extending to ((x2 : x0), x1) = ((1 :
0),±1). The suggestion here is to use zeros in (P1(F))2.

I(H) := 〈 x2x21 − x2h
2
1 − h2x

2
1 〉

would then extend (x1 : h1) = (a1 : 1) to ((−1/(a21−1) : 1), ), (a1 : 1)) for a1 6= ±1, extend (x1 : h1) = (±1 : 1)
to ((1 : 0), (±1 : 1)), and extend (x1 : h1) = (1 : 0) to ((x2 : h2), (x1 : h1)) = ((0 : 1), (1 : 0)) .

Make this slightly harder and symmetri as (14.2) with ideal

I2 := 〈 x22x21 − x22 − x21 〉

with a�ne variety

V (I) := {(±a1/
√

a21 − 1, a1) : a1 ∈ F\{±1}}.

The projetive version

I(h) := 〈 x22x21 − x22x
2
0 − x21x

2
0 〉,

would extend (x1 : x0) = (a1 : 1) to (±a1/
√

a21 − 1 : a : 1) for a1 6= ±1, would extend (x1 : x0) = (±1 : 1) to
(1 : 0 : 0), and would extend (x1 : x0) = (1 : 0) to (x2 : x1 : x0) = (0 : 1 : 0) when viewed in P2(F).

The suggested solution there is to use zeros in P1(F) × F. to get (x1) = (±1) extending to ((x2 :
x0), x1) = ((1 : 0),±1). The suggestion here is to use zeros in (P1(F))2.

I(H) := 〈 x22x21 − x22h
2
1 − h22x

2
1 〉

would then extend (x1 : h1) = (a1 : 1) to ((±a/
√

a21 − 1 : 1), ), (a1 : 1)) for a1 6= ±1, extend (x1 : h1) =
(±1 : 1) to ((1 : 0), (±1 : 1)), and extend (x1 : h1) = (1 : 0) to ((x2 : h2), (x1 : h1)) = ((0 : 1), (1 : 0)) .

V (I(H)) = {((1 : 0), (±1 : 1)), ((±1 : 1), (1 : 0))}

∪{((±a/
√

a2 − 1 : 1), (a : 1)) : a ∈ F\{±1}}.
This ould be omputed as an a�ne variety by appending the relations

(x2 − 1)(h2 − 1), h2(h2 − 1), (x1 − 1)(h1 − 1), h1(h1 − 1).

And this makes more sense in that there are learly two values x1 = ±1 at whih a�ne extension fails, and

projetive extension doesn't help. At least the suggested variety and extension produes di�erent extensions

at these two points.

Try an example from the Klein quarti 13.1,

I3 := 〈x3x1 − x22, x
2
3 + x3 + x2x

3
1, x3x2 + x2 + x41, x

3
2 + x2x1 + x51〉.

The a�ne zeros (x3, x2, x1) = (a22/a1, a2, a1), with a
3
2 + a2a1 + a51 = 0 are not a problem for a1 6= 0. a1 = 0

should extend to (a2, a1) = (0, 0) and then to (a3, a2, a1) = (0, 0, 0) or (a3, a2, a1) = (1, 0, 0). Projetively,

the homogenized version would have (a1 : a0) = (1 : 0) extending to (a2 : a1 : a0) = (1 : 0 : 0), then to

(a3 : a2 : a1 : a0) = (1 : 0 : 0 : 0).
The suggestion here is that (x1 : h1) = (1 : 0) extend to ((x2 : h2), (x1 : h1)) = ((1 : 0), (1 : 0)) and

then to ((x3 : h3), (x2 : h2), (x1 : h1)) = ((1 : 0), (1 : 0), (1 : 0)). The suggestion from CLO would not seem

to generalize. Maybe I'm missing something, but the examples of suesive blowups (??) worked out in the
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literature are eluding me, as is the reason to settle for some mixed projetive and a�ne set rather than what

is proposed here.

So why is there even a suggestion of using zeros in Pm(F)×Fn
? Maybe the answer omes from the idea

of blowups (??), wherein projetive oordinates are appended to a�ne ones to deal with the values of xi/xj
at points at whih both xi and xj vanish but the quotient ould take on any projetive value. The problem

with this, again is that it doesn't generalize reursively, absent reduing mixed oordinate answers from one

reursion to several a�ne answers before proeeding.

7.3 Elimination and extension

De�nition 31. Let (Rj := F[xj , . . . , x1] : 1 ≤ j ≤ n) be a nested sequene of multivariate polynomial rings

with lex monomial ordering with xn ≻ · · · ≻ x1. If I is an ideal of R := Rn, then the elimination ideals are

Ij := I ∩ F[xj , . . . , x1], 1 ≤ j ≤ n.

Theorem 32. If B is a Gröbner basis for I then

Bj := B ∩Rj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n

is a Gröbner basis for Ij .

Proof Clearly 〈Bj〉 ⊆ Ij . If there were f ∈ Ij but f /∈ 〈Bj〉, then LM(f) ould not be divisible by

LM(b) for any b ∈ B.

Theorem 33. If (an, . . . , a1) ∈ V (I), then (aj , . . . , a1) ∈ V (Ij) extends to (aj+1, aj , . . . , a1) ∈ V (Ij+1).

Computationally it is relatively easy to hange either projetive or rational problems into a�ne ones.

The ideal

I(h) := 〈xn(xn−1 − 1) · · · (x1 − 1), xn−1(xn−1 − 1) · · · (x0 − 1), . . . , x0(x0 − 1)〉
an be appended to restrit Fn+1

to Pn(F); while

I(H) := 〈(xn − 1)(hn − 1), hn(hn − 1) · · · (x1 − 1)(h1 − 1), h1(h1 − 1)〉

an be appended to restrit F 2n
to (P1(F))n.

Consider the extension theorem from CLO 3.1. Written in our notation this is

Theorem 34 (CLO: The Extension Theorem). Write the elements of a Gröbner basis for I := In ∈ R :=
Rn := F[xn, . . . , x1] as fj,k ∈ Rj\Rj−1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ k(j), eah viewed as an element of Rj−1[xj ] with leading

oe�ient gj,k ∈ Rj−1. If (aj−1, . . . , a1) ∈ V (Ij−1) and gj,k(aj−1, . . . , a1) 6= 0 for some k, then there is at

least one aj ∈ F suh that (aj , . . . , a1) ∈ V (Ij).

What is wrong with this? First, it is not onstrutive, and it doesn't really say that V (In) is gotten by

extension as our theorem does. The example onsidered there has f2,1 := x2 − x1, f3,1 := x3x1 − 1 and

f3,2 := x3x2 − 1. While any a1 ∈ F extends to a2 = a1, this only extends to a3 = 1/a1 when a1 6= 0.
Were this done in rational terms, f2,1 := x2h1 − x1h2, f3,1 := x3x1 − h3h1 and f3,2 := x3x2 − h3h2. Any

(a1 : b1) ∈ P(F) extends to (a2 : b2) = (a1 : b1), then to (a3 : b3) = (b1 : a1).
But onsider another example, with f2,1 := x32 +x2x1+x51, f3,1 := x3x1−x22, and f3,2 := x3x2 +x2 +x41.

Then any a1 ∈ F extends to a2 suh that a32 + a2a1 + a51 = 0, and there are between 1 and 3 suh

values. But the CLO extension theorem would say that this extends to a3 := a22/a1 for a1 6= 0 (and

a2 6= 0). It says nothing whatsoever about what happens when a1 = 0 = a2, yet this should extend to
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any a3 ∈ F. Our theorem says that onstrutively f2,1(x2) = x32 + x2a1 + a51 = 0 produes the values a2
extending a1. Then for a1 = 0 = a2, f3,1(x3, 0, 0) = 0 = f3,2(x3, 0, 0) means any a3 ∈ F extends; while for

a1 6= 0 6= a2, f3,1(x3, a2, a1) = x3a1 − a22 = 0 and f3,2(x3, a2, a1) = x3a2 + a2 + a41 = 0 have ommon solution

a3 = a22/a1 = −(a2 + a41)/a2 as extension.

So were one to write a theorem of this �avor but onstrutively, do it in rational terms (with statement

essentially the proof).

Theorem 35 (Construtive rational extension). Let

dj(xj , hj) := gcd{fj,k(xj , hj, aj−1, bj−1, . . . , a1, b1) : 1 ≤ k ≤ k(j)}.

• If dj(xj , hj) depends on xj , then there is extension to (aj : 1) for aj any root of dj(xj , 1).

• If it doesn't depend on xj but does depend on hj , then there is extension to (aj : bj) = (1 : 0) and there

is extension to (aj : bj) when dj(xj , 1) = 0.

• If it is independent of both, then there is extension to any (aj : bj) ∈ P1(F).
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Chapter 8

Formal series

De�nition 36.

f(t) :=

∞
∑

j=0

fjt
j

is alled a formal power series. If the elements of the orresponding sequene (fj : j ∈ N) of oe�ients

are impliitly assumed to ome from the ring R, then f(t) ∈ R[[t]] (with a loal monomial ordering (8)). It

is ommon in other areas of mathematis to all f(t) a generating funtion for the sequene of oe�ients.

Formal power series an be added and multiplied just as with power series in general; the di�erene

being that there is no evaluation map with whih to be onerned, hene no analytial baggage involving

onvergene and related subjets.

It is probably a worthwhile exerise to write down addition and multipliation rules for formal power

series. But more importantly omputationally it is probably more important to think about how to represent

them �nitely. That is, unless there is a nie losed form, as, say a rational funtion, then probably the best

that an be done is to store the �rst m terms. [This is not unlike de�ning Taylor polynomials as initial

parts of Taylor series, though polynomials should really be written in global form with the largest power of t
leftmost, and Taylor polynomials in loal form, with the smallest power of t leftmost. That is, the ordering

is impliitly a loal monomial ordering (8), in that 1 ≻ t (as opposed to a global assumption that t ≻ 1).
Loal redution rules are triky in that a rule suh as t 7→ t2, if allowed, ould be applied ountably many

times to keep reduing t forever.

De�nition 37.

f(t) :=

∞
∑

j=s

fjt
j

with s ∈ Z is alled a formal Laurent series.

Addition and multipliation are a bit harder to de�ne for Laurent series than for power series, if proper

attention is given to the least subsript. [Again, it is probably a worthwhile exerise to try to de�ne these

before searhing for a de�nition.℄

Both of these ideas an be generalized as well to more than one formal variable, with more than one

hoie of loal monomial ordering, subjet of ourse to the loal assumption 1 ≻ tj for eah j.
What are the examples of series in this ontext? The �rst is in expanding funtions at points on a urve.

So, for instane, the urve de�ned by the relation xy − 1 = 0 has points Pa with loal paramaters ta and
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series expansions that an be written as

x = a+ ta, y =
1

a+ ta
.

Of ourse

1

a+ ta
=

1

a

(

1

1 + ta/a

)

=
1

a

∞
∑

j=0

(−t
a

)j

=
∞
∑

j=0

(

(−1)j

aj+1

)

tj .

When a = 0 this redues to just x = t0, y = 1/t0; whereas for a = ∞ (if onsidered), then (by symmetry) it

should be that x = 1/t∞, y = t∞.

A seond example omes from Rees algebras. These are generating funtions for powers of an ideal.

De�nition 38. Let I := 〈g1, . . . , gs〉 be an ideal of the multivariate polynomial ring R. Let R[It] :=
∑

∞

j=0 I
jtj with I0 := R. Sine it is an element of the polynomial ring R[t], onsider the ring map

φ[G1, . . . , Gs] : R→ R[t]

de�ned by extending φ(Gi) := git. Then R[G1, . . . , Gs]/ker(φ) is a presentation of the Rees algebra of I ∈ R,
the Rees algebra itself being the image, a subset of R[t].

Usually in this ontext, the loal monomial ordering is alled a grading and the image of the map φ is

not referred to as either a formal power series or a generating funtion.

This presentation allows for the omputation of integral losures of ideals by reduing that problem to

one of integral losures of rings (47). See below for this, and for an alternative to Rees algebras, and an

alternative method for omputing integral losures of ideals.
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8.1 Points using oordinates or Laurent series

The example ideal above

I := 〈 x22x21 − x22 − x21 〉
has divisors

((x2)) = (−1) · P1 + (−1) · P2 + 0 · P3 + 0 · P4 + 1 · P5 + 1 · P6;

((x1)) = 0 · P1 + 0 · P2 + (−1) · P3 + (−1) · P4 + 1 · P5 + 1 · P6.

as bookkeeping devies for the number of poles or zeros of the variables viewed as rational funtions relative

to di�erent points, whatever points are.

The Laurent series (37) in the loal parameters ti at point Pi for these ould be

x1 = 1 + u1t1 x2 = 1/t1
x1 = −1 + u2t2 x2 = 1/t2
x1 = 1/t3 x2 = 1 + u3t3
x1 = 1/t4 x2 = −1 + u4t4
x1 = t5 x2 = it5 + u5t

2
5

x1 = t6 x2 = −it6 + u6t
2
6

for ui some series expansion for 1 ≤ i ≤ 6.
For other points Pj ,

x1 = x1(P ) + tj, x2 = x2(P ) + tjuj

with x2(P ) = ±x1(P )/
√

x21(P )− 1 for x1(P ) 6= ±1.
Clearly this is more desriptive information than just having a�ne oordinates: (x2(Pj), x1(Pj)) in that

there are some points with Laurent series that are not power series whih shouldn't have a�ne oordinates;

and an a�ne set of oordinates relative to a partiular set of rational funtions may not be su�ient to

distinguish points.

It should also be pointed out again that power series and Laurent series impliitly use a loal monomial

ordering in that the assumption is that ti ≻ tj for i < j. So polynomials in t written as series will be in the

reverse order to that used when they are written as polynomials.
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Chapter 9

Elimination and Extension

From Cox, Little, and O'Shea, hapter 3, setion 1

Theorem 39. The Extension Theorem Let I := 〈f1, . . . , fs〉 ⊂ C[x1, . . . , xn] and let I1 be the �rst elimina-

tion ideal for I. For eah 1 ≤ i ≤ s, write fi in the form

fi = gi(x2, . . . , xn)x
Ni

1 + terms in whih xi has degree < Ni,

Suppose that we have a partial solution (a2, . . . , an) ∈ V(I1). If (a2, . . . , an) /∈ V(g1, . . . , gs), then there

exists a1 ∈ C suh that (a1, a2, . . . , an) ∈ V(I).

This is proven in hapter 3, setion 6, with exerises to make it onstrutive and generalize it to any

algebraially losed �eld, not just C.

There is even an example suggested, using the equations xy = 1 and xz = 1, given to show that the only

partial solution that doesn't extend is (y, z) = (0, 0).
Consider this theorem very arefully.

From the theorem itself it is not lear whether the intent was to start with a Gröbner basis for I. And
indeed the example is not in terms of a Gröbner basis, as that would have been {xz − 1, y − z}.

Yet it is follwed by examples with more than one step in whih a Gröbner basis is omputed as a �rst

step.

But then there is

Theorem 40. The Closure Theorem Let V = V(f1, . . . , fs) ⊂ Cn
and let Il be the lth elimination ideal of

(f1, . . . , fs). Then:

• V(Il) is the smallest a�ne variety ontaining πl(V ) ⊂ Cn−l
.

• When V 6= ∅ there is an a�ne variety W ⊂6= V (Il) suh that V (Il)−W ⊂ πl(V ).

This puts the emphasis on how V (Il) and πl(V ) are related; whereas the emphasis should be on reursively

onstruting V (I) one elimination ideal at a time. That is, given a partition of V (Ij−1), it should be possible

to onstrutively produe a partition of V (Ij).
One an argue that going bak and omputing varieties of the missing W will �ll in the missing part

of V (I); but this should have been part of the original extension theorem, or at least be mentioned as a

orollary of the losure theorem, if indeed it follows from that.
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For 1 ≤ j ≤ n, let Rj := F[xj , . . . , x1], with lex monomial ordering xj ≻ · · · ≻ x1 be a nested set of

multivariate polynomial rings over the algebraially losed �eld F (here with F the rationals or a �nite �eld).

Theorem 41 (A�ne Elimination Theorem). If B is a Gröbner basis for the ideal I of R := Rn, then

Bj := B ∩Rj is a Gröbner basis for Ij := I ∩Rj , for 1 ≤ j ≤ n.

Proof : If f ∈ Ij then there is some b ∈ B with LM(b)|LM(f). But then LM(f) ∈ Rj implies that

LM(b) ∈ Rj ; and the lex monomial ordering gives that b ∈ Rj . So b ∈ Bj .

The reason to de�ne these elimination ideals Ij relative to the lex monomial ordering on R would seem

to be to be able to reursively onstrut the varieties V (Ij) for 1 ≤ j ≤ n to get V (I) = V (In).

Algorithm 42 (A�ne Extension Algorithm). The following algorithm omputes a partition

.∪Vm(Ij) of

V (Ij) for 1 ≤ j ≤ n reursively, using input B = Bn a Gröbner basis for I = In.

Vm(Ij) := {(aj , . . . , a1) ∈ F
j

: Pm(Ij)}

for some set of onditions Pm(Ij) onsisting of equalities and inequalities. [It does not use any fatorization

subroutine, but one ould be used in onjuntion with it.]
Suppose that the partition

.∪Vm(Ij−1) of V (Ij−1) is given. To extend the part Vm(Ij−1):

1. Initialize Q := Pm(Ij−1) and l := 0.

2.

A := interreduce{b∗i (xj) := bi(xj , aj−1, . . . , a1) : (aj , . . . , a1) satis�es Q and bi(xj , . . . , x1) ∈ Bj\Bj−1},

viewed as a set of elements of F[aj−1, . . . , a1][xj ].

3. If A has no non-zero elements, then any aj ∈ F an be used for extension. So set Pm,l(Ij) := Q, and
stop.

4. Otherwise let f(xj) be the smallest non-zero element of A.

5. If f ∈ F, then setting f(aj) = 0 is a ontradition, so stop.

6. Otherwise let c := radical(LC(f)). If the onditions Q ∪ {c 6= 0} are non-ontraditory, set

Pm,l(Ij) := Q ∪ {c 6= 0} ∪ {f(aj) = 0}

and inrement l.

7. If the onditions Q ∪ {c = 0} are non-ontraditory, replae Q by them and return to step 2.

Proof : The algorithm just breaks the problem into ases. The main thing to prove is that roots of

the smallest non-zero polynomial in A are roots of all the polynomials in A, so that these produe the only

extensions in eah ase.

Suppose that the non-zero elements of A are ordered so that f0(xj) ≺ · · · ≺ fs(xj). Then beause of the

lex monomial ordering

LM(fr−1(xj))fr(xj) =
r−1
∑

k=0

ck(xj , aj−1, . . . , a1)fk(xj)

for eah 1 ≤ r ≤ s, with LM(fr−1(xj)) independent of xj . So if fk(aj) = 0 for all k < r then fr(aj) = 0
as well. In partiular any root of f0(xj) must be a root of fr(xj) for all 0 ≤ r ≤ s. And, of ourse, any

extension value aj must be a root of all of these as well.
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Consider the following test examples:

1.

I := 〈x2x1〉

2.

I := 〈x3x1, x3x2〉

3.

I := 〈(x22 + 1)(x21 − 1), x3(x
2
2 + 1), x23x1 + x3x2 + x21 − 1〉

4.

I := 〈x23x21 + x3x2 + x31, x
2
3(x2 + x1) + x3x

2
1 + x22〉

5.

I := 〈x3x1 − 1, x3x2 − 1〉 = 〈x2 − x1, x3x1 − 1〉

6. The Lagrange multiplier problem from CLO.

7. The robotis problem from CLO.

The �rst shows that while

V (I2) = {(a2, a1) ∈ F : a1 6= 0, a2 = 0} ∪ {(a2, a1) ∈ F : a1 = 0},

the extension theorem in CLO would say nothing about the ase a1 = 0. And the losure theorem would

just say that the ase a1 = 0 was missed. So instead of produing the union of two lines, the two theorems

produe one line, pointing out that one point of it is missing.

The third is a little more intriate in that extension from V (I1) to V (I2) would be silent on the ase

x21 − 1 = 0. Then having already dismissed that ase, the theorem would have been silent on the ase

x22 + 1 = 0 in extending V (I2) to V (I3).
That is, even with both theorems, there is no real attempt at produing the variety V (I), just in deiding

to leave out ertain parts of it so that the supposedly largest part an be onstruted.

Note also that in the algorithm above, resultants were not mentioned. They were replaed by interredu-

tion and a syzygy. But had they not, the resultants are sloppy substitutes for omputations of gd's relative

to a given variable in a multivariate polynomial ring setting.
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As a non-trivial example, onsider:

P=QQ[a3,a2,a1,MonomialOrder=>Lex℄;

R=P[x3,x2,x1,MonomialOrder=>Lex℄;

I=ideal(x3^2*(x2+x1)+x3*x1^2+x2^2,x3^2*x1^2+x3*x2+x1^3);

toString(gens gb I)

------------------------

x2^5+x2^4*x1^4+x2^4*x1-2*x2^3*x1^5-x2^3*x1^4

-x2^2*x1^6-x2^2*x1^5+2*x2*x1^7-x2*x1^6+x1^9+x1^8,

------------------------

x3*x1^9-4*x3*x1^7-x3*x1^5+2*x2^4+2*x2^3*x1^4+x2^3*x1^3+x2^3*x1

+x2^2*x1^7-5*x2^2*x1^5-x2*x1^8+x2*x1^6-2*x2*x1^5-x1^9-x1^8+3*x1^7-x1^6,

2*x3*x2*x1^3-x3*x1^6+x3*x1^4-x2^3-x2^2*x1^4+x2*x1^5+x1^6+x1^5,

x3*x2^2+x3*x2*x1-x3*x1^4-x2^2*x1^2+x2*x1^3+x1^4, x3^2*x1^2+x3*x2+x1^3,

x3^2*x2+x3^2*x1+x3*x1^2+x2^2

I1=I+ideal(x1-a1);

toString gens gb I1

x2^5+(a1^4+a1)*x2^4+(-2*a1^5-a1^4)*x2^3+(-a1^6-a1^5)*x2^2

+(2*a1^7-a1^6)*x2+a1^9+a1^8,

(a1^9-4*a1^7-a1^5)*x3+2*x2^4+(2*a1^4+a1^3+a1)*x2^3+(a1^7-5*a1^5)*x2^2

+(-a1^8+a1^6-2*a1^5)*x2-a1^9-a1^8+3*a1^7-a1^6,

2*a1^3*x3*x2+(-a1^6+a1^4)*x3-x2^3-a1^4*x2^2+a1^5*x2+a1^6+a1^5,

x3*x2^2+a1*x3*x2-a1^4*x3-a1^2*x2^2+a1^3*x2+a1^4, a1^2*x3^2+x3*x2+a1^3,

x3^2*x2+a1*x3^2+a1^2*x3+x2^2}}

-------

I2=I1+ideal(x2-a2);

toString gens gb I2

a2^5+a2^4*a1^4+a2^4*a1-2*a2^3*a1^5-a2^3*a1^4-a2^2*a1^6

-a2^2*a1^5+2*a2*a1^7-a2*a1^6+a1^9+a1^8,

(a1^9-4*a1^7-a1^5)*x3

+2*a2^4+2*a2^3*a1^4+a2^3*a1^3+a2^3*a1+a2^2*a1^7-5*a2^2*a1^5

-a2*a1^8+a2*a1^6-2*a2*a1^5-a1^9-a1^8+3*a1^7-a1^6,

(2*a2*a1^3-a1^6+a1^4)*x3

-a2^3-a2^2*a1^4+a2*a1^5+a1^6+a1^5,

(a2^2+a2*a1-a1^4)*x3

-a2^2*a1^2+a2*a1^3+a1^4, a1^2*x3^2+a2*x3+a1^3,

(a2+a1)*x3^2+a1^2*x3+a2^2

radial ideal (a1^9-4*a1^7-a1^5)

--P_{0,0,0}=\{ a_1^5-4a_1^3-a_1\neq 0,\

--(a1^9-4*a1^7-a1^5)*a3

-- +2*a2^4+2*a2^3*a1^4+a2^3*a1^3+a2^3*a1+a2^2*a1^7-5*a2^2*a1^5

-- -a2*a1^8+a2*a1^6-2*a2*a1^5-a1^9-a1^8+3*a1^7-a1^6=0\}
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I001=I2+ideal(a1^5-4*a1^3-a1);

toString gens gb I001

a1^5-4*a1^3-a1,

a2^2*a1^4-4*a2^2*a1^2-a2^2,

2*a2^4+a2^3*a1^3+8*a2^3*a1^2+a2^3*a1+2*a2^3

-3*a2^2*a1^3-a2^2*a1-13*a2*a1^4-8*a2*a1^3-3*a2*a1^2

-2*a2*a1-21*a1^4-21*a1^3-5*a1^2-5*a1,

(2*a2-a1^3+a1)*x3+4*a2^3*a1^3-17*a2^3*a1-a2^2*a1+a2*a1^2+a1^3+a1^2,

2*a1*x3^2+(-a1^4+5*a1^2)*x3-4*a2^3*a1^2+17*a2^3+a2^2-a2*a1+a1^2-a1

--P_{0,0,1}=\{ a1^5-4*a1^3-a1=0,

a2^2*a1^4-4*a2^2*a1^2-a2^2=0,

2*a2^4+a2^3*a1^3+8*a2^3*a1^2+a2^3*a1+2*a2^3

-3*a2^2*a1^3-a2^2*a1-13*a2*a1^4-8*a2*a1^3-3*a2*a1^2

-2*a2*a1-21*a1^4-21*a1^3-5*a1^2-5*a1=0,\

2*a2-a1^3+a1\neq 0,\

(2*a2-a1^3+a1)*a3+4*a2^3*a1^3-17*a2^3*a1-a2^2*a1+a2*a1^2+a1^3+a1^2=0\}

I002=I001+ideal(1*a2-a1^3+a1);

toString gens gb I002

a1,

a2

--P_{0,0,2}=\{ a1=0,\ a2=0\}
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P=QQ[a4,a3,a2,a1,MonomialOrder=>Lex℄;

R=P[x6,x5,x4,x3,x2,x1,MonomialOrder=>Lex℄;

I=ideal(x6^2+x5^2-1,x4^2+x3^2-1,x6*x4-x5*x3+x4-x2,x6*x3+x5*x4+x3-x1);

toString(gens gb I)

----------------

---------------

4*x3^2*x2^2+4*x3^2*x1^2-4*x3*x2^2*x1-4*x3*x1^3+x2^4+2*x2^2*x1^2-4*x2^2+x1^4,

2*x4*x2+2*x3*x1-x2^2-x1^2,

4*x4*x3*x1-2*x4*x1^2-4*x3^2*x2+2*x3*x2*x1-x2^3-x2*x1^2+4*x2,

x4^2+x3^2-1,

x5-x4*x1+x3*x2,

2*x6-x2^2-x1^2+2

-----------------------------

I2=I+ideal(x1-a1,x2-a2);

toString gens gb I2

(4*a2^2+4*a1^2)*x3^2+(-4*a2^2*a1-4*a1^3)*x3+a2^4+2*a2^2*a1^2-4*a2^2+a1^4,

2*a2*x4+2*a1*x3-a2^2-a1^2,

4*a1*x4*x3-2*a1^2*x4-4*a2*x3^2+2*a2*a1*x3-a2^3-a2*a1^2+4*a2,

x4^2+x3^2-1,

x5-a1*x4+a2*x3,

2*x6-a2^2-a1^2+2

--P_{0,0,0}=\{ a2^2+a1^2\neq 0,\

--(4*a2^2+4*a1^2)*a3^2+(-4*a2^2*a1-4*a1^3)*a3+a2^4+2*a2^2*a1^2-4*a2^2+a1^4=0\}

I001=I2+ideal(a2^2+a1^2);

toString gens gb I001

a1^2,

a2*a1,

a2^2,

a2*x4+a1*x3,

a1*x4*x3-a2*x3^2+a2,

x4^2+x3^2-1,

x5-a1*x4+a2*x3,

x6+1

I002=I001+ideal(a2,a1,x3-a3);

toString gens gb I002

a1,

a2,

x4^2+a3^2-1,

x5,

x6+1
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--P_{0,0,1}=\{ a1=0,\ a2=0\}

I0000=I2+ideal(x3-a3);

toString gens gb I0000

4*a3^2*a2^2+4*a3^2*a1^2-4*a3*a2^2*a1-4*a3*a1^3+a2^4+2*a2^2*a1^2-4*a2^2+a1^4

2*a2*x4+2*a3*a1-a2^2-a1^2,

(4*a3*a1-2*a1^2)*x4-4*a3^2*a2+2*a3*a2*a1-a2^3-a2*a1^2+4*a2,

x4^2+a3^2-1,

x5-a1*x4+a3*a2,

2*x6-a2^2-a1^2+2

--P_{0,0,0,0}=\{ a2^2+a1^2\neq 0,\

--4*a3^2*a2^2+4*a3^2*a1^2-4*a3*a2^2*a1-4*a3*a1^3+a2^4+2*a2^2*a1^2-4*a2^2+a1^4=0,\

-- a2\neq 0,\ 2*a2*a4+2*a3*a1-a2^2-a1^2=0\}

I0001=I0000+ideal(a2);

toString gens gb I0001

a2,

2*a3*a1-a1^2

x4^2+a3^2-1,

x5-a1*x4,

2*x6-a1^2+2

--P_{0,0,0,1}=\{ a2=0, a1\neq 0,\ 2*a3-a1=0,\ a4^2+a3^2-1=0\}
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Consider the example from the middle of page 119 in CLO, rewritten in this notation:

I := 〈x3x2 − 1, x3x1 − 1〉.

Using the algorithm above, a Gröbner basis B := {x2 − x1, x3x1 − 1} is omputed. Then P0 = ∅ and

P0,0 = {a2−a1 = 0} are straightforward. But then there are two ases, P0,0,0 = {a2−a1, a1 6= 0, a3a1−1 = 0}
and P0,0,1 = {a2 − a1 = 0, a1 = 0,−1 = 0}. There is no extension in the latter ase.

The analysis in the book is that extension might fail to happen when the oe�ients a2, a1 in x3a2 − 1
and x3a1 − 1 are both 0.

So let's hange this slightly.

I := 〈x3x2, x3x1〉.
Using the algorithm above, a Gröbner basis B := {x3x2, x3x1} is omputed. Then P0 = ∅ and P0,0 = ∅ are

straightforward. But then there are several ases,

P0,0,0 = {a1 6= 0, a3 = 0}, P0,0,1 = {a1 = 0, a2 6= 0, a3 = 0}, P0,0,2 = {a1 = 0, a2 = 0}.

Following the analysis in the book, extension might fail to happen when the oe�ients a2, a1 in x3a2
and x3a1 are both 0, whih is ase (0, 0, 2) above, where extension should happen, but is not explained by

their extension theorem.
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Now let's onsider their losure theorem applied to these examples.

π2(V (I3)) = {(a2, a1) ∈ F
2

: a2 − a1, a1 6= 0}.

V (I2) = {(a2, a1) ∈ F a2 − a1 = 0}
So W2 = {(0, 0)} is the di�erene.

π1(V (I3)) = {(a1) ∈ F : a1 6= 0}.
V (I1) = {(a1) ∈ F}

So W1 = {(0)} is the di�erene.

In the altered example, we have to deal with the problem of their extension theorem not giving all of

V (I3). So are we meant to apply losure to what omes out of their extension theorem, or are we meant to

know what V (I3) atually is?

If we know

V0,0,0(I3) = {(a3, a2, a1 ∈ F
3

: a1 6= 0, a3 = 0},

V0,0,1(I3) = {(a3, a2, a1) ∈ F
3

: a1 = 0, a2 6= 0, a3 = 0},
and

V0,0,2(I3) = {(a3, a2, a1 ∈ F
3

: a1 = 0, a2 = 0};
then

π2(V0,0,0(I3)) = {(a2, a1 ∈ F
2

: a1 6= 0},

π2(V0,0,1(I3)) = {(a2, a1) ∈ F
2

: a1 = 0, a2 6= 0},
and

π2(V0,0,2(I3)) = {(a2, a1 ∈ F
2

: a1 = 0, a2 = 0};

whih is all of F
2
. But if we ouldn't �gure out V0,0,2(I3), then we would be missing W = {(0, 0)}. Does

this give us any further insight into extension? No. So what does it do?

I laim that their extension only guarantees there is at least one extension under ertain onditions, and

doesn't really produe all extensions. Similarly, the losure theorem only suggests that sometimes there are

learly sets that don't extend, with some nebulous laim that what is missed is smaller than what is not.

But try the really simple-minded example of the union of two lines:

I := 〈x2x1〉.

P0 = ∅, P0,0 = {a1 6= 0, a2 = 0}, P0,1 = {a1 = 0}.
Their extension theorem would only apply to give V0,0(I2), with no laim when a1 = 0. Their losure

theorem applied to only V0,0(I2) would give W = {0} missing, whereas applied to V (I2) would give V (I1).
But there isn't even a suggestion that one should go bak and examine the ase in whih a1 = 0 to see if

there is indeed any extension there. So maybe they miss one of the two lines altogether.
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I := 〈(x22 + 1)(x− 12 − 1), x3(x
2
2 + 1), x23x1 + x3x2 + x21 − 1〉.

P0 = ∅.
B(0, 0) = (x22 + 1)(a21 − 1)

P0,0 = {a21 − 1 6= 0, a22 + 1 = 0}
B(0, 1) = ∅

P0,1 = {a21 − 1 = 0}
B(0, 0, 0) = {x23a1 + x3a2 + a21 − 1}

P0,0,0 = {a21 − 1 6= 0, a22 + 1 = 0, a1 6= 0, a23a1 + a3a2 + a21 − 1 = 0}
B(0, 0, 1) = {x3a2 − 1}

P0,0,1 = {a1 = 0, a22 + 1 = 0, a3a2 − 1 = 0}
B(0, 1, 0) = {x3(a22 + 1), x23a1 + x3a2}

P0,1,0 = {a21 − 1 = 0, a22 + 1 6= 0, a23a1 + a3a2 = 0}
B(0, 1, 1) = {x23a1 + x3a2}

P0,1,1 = {a21 − 1 = 0, a22 + 1 = 0, a23a1 + a3a2 = 0}
Using CLO extension only V0,0(I2) would have been found. Then V0,0,0(I3) would have been found.
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So we'll try for elimination and extension to look like

((an : bn), . . . , (a1 : b1)) ∈ V (In) ⊆ (P1(F))n ≡ ((aj : bj), . . . , (a1 : b1)) ∈ V (Ij) ⊆ (P1(F))j .

Let Rj := F[xj , . . . , x1] for 1 ≤ j ≤ n be a nested sequene of multivariate polynomial rings, eah with

the lex monomial ordering. Let I be an ideal of R := Rn, with Gröbner basis B.

Proposition 43. Ij := I ∩Rj is an ideal of Rj with Gröbner basis Bj := B ∩Rj for eah 1 ≤ j ≤ n.

Proof It is straightforward to see that Ij is an ideal of Rj , regardless of the monomial ordering. If f ∈ Ij ,
then f ∈ I. So there is some b ∈ B with LM(b)|LM(f). But LM(f) ∈ Rj , so LM(b) ∈ Rj . In the lex

monomial ordering, this implies that b ∈ Rj .

Proposition 44. If ((an : bn), . . . , (a1 : b1)) ∈ V (I), then ((aj : bj), . . . , (a1 : b1)) ∈ V (Ij) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n.

Proof Straightforward.

Proposition 45. If ((aj−1 : bj−1), . . . , (a1 : b1)) ∈ V (Ij−1) for some 1 ≤ j ≤ n, then there is at least one

extension ((aj : bj), . . . , (a1 : b1)) ∈ V (Ij).

Proof Suppose that Bj\Bj−1 is non-empty. For eah b ∈ Bj\Bj−1, onsider b((xj : hj), (aj−1 :
bj−1), . . . , (a1 : b1) as an element of Sj := F[xj : hj] of some degree d. That is,

b(xj : hj) =

d
∑

k=0

xd−k
j hkjφk((aj−1 : bj−1), . . . , (a1 : b1)).

If φ0((aj−1 : bj−1), . . . , (a1 : b1)) = 0 but b(xj : hj) 6≡ 0, then either (xj : hj) = (1 : 0) is the only extension,

or there is a smaller polynomial satis�ed by ????

Corollary 46. V (Ij) is the set of all suh extensions of V (Ij−1).

Proof Straightforward????
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Chapter 10

Evaluation

Let R := F[xn, . . . , x1] be a multivariate polynomial ring. Let I := 〈g1, . . . , gs〉 be an ideal of R. Let A := R/I
be the orresponding quotient ring. Its �eld of frations Q(A) := F(xn, . . . , x1)/I is a funtion �eld, K. By

de�nition then eah f(xn, . . . , x1) ∈ K an be written at least one way as a quotient of polynomials, say,

f(xn, . . . , x1) =
num(f)(xn, . . . , x1)

den(f)(xn, . . . , x1)
,

with den(f)(xn, . . . , x1) not the zero funtion and gcd(num(f), den(f)) = 1.
So it would seem natural to try to evaluate f(xn, . . . , x1) by hoosing (am, . . . , a1) ∈ F

n
and de�ning

f(an, . . . , a1) =
num(f)(an, . . . , a1)

den(f)(an, . . . , a1)
.

For this to be well-de�ned it must be that gi(an, . . . , a1) = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ s and that den(f)(an, . . . , a1) ≇ 0.
This leads to onsidering the a�ne variety

V := {(an, . . . , a1) ∈ F
n

: gi(an, . . . , a1) = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ s}.

We talk about points P := (an, . . . , a1) ∈ F
n
, with oordinates aj in that there are obvious oordinate

funtions xj/1 with (xj/1)(an, . . . , a1) = aj/1 = aj ∈ F.

Suppose we try to write this projetively. If D1 := deg(num(f)), D2 := deg(den(f)), and D :=
max{D1, D2}, then num(f)(xn, . . . , x0) := xD−D1

0 num(f)(xn/x0, . . . , x1/x0) and den(f)(xn, . . . , x0) :=
xD−D1

0 den(f)(xn/x0, . . . , x1/x0) are both homogeneous polynomials of degree D, so

f(xn, . . . , x0) =
num(f)(xn, . . . , x0)

den(f)(xn, . . . , x0)

is a homogeneous, rational funtion of degree D.

For (an : · · · : a0) ∈ Pn(F)

f(an, . . . , a0) =
num(f)(an, . . . , a0)

den(f)(an, . . . , a0)

is well-de�ned if gi(an, . . . , a0) = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ s and that den(f)(an, . . . , a0) 6= 0.
This leads to onsidering the projetive variety

V := {(an : . . . : a0) ∈ Pm(F) : gi(an, . . . , a0) = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ s}.
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We talk about points P := (an : . . . : a0) ∈ Pn(F), but not quite with oordinates aj/ai in that xj/xi has
(xj/xi)(an : . . . : a0) = aj/ai ∈ F only if ai 6= 0.

Suppose we try to homogenize eah variable individually. IfD1,i := deg(num(f), xi),D2,i := deg(den(f), xi),

and Di := max{D1,i, D2,i}, then num∗(f)(xn, hn, . . . , x1, h1) :=
∏n

i=1 h
Di−D1,i

i num(f)(xn/hn, . . . , x1/h1)

and den∗(f)(xn, hn, . . . , x1, h1) :=
∏n

i=1 h
Di−D2,i

i den(f)(xn/hn, . . . , x1/h1) are both multi-homogeneous poly-

nomials of multi-degree (Dn, . . . , D1), so

f∗(xn, hn, . . . , x1, h1) = num∗(f)(xn, hn . . . , x1, h1)/den
∗(f)(xn, hn . . . , x1, h1)

is a multi-homogeneous rational funtion of multi-degree (Dn, . . . , D1).
For ((an : bn), . . . , (a1 : b1)) ∈ (P1(F))n

f∗(an, bn, . . . , a1, b1) = num∗(f)(an, bn, . . . , a1, b1)/den
∗(f)(an, bn, . . . , a1, b1)

is well-de�ned if g∗i (an, bn . . . , a1, b1) = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ s and that den∗(f)(an, bn . . . , a1, b1) 6= 0.
This leads to onsidering the rational variety

V ∗ := {(an, bn . . . , a1, b1) ∈ (P1(F))n : g∗i (an, bn . . . , a1.b1) = 0}.

We talk about points P := ((an : bn), . . . , (a1 : b1)) ∈ (P1(F))n, with oordinate funtions xj/hh having

(xj/hj)((an : bn) . . . , (a1 : b1)) = aj/bj ∈ F ∪ {∞} = P1(F).

10.1 Exeptions

The real problem is not one of a�ne versus projetive versus rational; it is one of making sense of a/0. We

an ertainly deide that a/0 = ∞ when a 6= 0, but that still leaves the ase 0/0.
In alulus, we resort to the use of L'Hopital's rule to deal with this, whereas we should probably try to

write series expansions for numerator, denominator, and or quotient. If we then think in terms of a (formal)

Laurent series for f ∈ K we ould deide on its having value ∞ when there are negative terms and value

equal to the onstant term otherwise. This gives values in P1(F) always.
So, instead of viewing points P already in terms of oordinates, let's view an assignment of Laurent

series as a �eld isomorphism P from the funtion �eld K into the Laurent series ring F((t)), meaning that

P (f) = 0 i� f ∈ I. (And let's ask that tuP (t) ∈ P (K) for some unit uP (t).)
Some of these isomorphisms should be onsidered equivalent. So P1 ≡ P2 i� P2P

−1
1 : P1(K) → P2(K)

is de�ned by multipliation by the unit uP2
(t)u−1

P1
(t).

Then points of a funtion �eld are equivalene lasses of suh �eld isomorphisms, [P ]. Sine the Laurent
series [P ](f) depends on the representative hosen for [P ], it is important to deide what quantities are

independent of the hoie of representative. The trailing exponent is one suh. This is referred to as the

valuation νP (f) in the ontext of disrete valuation rings. The other quantity independent of the hoie of

representative is

f(P ) :=

{

P (f)(0) νP (f) ≥ 0

∞ νP (f) < 0
.

This an be reinterpreted as

f(P ) :=

{

(P (f)(0) : 1) ∈ P1(F) νP (f) ≥ 0

(1 : 0) ∈ P1(F) νP (f) < 0
.
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10.2 Homogeneous polynomials

What is the real reason to onsider homogeneous polynomials of degree D? It ertainly an't be that

f(axn, . . . , ax0) = aDf(xn, . . . , x0). It isn't even possible to add suh polynomials of di�erent degrees.

Rather it is to have

f(axn, . . . , ax0)

g(axn, . . . , ax0)
=
f(xn, . . . , x0)

g(xn, . . . , x0)

for f, g of the same degree and a 6= 0; so that the rational, homogeneous funtion f/g has well-de�ned values

at projetive points (cn : · · · : c0).
Think about this in terms of Laurent series. Every multi-homogeneous rational funtion f takes on

some value f(P ) in P1(F) at a given point [P ]. And this is independent of any topologial or geometri

onsiderations; it is dependent only on the formal Laurent series expansions of f .
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10.3 Homgenization

Do we always get projetive varieties by starting with a�ne varieties and homogenizing the de�ning poly-

nomials?

As an example start with x22 + x21 + 1 de�ning the a�ne variety

V := {(a2, a1) ∈ F
2

: a22 + a21 + 1 = 0}.

Homogenization is usually done formally, here as

x20

(

(

x2
x0

)2

+

(

x1
x0

)2

+ 1

)

= x22 + x21 + x20.

Let this de�ne a projetive variety

V := {(a2 : a1 : a0) ∈ P2(F) : a22 + a21 + a20 = 0}.

This already involves some slight heating in that whle it is possible to evaluate homogeneous rational

funtions suh as

(

x2

x0

)2

+
(

x1

x0

)2

+ 1 at a projetive point (a2 : a1 : a0) when a0 6= 0, it is not possible to

evaluate the homogeneous polynomial x22 + x21 + x20 at any projetive point. It is possible to think of it as

the numerator of some homogeneous rational funtion; in whih ase, it is possible to deide that the value

of the said homogeneous rational funtion should be zero, when this numerator is zero but the denominator

is not. So asking for a22 + a21 + a20 = 0 plays triple duty, in that the denominator ould be hosen not only as

above x20, but also as x21 or x22.
The Jaobian riterion in the a�ne ase is that 2x2 = 2x1 = 0. But the a�ne point (0, 0) is not a point

of the variety; so the a�ne variety is non-singular.

The Jaobian riterion in the projetive ase is that 2x2 = 2x1 = 2x0 = 0. But (0 : 0 : 0) is not a

projetive point; so the projetive variety is non-singular? Well almost. For the Jaobian riterion to apply,

the formal partial derivatives need to be de�ned. If we heat and use homogeneous polynomials, they are;

but if we use homogeneous rational funtions, they are not when the denominator vanishes. So there ould

oneivably be singularities here when a0 = 0; and there are two suh projetive points (±i : 1 : 0) with
a0 = 0.

Now try a slightly harder problem, starting with the polynomial x23 + x22 + x21, again irreduible for

harateristi not 2. This de�nes an a�ne variety

V := {(a3, a2, a1) ∈ F
3

: a23 + a22 + a21 = 0}.

Homogenization gives

x20

(

(

x3
x0

)2

+

(

x2
x0

)2

+

(

x1
x0

)2
)

= x23 + x22 + x21,

independent of x0 Let this de�ne a projetive variety

V := {(a3 : a2 : a1 : a0) ∈ P3(F) : a23 + a22 + a21 = 0}.

This has a singularity at (0 : 0 : 0 : 1), but probably has singularities at lots of points (a3 : a2 : a1 : 0) as
well.
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A �x for this is to homogenize variables individually rather than to homogenize polynomials and/or

rational funtions. This �x lears up lots of other similar problems as well, as doumented in previous

hapters, by letting homogeneous rational funtions take on values in P1(F) insted of just F.

Clearing denominators gives

h21h
2
2h

2
3

(

(

x3
h3

)2

+

(

x2
h2

)2

+

(

x1
h1

)2
)

= x23h
2
2h

2
1 + h23x

2
2h

2
1 + h23h

2
2x

2
1,

not independent of h3, h2, h1 Let this de�ne a variety

V := {((a3 : b3), (a2 : b2), (a1 : b1)) ∈ (P1(F))3 : a23b
2
2b

2
1 + b23a

2
2b

2
1 + b23b

2
2a

2
1 = 0}.

This has a singularity at ((0 : 1), (0 : 1), (0 : 1)), but also at ((1 : 0), (1 : 0), (a1 : b1)), ((1 : 0), (a2 : b2), (1 : 0)),
as well as at ((a3 : b3), (1 : 0), (1 : 0)).
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Chapter 11

Integrality

11.1 Meta-de�nition

An element y is said to be integral if it is the root of a moni polynomial

f(T ) := 1T d + a1T
d−1 + · · ·+ ad−1T

1 + adT
0,

for some positive integer d. But there are various possibilities for where the oe�ients aj ould live and

even where y should live that give deidedly di�erent �avors to the theory involved. And ertainly asking

for onditions on f(T ) suh as irreduibility ould make a di�erene as well. Indeed, there is a di�erene in

using the same polynomial f(T ) := T 2 + 1 to de�ne an integral extension

A := F[y]/〈f(y)〉

over a �eld F over whih f(T ) is irreduible as opposed to a �eld where it is not, in that the latter will have

zero divisors while the former will be a �eld extension.

A ⊃ B is said to be integrally losed over B i� every y ∈ A is integral over B. There is always low-hanging
fruit to de�ne and/or prove, suh as transitivity of integral losure, and struture indued on A by B; all
important as groundwork before the atual investigation of the subjet an get started.
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11.2 Integral losures of rings

De�nition 47. Let B be a quotient ring. An element y is integral over B i� if it is the root of a moni

polynomial

f(T ) := 1T d + a1T
d−1 + · · ·+ ad−1T

1 + adT
0,

for some positive integer d, with aj ∈ B for 1 ≤ j ≤ d. The quotient ring A := B[y]/〈f(y)〉 is alled an

integral extension of B.
Q(A) := {g/h : g, h ∈ A}

is alled the �eld of frations of A. The integral losure (of B in Q(A)) is the set of all elements of Q(A)
integral over B.

The Klein example (13.1) had several related extensions. For B := F[x], the integral extension A :=
B[y]/〈y3 + x3y + x〉 is supposedly integrally losed in Q(A); whereas for B := F[y], the extension A :=
B[x]/〈yx3+ y+x3〉 is not even integral, yet there are elements suh as z := yx in A integral over B. Indeed,
the integral losure of B is C := B[w, z]/〈w2 +w+ zy3, wz + z+ y4, z2 −wy〉 with w := yx2, This seond A
ould have been written as an integral extension A := B[z]/〈z3+zy+y5〉, in whih ase w := z2/y ∈ Q(A)\A;
but the integral losure would have been the same.

What struture should be expeted of an integral extension and/or its integral losure? The advantage of

an integral extension over a non-integral extension is that there is an impliit B-module basis for a B-algebra,
namely the d independent powers of the integral element. The moni polynomial indues the multipliation

rules. It is not a strit B-algebra as written when d > 2, but an be made so by using all the module basis

elements and all the indued multipliation rules. That is,

F[z2, z1; y]/〈z22 + z2y + z1y
5, z2z1 + z1y + y5, z21 − z2〉

is a strit B-algebra. The point of this type of presentation is learly to highlight the (non-trivial) redution

rules orresponding to multipliation:

z2 · z2 7→ −1z2 − y3z1, z2 · z1 7→ −z1 − y4z0, z1 · z1 7→ z2,

with standard monomials ziy
j
for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2 and 0 ≤ j. And the integral losure has a similar struture.

LIB "normal.lib";

ring r=2,(z,y),lp;

ideal i=z3+zy+y5;

list nor=normal(i);nor;

def R=nor[1℄[1℄;

setring R;

option(redSB);

ideal s=std(norid);s;

//s[1℄=z^3+z*y+y^5

//s[2℄=T(1)*y+z^2

//s[3℄=T(1)*z+z+y^4

//s[4℄=T(1)^2+T(1)+z*y^3

This is a strit a�ne r/i-algebra presentation. The problem with this is that T (1) is a name for the fration

z2/y. Should there then be a redution rule z2/y 7→ T (1) or a redution rule T (1) 7→ z2/y? Sine neither of

these are polynomial, hange these to polynomial redution rules z2 7→ T (1)y and T (1)y 7→ z2.
Try the slightly harder example:
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LIB ``normal.lib'';

ring r=2,(y,x),dp;

ideal i=y7+y3x+x11;

list nor=normal(i);nor;

// harateristi : 2

// number of vars : 6

// blok 1 : ordering dp

// : names T(1) T(2) T(3) T(4)

// blok 2 : ordering dp

// : names y x

// blok 3 : ordering C

// _[1℄=yx5

// _[2℄=y6

// _[3℄=x10

// _[4℄=x8

// _[5℄=y2x

def R=nor[1℄[1℄;

setring R;

option(redSB);

ideal s=std(norid);s;

//s[1℄=x^11+y^7+y^3*x

//s[2℄=T(4)*y^2+x^7

//s[3℄=T(4)*x^4+y^5+y*x

//s[4℄=T(3)+T(4)*x^2

//s[5℄=T(2)*x+y^4

//s[6℄=T(2)*y+T(4)*x^3+y

//s[7℄=T(1)*y+x^4

//s[8℄=T(1)*x^3+T(4)*y

//s[9℄=T(4)^2+T(1)+y^3*x^3

//s[10℄=T(2)*T(4)+y^2*x^6

//s[11℄=T(1)*T(4)+y^4+x

//s[12℄=T(2)^2+T(2)+y*x^9

//s[13℄=T(1)*T(2)+y^3*x^3

//s[14℄=T(1)^2+T(4)*x

R=ZZ/2[y,x℄;

I=ideal(y^7+y^3*x+x^11);

A=R/I;

if=iFrations A;

toString if

{(y^5+y*x)/(x^4), (y^4)/(x), y, x}

g=gens gb ideal integralClosure A;

toString g

matrix {{x^11+y^7+y^3*x,

w_(2,0)*x+y^4,
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w_(2,0)*y^3+x^10+y^3,

w_(2,0)^2+w_(2,0)+y*x^9,

w_(6,0)*y^2+x^7,

w_(6,0)*x^3+w_(2,0)*y+y,

w_(6,0)*w_(2,0)+y^2*x^6,

w_(6,0)^2*y+y^4*x^3+x^4,

w_(6,0)^3+y*x^10+y^4+x

}}

Maybe it is lear that the elements T (4) = w6,0 and that T (2) = w2,0. An F[x]-module basis should be

(1, y, y2, y3, T (1), T (2), T (4)), whereas F[y, x]/〈y7 + y3x+ x11〉-module basis should be (1, T (1), T (2), T (4)).
Clearly the normal funtion has a bug that allows extra generators (and hene extra relations) to reep

into the strit a�ne algebra presentation desired. But the integralClosure funtion doesn't even try for

any type of algebra presentation, settling for any quotient ring presentation.

Regardless, the hoie of prepending the new elements to the old ring means that the redution rules are

invariably bakwards in that multiples of new elements are redued to old elements, rather than the other

way around.

This is an example in one-point form, so there should be weights (pole orders) for eah basis element,

and a weighted presentation:

loadPakage "QthPower";

wtr=matrix{{11,7}};

R=ZZ/2[y,x,Weights=>entries weightGrevlex(wtr)℄;

GB={y^7+y^3*x+x^11};

i=qthIntegralClosure(wtr,R,GB);

toString i

({x^7,

y*x^7,

y^6+y^2*x,

y^2*x^7,

y^5*x^3+y*x^4,

y^3*x^7,

y^4*x^6

},{

p_0^2+p_0+p_5*p_6^9,

p_0*p_1+p_1+p_6^10,

p_0*p_2+p_3*p_6^6,

p_0*p_3+p_3+p_4*p_6^6,

p_0*p_4+p_1*p_6^3,

p_0*p_5+p_2*p_6^3+p_5,

p_1^2+p_3*p_6+p_4*p_6^7,

p_1*p_2+p_5*p_6^7,

p_1*p_3+p_2*p_6^4+p_5*p_6,

p_1*p_4+p_3*p_6^4,

p_1*p_5+p_0*p_6,

p_2^2+p_1*p_6^3+p_4,

p_2*p_3+p_6^7,

p_2*p_4+p_0*p_6+p_6,
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p_2*p_5+p_4*p_6^3,

p_3^2+p_0*p_6,

p_3*p_4+p_5*p_6^4,

p_3*p_5+p_1,

p_4^2+p_2*p_6,

p_4*p_5+p_6^4,

p_5^2+p_3

},

(ZZ/2)[p_0, p_1, p_2, p_3, p_4, p_5, p_6℄,

matrix {{37, 33, 27, 22, 17, 11, 7}}

)

This is then a strit F2[f7]-algebra with module basis (f0 := 1, f11, f17, f22, f27, f33, f37), and multipliation

rules orresponding to the ideal generators above.
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11.3 Non-integral extensions

What happens with non-integral extensions? It is possible to ask for elements integral over

F[x2, x1]/〈x32 + x2x1 + x51 + x2x1π(x2, x1)〉

for any polynomial π(x2, x1) with onstant term 0. Both x22/x1 and x41/x2 should be in the intergal losure;

but this is independent of the hoie of the polynomial π(x2, x1).
Try the example

A := F2[x2, x1]/〈x32x91 + x22 + x2x1 + x31〉,
as opposed to

A := F2[x2, x1]/〈x22 + x2x1 + x31〉.
Both have x3 := x2/x1 in their integral losure, but in the latter it is possible to get away without x2, just
having

A := F2[x3, x1]/〈x23 + x3 + x1〉.
In the former,

A := F2[x3, x2, x1]/〈x2 − x3x1, x
3
3x

10
1 + x23 + x3 + x1〉,

is probably what should be written, but

A := F2[x3, x2, x1]/〈x32x91 + x22 + x2x1 + x31, x3x1 − x2, x
2
3 + x3 + (x32x

7
1 + x1)〉,

is what shows that x3 is integral over A.
What is really true in terms of integral extensions is gotten from using x4 := x2x

9
1 to get the integral

extension

F2[x4, x1]/〈x34 + x24 + x4x
10
1 + x211 〉

with x5 := (x24 + x4)/x
10
1 = x22x

8
1 + (x2/x1) integral in that x25 + x5 + (x4 + 1)x1 = 0.

Maybe what we should really onsider is C(P,Q(A)) for various hoies of P . Let

A := F[x2, x1]/〈x32x41 + x22 + x2x1 + x31〉.

Then onsider P1 := F[x1], P2 := F[x2], and P3 := A.
C(P1, Q(A)) has basis (1, r1 := x2x

4
1, r2 := x22x

3
1 + x2/x1) and indued relations

r21 + r1 − r2x
5
1, r2r1 + r1 + x41, r

2
2 + r2 + (r1 + 1)x1;

C(P2, Q(A)) has basis (1, s1 := x32x1, r2 := x32x
2
1 + x1, x

2
2x

3
1 + x21/x2) and indued relations

s21 − s2x
3
2 + s1, s2s1 − s3x

4
2, s

2
2 + s1x2 + x52, s3s1 + s1 + x42, s3s2 + s2 + s1x2, s

2
3 + s3 + s2;

C(A,Q(A)) has basis (1, t1 := x2/x1) and indued relations

t31x
5
1 + t21 + t1 + x,

not

x32x
4
1 + x22 + x2x1 + x31, t1x1 − x2, t1x2 + x32x

3
1 + x2 + x21, t

2
1 + t1 + x32x

2
1 + x1.



Chapter 12

Algebrai urves

12.1 Computation-driven theory

I spend my time doing omputations using various Computer Algebra Systems, namelyMagma,Maaulay2

and Singular in order to try to understand algebrai urves (and some algebrai surfaes of higher dimension

as well). These omputations are arried out relative to an appropriate algebrai extension of Fp in positive

harateristi p or an appropriate algebrai extension of Q in harateristi 0, while the theory may apply

to more general algebraially losed �elds.

There are three basi �avors of omputation that I do.

• There are Gröbner basis (14) omputations (done relative to whatever monomial ordering (4) empha-

sizes the appropriate ideas, not a default lex (9) or grevlex (10) ordering).

• There are formal Laurent series expansions (37)

∑

∞

j=ν(g) gj,P t
j
of rational funtions g ∈ K (48), for

some funtion �eld K (48) and some point P (49).

• There are integral losures (47) of integral domains in one-point form (??), wherein all g ∈ K have

values g(P ) ∈ F at all points P exept at a speial point P∞ at whih those funtions have all of their

poles.
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From this viewpoint (arrived at after working ountless examples over a su�iently long period of time)

I have hosen a non-standard view of algebrai urves. In partiular onsider the following.

• Nothing I do requires any Geometry, Topology, or Analysis; it is all algebra (as should have been

impliit in the aronym CAS as opposed to, say, CAGTAS).

• The main objet being studied is a funtion �eld K.

• The seondary objets studied are formal Laurent series expansions, (akin to using Taylor series to

understand the behavior of some funtion at some point).

• The algebrai urve X = X(K) is de�ned from the funtion �eld K, not the other way around.

• Rational funtions (elements of the funtion �eld K) naturally take on values in F ∪ {∞}; so using

them to oordinatize an algebrai urve should mean that points an be desribed by elements of

(F∪{∞})m, rather than as elements of a�ne m-spae F
m
, and de�nitely not as elements of projetive

m-spae Pm(F). The fat that (P1(F))m doesn't have a name, while these other two do should be a

lue that this is not the standard way to view things.

• A�ne algebrai urves are restritions of algebrai urves to ertain rational funtions and the points

at whih those rational funtions take on a�ne values.

• Projetive algebrai urves (or any urves with hybrid projetive and a�ne oordinates as might be

produed by blowups) should be irrelevant.

• An a�ne urve that is non-singular (??) and in one-point position (??) should provide more information

than a traditional non-singular model or any overing of the urve by a�ne pathes. In partiular, I use

the former to produe a nie basis for the ring L(∞P∞) of all rational funtions with no poles exept

possibly at P∞ to get bases for any Riemann-Roh spae (??) L(mP∞). In addition, the algebrai

genus (??) of the algebrai urve is a nie byprodut of this.
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12.2 Theory

Consider the following funtion �eld approah to a purely algebrai view of algebrai urves. [There are notes
after the de�nitions, sine there are some subtle di�erenes (and some not so subtle di�erenes) between the

usage here versus elsewhere.]

De�nition 48. Start with an algebraially losed �eld F (here restrited to Q or Fp for omputational

purposes). Let R := F[x2/h2, x1/h1] be a multivariate polynomial ring in two free (rational) variables.

Let f(x2/h2, x1/h1) ∈ R be an irreduible polynomial. I := 〈f(x2/h2, x1/h1)〉 a prinipal ideal of R, and
A := R/I the orresponding quotient ring of dimension 1, an integral domain sine f is irreduible. Then

let Q(A) = F(x2/h2, x1/h1)/I be the �eld of frations of A. That �eld K := Q(A) is a funtion �eld of

dimension 1, (the fundamental objet used here to de�ne an algebrai urve, not the other way around).
Elements of K will be alled rational funtions (or just funtions), whih are already neessarily homogenized

relative to every variable.

Note on funtion �elds and rational funtionsMost of what I know about funtion �elds is probably

a result of having read Stihtenoth's book a few deades ago. There, funtion �elds of this type are viewed

as integral extensions of F(x1), whih suggests that x1 is an independent variable and others suh as x2 are

dependent on it. We may not are ultimately about either x1 or x2, so will reserve judgment as to what

should or shouldn't be viewed as the independent variable.

Rational funtions as desribed here are variants of regular funtions, absent the topologial baggage,

and with individual homogenization rather than overall homogenization. [They are already homogeneous in

every variable (expliitly or impliitly), so there is no sense in saying the total degree of the numerator and

denominator must be the same.℄

De�nition 49. Let F((t)) be the formal Laurent series ring (37) over F in the variable t. Consider ring

homomorphisms πi : F(x2/h2, x1/h1) → F((t)) with kernel(πi) = I and tui(t) ∈ image(πi) for some unit

ui(t), lifted to �eld isomorphisms Pi : K → Pi(K) ⊂ F((t)). De�ne Pi ∼ Pj i� νPi
(f) = νPj

(f) for all

f ∈ K (with νP the valuation de�ned immediately below as the trailing exponent of the Laurent series at P ).
This de�nes an equivalene relation. Then the equivalene lass of isomorphisms [Pi] is a point of K, with

the algebrai urve X = X(K), being the set of all suh points.

Note on points and urves

This is not the standard way to view points of an algebrai urve; as it is standard to de�ne an algebrai

variety �rst, then talk about suh things as the funtion �eld. The standard way presupposes that the

algebrai urve should be either projetive or a�ne, without onsidering what is natural relative to the

funtion �eld. Here there is no suh bias, whih leads to a ompletely di�erent hoie of what points really

are. Elsewhere it is barely admitted that tνP u(t) is a Laurent series, formal or otherwise; and de�nitely not

that it is related to a value of a funtion at a point, with that value allowed to be ∞.
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De�nition 50. Any tP ∈ K with P (tP ) := tuP (t), (that is, with valuation 1), whih depends on the parti-

ular representative of [P ], is alled a loal parameter. Every element g ∈ K then has image

∑

∞

j=νP (g) gj,P t
j
,

with the trailing exponent νP (g), the valuation of g at [P ], being independent of the partiular hoie of loal

parameter tP or even representative P ∈ [P ]. While the partiular expansion of g may depend on the hoie

of loal parameter, what is also independent of it is the oordinate

g(P ) :=











0, νP (g) > 0

g0 := g0,P , νP (g) = 0

∞, νP (g) < 0

.

Rewrite this as

g(P ) :=

{

(g0 : 1), νP (g) ≥ 0

(1 : 0), νP (g) < 0
∈ P1(F).

Note on disrete valuation rings and oordinates

The standard approah is instead to onsider disrete valuation rings. The relation to these is in terms

of the trailing exponent orresponding to the valuation; so we shall use the notation νP (g) for this trailing
exponent to emphasize this orrespondene. The di�erene is that valuations are used to highlight maximal

orders {g : νP (g) ≥ 0}, maximal ideals {g : νP (g) > 0}, and units {g : νP (g) = 0}. This would seem

to highlight the a�ne viewpoint rather than what we wish to highlight. That is, it tends to fous on the

quotient ring A := F[x2, x1]/I (the maximal order) rather than its �eld of frations Q(A) viewed as the

funtion �eld K = F(x2, x1)/I.
It is probably worthwhile as an exerise to try to write a de�nition for a disrete valuation ring by

�guring out how trailing exponents of formal Laurent series work, before resorting to looking up a standard

de�nition.

Coordinates are usually either a�ne, gotten from �nding the ommon zeros of the funtions de�ning the

a�ne urve; or they are projetive, gotten by �nding ommon zeros of homogenized funtions de�ning the

projetive urve. They an even be a mixture of a�ne and projetive, gotten from blowing up a�ne points

in the standard way (assuming this is really a well-de�ned reursive method).
We shall make the ase that fousing on an a�ne part of a urve an, for better or worse, hide various

things about the urve at the non-a�ne points, (13.1) that there are problems oordinatizing urves there,

and that desingularization of an a�ne urve may be a misleading onept, in that it ignores singularities

that are not at a�ne points.



Chapter 13

Examples

13.1 Klein quarti example

Before we get too far theoretially, let's onsider an example. The Klein quarti, de�ned by the symmetrially

pleasing homogeneous equation

X3Y + Y 3Z + Z3X = 0,

as it an be found in (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Klein_quarti) is meant to be a projetive urve rather

than an a�ne 2-dimensional surfae. So maybe it is supposed to be the projetive variety (30)

V := {(X : Y : Z) ∈ P2(C) : X3Y + Y 3Z + Z3X = 0}.

But as soon as we start talking about regular funtions as quotients of homogeneous polynomials (of the same

degree) in C[X,Y, Z], we are probably admitting to viewing the de�ning equation above as a polynomial

version of

(

X

Z

)3(
Y

Z

)

+

(

Y

Z

)3

+

(

X

Z

)

= 0.

If we further try to write down divisors (bookkeeping devies for poles and zeros at di�erent points or

relative to di�erent disrete valuation rings)

((X/Z)) = (−2) · P1 + (−1) · P2 + (3) · P3;

((Y/Z)) = (−3) · P1 + (2) · P2 + (1) · P3;

then maybe we are suggesting that at P1, (X : Z) = (1 : 0), (Y : Z) = (1 : 0), and even (X : Y ) = (0 : 1).
Projetively this is written as (X : Y : Z) = (0 : 1 : 0), whih really only desribes two out of three

of these ratios. Similarly at P2, (X : Z) = (1 : 0), (Y : Z) = (0 : 1), and (X : Y ) = (1 : 0), with
(X : Y : Z) = (1 : 0 : 0) again only desribing two of these. And at P3, (X : Z) = (0 : 1), (Y : Z) = (0 : 1),
and (X : Y ) = (1 : 0), with (X : Y : Z) = (0 : 0 : 1) again only desribing two of these.

These three points are at least oordinatized by their (X : Y : Z) oordinates. Does this make sense in

general? Consider an a�ne version suh as

X3Y + Y 3 +X = 0,

gotten by setting Z = 1. The a�ne algebrai urve

V := {(X,Y ) ∈ C2 : X3Y + Y 3 +X = 0}

101
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misses the points at whih Z = 0, but at least the values (X,Y ) an be viewed as pairs of individual values X
and Y that happen to satisfy the de�ning equation. If the projetive algebrai urve were treated this same

way, namely as giving values to separate funtions X , Y , and Z; then it would really be treated more like an

a�ne algebrai surfae of dimension 2 with a�ne points other than the origin grouped together projetively

rather than as a way of evaluating individual homogeneous rational funtions suh as X/Z and Y/Z.
(An alternative might be to onsider the projetive urve as shorthand for a ollletion of a�ne urves

eah gotten by setting one projetive oordinate equal to 1.)
This already might suggest ( though it took me a long time to see it) that a more appropriate general-

ization of an a�ne algebrai urve is gotten by homogenizing eah of its variables (impliitly or expliitly)
so that eah an individually be viewed as a rational funtion with its own separate value.

So

(

X1

H1

)3(
X2

H2

)

+

(

X2

H2

)3

+

(

X1

H1

)

= 0.

has algebrai variety

V := {((X1 : H1), (X2 : H2)) ∈ (P1(C))2 : X3
1X2H

2
2 +H3

1X
3
2 +X1H

2
1H

3
2 = 0}

with its elements at least giving separate information about the rational funtions X1/H1 and X2/H2.

The quotient ring

A := C

[

X1

H1
,
X2

H2

]

/

〈

(

X1

H1

)3(
X2

H2

)

+

(

X2

H2

)3

+

(

X1

H1

)

〉

has a �eld of frations Q(A), a funtion �eld. There is reason to believe that this funtion �eld K := Q(A)
is the primary objet to be studied, not the algebrai urve.

Let's onsider �rst that K an be de�ned by just about any two of its elements together with the indued

irreduible polynomial relation they satisfy (in the same sense that a �nite �eld an be de�ned by almost

any one of its elements and the indued irreduible relation it satis�es (6.1)).

So take

X3

H3
:=

(

X1

H1

)(

X2

H2

)

.

Then

K = C

(

X3

H3
,
X2

H2

)

/

〈

(

X3

H3

)3

+

(

X3

H3

)(

X2

H2

)

+

(

X2

H2

)5
〉

,

even though the quotient ring

B := C

[

X3

H3
,
X2

H2

]

/

〈

(

X3

H3

)3

+

(

X3

H3

)(

X2

H2

)

+

(

X2

H2

)5
〉

is not the same as the original quotient ring A.
There is also a problem with birational maps, in the sense that they are attempts to map between quotient

rings suh as A and B above. Sine the a�ne variety assoiated with A misses both P1 and P2, whereas

the a�ne variety assoiated with B misses only P1, but give the same oordinates to both P2 and P3, there

might be problems identifying these two quotient rings unless at least P1 and P2 are avoided. Yet there is a

lear identi�ation (the identity map!) at the level of the funtion �eld K that an be used as an alternative.

Note that A is onsidered as normal (meaning a�ne non-singular) beause any singularity is not at an

a�ne point, whereas B happens to have a double point beause P2 and P3 both have the same oordinates.
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Even the term double point should send up a red �ag in the sense that this suggests that points are

di�erent objets from elements of the variety, or that points are not uniquely determined by the oordinate

system being used. There is atually another funtion X4/H4 := (X3/H3)(X1/H1) with

((X2/H2)) = (−3) · P1 + (2) · P2 + (1) · P3;

((X3/H3)) = (−5) · P1 + (1) · P2 + (4) · P3.

((X4/H4)) = (−7) · P1 + (7) · P3.

that desingularizes the algebrai urve at the double point. That is, X4/H4 takes on di�erent values (1 : 1)
at P2 and (0 : 1) at P3. So a desription using all three rational funtions as oordinate funtions would get

us bak to an a�ne non-singular model (with a singularity, a usp, hidden at the non-a�ne point P1).

Consider a bunh of versions of this partiular funtion �eld K, some a�ne, some projetive, some

rational, grouped in threes, one eah.
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f1(x2, x1) := x32 + x2x
3
1 + x1 ∈ R1 := F[x2, x1],

I1 := 〈f1〉 ⊂ R1, A1 := R1/I1, Q(A1) := F(x2, x1)/I1

V (I1) := {(a2, a1) ∈ F
2

: f1(a2, a1) = 0}

f2(x2, x1, x0) := x2x
3
1 + x32x0 + x1x

3
0 ∈ R2 := F[x2, x1, x0],

I2 := 〈f2〉 ⊂ R2, A2 := R2/I2, Q(A2) := F(x2, x1, x0)/I2

V (I2) := {(a2 : a1 : a0) ∈ P2(F) : f2(a2, a1, a0) = 0}

f3(x2/h2, x1/h1) := (x2/h2)
3 + (x2/h2)(x1/h1)

3 + (x1/h1) ∈ R3 := F[x2/h2, x1/h1],

I3 := 〈f3〉 ⊂ R3, A3 := R3/I3, Q(A3) := F(x2/h2, x1/h1)/I3

V (I3) := {((a2 : b2), (a1 : b1)) ∈ P1(F) : f3(a2/b2, a1/b1) = 0}

f4(y2, y1) := y51 + y32 + y2y1 ∈ R4 := F[y2, y1],

I4 := 〈f4〉 ⊂ R4, A4 := R4/I4, Q(A4) := F(y2, y1)/I4

V (I4) := {(a2, a1) ∈ F
2

: f4(a2, a1) = 0}

f5(y2, y1, y0) := y51 + y32y
2
0 + y2y1y

3
0 ∈ R5 := F[y2, y1, y0],

I5 := 〈f5〉 ⊂ R5, A5 := R5/I5, Q(A5) := F(y2, y1, y0)/I5

V (I5) := {(a2 : a1 : a0) ∈ P2(F) : f5(a2, a1, a0) = 0}

f6(y2/h2, y1/h1) := (y1/h1)
5 + (y2/h2)

3 + (y2/h2)(y1/h1) ∈ R6 := F[y2/h2, y1/h1],

I6 := 〈f6〉 ⊂ R6, A6 := R6/I6, Q(A6) := F(y2/h2, y1/h1)/I6

V (I6) := {((a2 : b2), (a1 : b1)) ∈ P1(F) : f6(a2/b2, a1/b1) = 0}
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f7(z2, z1) := z71 + z52 + z42 ∈ R7 := F[z2, z1],

I7 := 〈f7〉 ⊂ R7, A7 := R7/I7, Q(A7) := F(z2, z1)/I7

V (I7) := {(a2, a1) ∈ F
2

: f7(a2, a1) = 0}

f8(z2, z1, z0) := z71 + z52z
2
0 + z42z

3
0 ∈ R8 := F[z2, z1, z0],

I8 := 〈f8〉 ⊂ R8, A8 := R8/I8, Q(A8) := F(z2, z1, z0)/I8

V (I8) := {(a2 : a1 : a0) ∈ P2(F) : f8(a2, a1, a0) = 0}

f9(z2/h2, z1/h1) := (z1/h1)
7 + (z2/h2)

5 + (z1/h1)
4 ∈ R9 := F[z2/h2, z1/h1],

I9 := 〈f9〉 ⊂ R9, A9 := R9/I9, Q(A9) := F(z2/h2, z1/h1)/I9

V (I9) := {((a2 : b2), (a1 : b1)) ∈ P1(F) : f9(a2/b2, a1/b1) = 0}

f10(w2, w1) := w2
2w

4
1 + w5

1 + w3
2 ∈ R10 := F[w2, w1],

I10 := 〈f10〉 ⊂ R10, A10 := R10/I10, Q(A10) := F(w2, w1)/I10

V (I10) := {(a2, a1) ∈ F
2

: f10(a2, a1) = 0}

f11(w2, w1, w0) := w2
2w

4
1 + w5

1w0 + w3
2w

3
0 ∈ R11 := F[w2, w1, w0],

I11 := 〈f11〉 ⊂ R11, A11 := R11/I11, Q(A11) := F(w2, w1, w0)/I11

V (I11) := {(a2 : a1 : a0) ∈ P2(F) : f11(a2, a1, a0) = 0}

f12(w2/h2, w1/h1) := (w2/h2)
2(w1/h1)

4 + (w1/h1)
5 + (w2/h2)

3 ∈ R12 := F[w2/h2, w1/h1],

I12 := 〈f12〉 ⊂ R12, A12 := R12/I12, Q(A12) := F(w2/h2, w1/h1)/I12

V (I12) := {((a2 : b2), (a1 : b1)) ∈ P1(F) : f12(a2/b2, a1/b1) = 0}
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Regardless of the form, there are rational funtions with divisors

((x1 = x1/x0 = x1/h1)) = (−2) · P1 + (−1) · P2 + 3 · P3

((x2 = x2/x0 = x2/h2)) = (−3) · P1 + 2 · P2 + 1 · P3

((y1 = y1/y0 = y1/h1)) = (−3) · P1 + 2 · P2 + 1 · P3

((y2 = y2/y0 = y2/h2)) = (−5) · P1 + 1 · P2 + 4 · P3

((z1 = z1/z0 = z1/h1)) = (−5) · P1 + 1 · P2 + 4 · P3

((z2 = z2/z0 = z2/h2)) = (−7) · P1 + 0 · P2 + 7 · P3

((w1 = w1/w0 = w1/h1)) = 3 · P1 + (−2) · P2 + (−1) · P3

((w2 = w2/w0 = w2/h2)) = 5 · P1 + (−1) · P2 + (−4) · P3

There is the ommon objet to all of this, namely the funtion �eld K := Q(Ai). All of the variables used
above, whether written expliitly rationally or not, an be viewed as elements of this funtion �eld. As suh

they naturally take on values from F ∪ {∞}, an invariant of the Laurent series expansions at a given point.

At P1, x1, x2, y2, z2, w1, w2 have respetive oordinate values ∞,∞,∞,∞, 0, 0; at P2, ∞, 0, 0, 1,∞,∞; and

at P3, 0, 0, 0, 0,∞,∞.

The limitation of a�ne oordinates should be obvious, in that there are di�erent funtions that have no

a�ne oordinates at di�erent points. Is this a problem? Well restrition to Ai gives a di�erent perspetive

depending on i, sine behavior at non-a�ne points is ignored. So, for instane A1 is non-singular in some

a�ne sense, as is A4. More importantly, as mentioned above, birational maps are attemps at mapping at

the level of the quotient ring Ai instead of at the level of the funtion �eld Q(Ai). Sine all the Q(Ai)
are the same funtion �eld K, these birational maps are really the identity map on K (unless you are of

the shool that thinks that giving new names to existing objets onstitutes an isomorphism rather than

an identi�ation), whereas there are obvious domain and range problems with trying to restrit to maps

between the Ai. This leads to all sorts of red herrings, suh as exeptional divisors in blowups.

The limitation to projetive oordinates is that they are not really individual oordinates of individual

funtions (unless you view them in F
m+1

, but rather a bunh of ratios of same, some of whih end up being

0/0). Yet this is the standard generalization hosen of a�ne oordinates instead of the rational oordinates

suggested here as a muh better alternative.

It should bother anyone, as it does me now, to talk about multiple points, absent the realization that

what is happening is that algebrai urves viewed relative to a given ordered list of rational funtions are

really projetions of the atual algebrai urve, with the possibility that some points may look the same if

only desribed by those partiular oordinates and some other points may be hidden.

It would seem that a minimum requirement for understanding an algebrai urve would be a hoie of

oordinate funtions that would at least distinguish points of the urve from eah other. Only then are we

ready to talk about properties at a given point on the algebrai urve.

So a strongly desingularized model for the Klein urve may be in terms of several rational funtions, not

just two. For instane, start from the de�ning equation x3y + y3z + z3x = 0, and use x1 := x/y, x2 := z/x,
x3 := y/z to get a Gröbner basis for the ideal of indued relations:

x23x
2
2 + x22x1 + x3x1, x

2
2x

2
1 + x23x2 + x2x1, x

2
3x

2
1 + x3x

2
1 + x3x2, x3x2x1 − 1.

This has loal parameters ti := xi and loal units ui := xi+1/x
2
i at Pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3.
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A di�erent presentation, in speial position, is non-singular everywhere exept at P1 where all the o-

ordinate funtions have their poles. This has rational funtions f3 := y/z, f5 := xy/z2, and f7 := x2y/z3,
with ideal of indued relations having Gröbner basis

f2
7 + f5f

2
3 + f7, f7f5 + f4

3 + f5, f
2
5 − f7f3

desribing a strit F[f3]-algebra with module basis (1, f5, f7). The relations are those needed to desribe the

algebra multipliation, the subsripts re�et the pole orders at the speial point at in�nity. The monomial

ordering used is a weight-over-grevlex (though grevlex-over-weight is useful as well), not a default monomial

ordering, in order that the redution rules (6) at least redue produts of basis elements to module form.

Given that there is a reognition that there are rational funtions of some sort related to projetive

urves, and even disrete valuation rings to explain the size of zeros or poles, it is surprising (at least to me)

that there is no mention of expliit Laurent series expansions or any serious use of oordinates in F ∪ {∞}.
These formal Laurent series are in terms of a loal parameter,t, and a loal unit, u = u(t), meaning a

power series in t with non-zero onstant term. Here these ould be hosen as

x1 = t−2
1 u−1

1 , x2 = t−3
1 u−1

1 , t1 := x1/x2, u1 := x22/x
3
1,

x1 = t−1
2 , x2 = t22u2, t2 := 1/x1, u2 := x2x

2
1,

x1 = t33u
2
3, x2 = t3u3, t3 := x1/x

2
2, u3 := x32/x1,

gotten from multi-blowups (??) at P1, P2, and P3.
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So we ould settle for either

x1(P1) = ∞, x2(P2) = ∞,

x1(P2) = ∞, x2(P2) = 0,

x1(P3) = 0, x2(P3) = 0;

or

f3(P1) = f5(P1) = f7(P1) = ∞,

f3(P2) = f5(P2) = 0, f7(P2) = 1,

f3(P3) = f5(P3) = f7(P3) = 0.

Then P1, P2, P3 are at least distinguished from eah other. If we looked only at a�ne varieties, then

we would have to ignore either P1 and P2 in the �rst ase or just P1 in the seond. If we tried projetive

oordinates, then

(x0(P1) : x1(P1) : x2(P1)) = (0 : 0 : 1),

(x0(P2) : x1(P2) : x2(P3)) = (0 : 1 : 0),

(x0(P1) : x1(P2) : x2(P3)) = (1 : 0 : 0)

might make sense in the �rst ase; whereas

(x0(P1) : f3(P1) : f5(P1) : f7(P1)) = (0 : 0 : 0 : 1),

(x0(P2) : f3(P2) : f5(P2) : f7(P2)) = (1 : 0 : 0 : 1),

(x0(P3) : f3(P3) : f5(P3) : f7(P3)) = (1 : 0 : 0 : 0)

might make sense in the seond ase.

An alternative is

x1(P1) = (1 : 0), x2(P1) = (1 : 0),

x1(P2) = (1 : 0), x2(P2) = (0 : 1),

x1(P3) = (0 : 1), x2(P3) = (0 : 1);

or

f3(P1) = f5(P1) = f7(P1) = (1 : 0),

f3(P2) = f5(P2) = (0 : 1), f7(P2) = (1 : 1),

f3(P3) = f5(P3) = f7(P3) = (0 : 1).

These are both gotten by onsidering variables (at least impliitly) as rational funtions with individual o-

ordinates from the projetive line gotten by homogenizing eah variable separately rather than homogenizing

equations with only one extra homogenizing variable overall.
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Genus 0

14.1 Paramterization

It is important to notie that genus 0 urves are speial in that the funtion �eld is isomorphi to F(x0/h0).
That means that all rational funtions are parameterized by x0/h0. To understand how a given pair of fun-

tions are related, it is su�ient to ompare their pararmeterizations instead of looking at the parameterless

equations they satisfy. [The loal parameter is tP := x0/h0 − (x0/h0)(P ) and the loal unit is uP := 1, with
relation f(tp, uP ) = 0.℄

A ommon example is given by

y2 − x3 − x2 = 0,

meaning

(x2/h2)
2 − (x1/h1)

3 − (x1/h1)
2 = 0

This has

x2/h2 = (x0/h0)
3 − (x0/h0), x1/h1 = (x0/h0)

2 − 1.

So there is a double point at x2/h2 = (0 : 1) = x1/h1 orresponding to x0/h0 = (±1 : 1). And there is a

usp at x2/h2 = (1 : 0) = x1/h1 orresponding to x0/h0 = (1 : 0). Another ommon example is given by

x2 − y3 = 0,

meaning

(x2/h2)
2 − (x1/h1)

3 = 0.

This has

x2/h2 = (x0/h0)
3, x1/h1 = (x0/h0)

2;

so there are usps at both x2/h2 = x1/h1 = x0/h0 = (0 : 1) and x2/h2 = x1/h1 = x0/h0 = (1 : 0).
The irle x22 + x21 − 1 = 0 does not have the origin x2 = 0 = x1 as a solution; so use x3 := x2 − 1 to

hange it to x3(x3 + 2) + x21 = 0 that has x3 = 0 = x1 as a solution. Then try the rational map x3 = t2u
and x1 = tu for t := x3/x1 and u := x21/x3 to get t2u(t2u + 2) + t2u2 = 0. Canel the ommon fator

t2u (as exeptional divisors are meaningless in the funtion �eld approah) to get the irreduible relation

2 + u + t2u = 0 between t and u. This happens to be easy to solve to get u = −2/(1 + t2), whih gives

the standard rational parameterization of the irle as x2 = (1 − t2)/(1 + t2) and x1 = −2t/(1 + t2). If t is
restrited to P1(R), this gives the traditional irle, whereas if t omes from P1(C), ...
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14.2 Cirle example

Let's see what we an learn from a irle, with de�ning equation

x22 + x21 − 1 = 0.

This has solutions x1 = a, x2 = ±
√
1− a2, but we usually think that a ∈ R with |a| ≤ 1, whereas the theory

of algebrai urves usually alls for an algebraially losed �eld suh as C = R. There this irle is just the

restrition of the urve to points with both oordinates in R. (For a ∈ R with |a| ≥ 1 the restrition looks

like an hyperbola instead.) Over �nite �elds our geometri intuition is of even less use; and in harateristi

2 the de�ning polynomial (x22 + x21 − 1) = (x2 + x1 + 1)2 is not even irreduible.

So let's avoid harateristi 2 in this example, and extend x1 = a ∈ F to (x2, x1) = (±
√
1− a2, a) ∈ F

2
.

Should there be any other points on the urve? If we homogenize the equation to get

x22 + x21 − x20 = 0,

then the a�ne points above are (x2 : x1 : x0) = (±
√
1− a2 : a : 1) ∈ P2(F), but (x1 : x0) = (1 : 0) ∈ P1(F)

extends to (x2 : x1 : x0) = (±i : 1 : 0) ∈ P2(F).
Now onsider what happens when we use h1 := x−1

1 and h2 := x−1
2 as our variables to get

h22h
2
1 − h22 − h21 = 0.

This has a�ne solutions h1 := b ∈ F, extending to (h2, h1) = (±b/
√
b2 − 1, b) unless b = ±1. If we

homogenize the equation, then

h22h
2
1 − h22h

2
0 − h21h

2
0 = 0

has a�ne solutions h1 := (b : 1) ∈ P1(F), extending to (h2 : h1 : h0)) = (±b/
√
b2 − 1 : b : 1) unless b = ±1.

But (h1 : h0) = (1 : 0) extends to (h2 : h1 : h0) = (0 : 1 : 0), whereas (h2 : h1 : h0) = (1 : 0 : 0) is not an
extension of (h1 : h0) = (0 : 0). [This an be avoided by making this into an a�ne problem, then reading o�

the results projetively, but maybe it is really (∞ : ±1 : 1) in disguise.℄

Now see what happens when eah variable is homogenized separately to get

x22h
2
1 + h22x

2
1 − h22h

2
1 = 0.

This would seem to get us the original a�ne solutions now written as ((x2 : h2), (x1 : h1)) = ((±
√
1− a2 :

1), (a : 1)) ∈ (P1(F))2 and only one non-a�ne solution ((x2 : h2), (x1 : h1)) = ((1 : 0), (1 : 0)) ∈ (P1(F))2.
The reason there were not two solutions is that this is now a singular equation. De�ne x3/h3 :=

(x2/h2)/(x1/h1). The ideal of relations is then

〈x22h21 + h22x
2
1 − h22h

2
1, x3h2x1 − h3x2h1, x

2
3x

2
1 + h23x

2
1 − h23h

2
1〉.

So ((x2 : h2), (x1 : h1)) = ((1 : 0), (1 : 0)) ∈ (P1(F))2. extends to

((x3 : h3), (x2 : h2), (x1 : h1)) = ((±1 : 1), (1 : 0), (1 : 0)) ∈ (P1(F))3.

[This an be redued to a�ne terms by adding the relations hi(hi − 1) = 0 = (xi − 1)(hi − 1) for all i,
similar to appending the relations h0(h0 − 1) = h1(h1 − 1)(h0 − 1) = (h2 − 1)(h1 − 1)(h0 − 1) = 0 to redue

a projetive urve to a�ne terms.℄

The takeaway from this is that:

• Any a�ne part of an algebrai urve misses some points, and those may be important points.
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• Projetive oordinates give only partial information about how the underlying variables are related

when more than one oordinate is 0.

• The proposed rational oordinates are not so restrited, though they are only shorthand for the un-

derlying Laurent series expansions of eah rational funtion used to oordinatize the urve.

• In any ase, it is probably neessary to make a problem a�ne by adding non-homogeneous relations

to the homogeneous ones, in order to use elimination and extension to solve for oordinates of points

reursively.

• Extension has exeptions in the a�ne ase, is not really extension in the projetive ase, and seems

to work just �ne relative to these new rational oordinates. That is, the previous a�ne exeptions are

asymptotes, expressible by appending a value ∞; and the new rational oordinates extend naturally

from m-tuples to (m+ 1)-tuples as the a�ne oordinates do but the projetive oordinates don't.
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Chapter 15

Presentations

Algebras were initially de�ned over a �eld F as �nite-dimensional vetor spaes with a multipliation yiyj =
∑

k ri,j,kyk for ri,j,k ∈ F. This was later generalized to �nite-dimensional modules over a ring. For us the

ring is R := F[x], and the following are my more restritive de�nitions.

15.1 Strit a�ne algebras

Consider the quotient ring

A := F[x2, x1]/〈x32 + x2x1 + x51〉,
whih has x3 := x22/x1 integral over it. It is possible to present the integral losure as

A := F[x3;x2, x1]/〈x23 + x3 + x2x
3
1, x3x2 + x2 + x41, x3x1 − x22, x

3
2 + x2x1 + x51〉.

This presentation is as a strit a�ne A-algebra (52) in that there is an A-module generating set (1, x3) with
quadrati relation x23+x3+x2x

3
1 de�ning the only non-trivial multipliation rule x3 ·x3 = −1·x3−x2x31 ·1. The

linear relations x3x2+x2+x
4
1 and x3x1−x22 de�ne syzygies x2 ·x3+(x2+x

4
1) ·1 = 0 and x1 ·x3+(−x22) ·1 = 0

(if one thinks of this over A and writes oe�ients on the left).

This is supposed to be the theory from the Singular book, so let's see how lose we get in the three

CAS's we're using.

SINGULAR /

A Computer Algebra System for Polynomial Computations / version 4.0.1

0<

by: W. Deker, G.-M. Greuel, G. Pfister, H. Shoenemann \ Sep 2014

FB Mathematik der Universitaet, D-67653 Kaiserslautern \

LIB "normal.lib";

ring R=0,(x2,x1),lp;

ideal I=x2^3+x2*x1+x1^5;I;

// I[1℄=x2^3+x2*x1+x1^5

list nor=normal(I);nor;

// harateristi : 0

// number of vars : 3

// blok 1 : ordering dp
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// : names T(1)

// blok 2 : ordering lp

// : names x2 x1

// blok 3 : ordering C

// _[1℄=x2^2

// _[2℄=x1

def Rbar=nor[1℄[1℄;

setring Rbar;

option(redSB);

ideal Ibar=std(norid);Ibar;

// Ibar[1℄=x2^3+x2*x1+x1^5

// Ibar[2℄=T(1)*x1-x2^2

// Ibar[3℄=T(1)*x2+x2+x1^4

// Ibar[4℄=T(1)^2+T(1)+x2*x1^3

This an be viewed as the desired A = R/I-algebra.

Maaulay2, version 1.7

R=QQ[x2,x1,MonomialOrder=>{Lex}℄;

I=ideal(x2^3+x2*x1+x1^5);

A=R/I;

i=integralClosure(A);

G=gens gb ideal i;

x1^5+x2^3+x2*x1,

w_(0,0)*x1-x2^2,

w_(0,0)*x2+x1^4+x2,

w_(0,0)^2+w_(0,0)+x2*x1^3

But Maaulay2's ode is written so that the input monomial ordering is ignored in favor of a default

grevlex monomial ordering.

R<x2,x1>:=PolynomialRing(Rationals(),2);

I:=ideal<R|x2^3+x2*x1+x1^5>;

N:=Normalisation(I);

x2�N[1℄[2℄;

-- $.2

x1�N[1℄[2℄;

-- $.1

G:=GroebnerBasis(N[1℄[1℄);G;

-- $.1^4 + $.2*$.3 + $.2,

-- $.1^3*$.2 + $.3^2 + $.3,

-- $.1^2*$.2^3 + $.3^3 + $.3^2,

-- $.1*$.2^5 + $.3^4 + $.3^3,

-- $.1*$.3 - $.2^2,

-- $.2^7 + $.3^5 + $.3^4

AndMagma, for better or worse is under no onstraint to even have A expliitly as a subring. It hooses

a lex monomial ordering overall, and moreover one that is probably the reverse of the best lex monomial

ordering in general.
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But all three of these ignore the fat that A itself is a P -algebra for the Noether normalization P := F[x1].
A has P-module basis (1, x2, x3 := x22) The one relation x32 + x2x1 + x51 indues the multipliation rules

x2 · x2 = x3, x3 · x2 = −x1 · x2 + (−x51) · 1, and x3 · x3 = −x1 · x3 + (−x51) · x2. But then A an also be

viewed as a P-algebra with P-module basis (1, x2, x4 := x3/x1) and multipliation rules x2 · x2 = x1 · x4,
x4 · x2 = −x1 · x2 + (−x51) · 1, and x4 · x4 = −1 · x4 + (−x31) · x2.

De�nition 51. Let P := F[x] be a multivariate polynomial ring, A := P [y]/I an integral domain with no yi
independent of P . Then P is alled a Noether normalization of A. And A is alled a strit a�ne P-algebra

i� I has a minimal, redued Gröbner basis B having quadrati elements of the form

yi · yj −
∑

k

pi,j,kyk

neessary to de�ne the P-algebra multipliation, linear elements

∑

k

pkyk

de�ning any syzygies (P-linear relations) among the P-generators, and no other relations. If there are no

P-linear relations then this is a strit P-algebra and if there are P-relations of larger degree than 2, then this

is not strit.

De�nition 52. If P is replaed by the quotient ring A above, then A an be alled a strit a�ne A-algebra,

again with or without the adjetives a�ne and/or strit.

So why hoose either an a�ne P-algebra or an a�ne A-algebra presentation? The Magma output above

should suggest that having no struture and a default monomial ordering is not the best way to get get

output that ontains readable information, whether it is mathematially orret or not.

Choosing to present over a Noether normalization rather than the input ring at least reognizes that

there is a minimal subring P over whih this an be done (though there are numerous hoies for P ). This
does sari�e having the input ring A as an expliit subring of A. If one thinks that A is important then

this is not desired, but if one views things from the perspetive of the output, there are numerous hoies of

both A and P that would produe the same A, with some giving nier presentations than others.

In this partiular example there is further struture that an be used. From the divisors

((x1)) = (−3) · P1 + (2) · P2 + (1) · P3

((x2)) = (−5) · P1 + (1) · P2 + (4) · P3

((x4)) = (−7) · P1 + (0) · P2 + (7) · P3

it makes sense to use the names f3 := x1, f5 := x2, and f7 := x4 to re�et the pole orders at P1. Then using

P := F[f3], there is a nie P-algebra presentation with ideal of indued relations

I := 〈f2
7 + f5f

3
3 + f7, f7f5 + f4

3 + f5, f
2
5 − f7f3〉.

This orresponds to the P-multipliation (redution rules)

f2
7 = −f5f3

3 − f7, f7f5 = −f4
3 − f5, f

2
5 = f7f3,

whih have the nie property that the redution of any element is to a standard polynomial with the same

pole order at P1. The useful byproduts of this are at there is a nie basis for the Riemann-Roh spaes
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of (equivalene lasses of) funtions (modulo the urve) of the form {fif j
3 : i ∈ {0, 5, 7}, j ≥ 0}, and the

genus of the urve is 3, the number of missing pole orders (sine 1, 2, 4 are said orders.

Note that to get this presentation some are must be given to the hoie of monomial ordering. There

is an indued ordering based on the pole orders, so one annot just settle for some default/ input ordering.

Here one an either extend a matrix

(

5 3
1 0

)

to





7 5 3
1 1 0
1 0 0





or a matrix

(

1 0
5 3

)

to





1 1 0
1 0 0
7 5 3





, alled

weight-over-grevlex and grevlex-over-weight for obvious reasons.
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15.2 Speial position

The a�ne form of the Klein quarti:

A := F[y, x]/〈y3 + yx3 + x〉

is an integral extension of a polynomial ring P := F[x] (so having P as a given Noether normalization), non-

singular and integrally losed. [It is onsidered �attened when written this way instead of A := P [y]/〈y3 +
yx3 + x〉.℄

The other a�ne form

A := F[x, y]/〈x3y + x+ y3〉
is a non-integral extension of a polynomial ring P := F[y]; again with given Noether normalization P , but not
integral, though it is still non-singular, integrally losed, and �attened (as opposed to A := P [x]/〈yx3+x+y3〉.
It is possible to hange variables, using x := xy in plae of x to get

B := (F[y])[x]/〈x3 + yx+ y5〉,

whih is integral, but not non-singular or integrally losed, sine

(

x2

y

)3

− 2

(

x2

y

)2

+

(

x2

y

)

− y7 = 0.

Why would one give up nie properties suh as being non-singular and integrally losed for being integral?

The equivalene lasses modulo the ideal of relations in the �rst orrespond to lasses of rational funtions

that have may have poles (Laurent series that may not be power series when x and/or y have suh series).

The equivalene lasses modulo the ideal of relations in the seond orrespond to lasses of rational funtions

that have may have poles (Laurent series that may not be power series when only y may have suh a series,

sine this fores x to have suh as well).

And there is really no tradeo�, in the sense that it is possible to ompute the integral losure of the

seond as

C := (F[z, x; y])/〈z2 + z + xy3, zx+ x+ y4, x2 − zy〉
or

D := (F[z;x, y])/〈z2 + z + xy3, zx+ x+ y4, zy − x2, x3 + xy + y5〉.
C is written as an F[y]-algebra with basis (1, x, z), whereas D is written as an F[x, y]-algebra with basis

(1, z). Whih is better? While that is subjetive; however, if somehow the integral losure were given �rst

in some objetive way that didn't suggest one over the other, it would seem that the hoie would be to

write it as an algebra over the smallest subring over whih it is a �nite integral extension, namely a Noether

normalization suh as P := F[y] here.
To provide perspetive on this ruial point, onsider the implementations of de Jong's algorithm for

integral losures. Singular's original normal funtion produed only a quotient ring, whih didn't really

math the theory in their Singular text, whih is that it be an a�ne algebra over the input ring. This

was subsequently hanged for the better, so that at least the output mathed the theory, with neessarily a

default produt ordering to preserve the input. Maaulay2's integralClosure output is merely a quotient

ring ontaining an expliit opy of the input, again neessarily with a default produt ordering. Magma's

Normalisation funtion returns not only a quotient ring generally not ontaining an expliit opy of the

input (though it does provide a map from the input), but it hooses a very bad default monomial ordering.

Also there are divisors, bookkeeping devises to keep trak of zeros and poles of rational, homogeneous

funtions:
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((x)) = (−2) ·Q1 + (−1) ·Q2 + 3 ·Q3;

((y)) = (−3) ·Q1 + 2 ·Q2 + 1 ·Q3;

((x)) = (−5) ·Q1 + 1 ·Q2 + 4 ·Q3;

((z)) = (−7) ·Q1 + 7 ·Q3.

So C has a natural weight funtion orresponding to the pole order at the point Q1, hene the one-point

presentation given in the introdution:

F[f7, f5; f3]/〈f2
7 + f5f

3
3 + f7, f7f5 + f4

3 + f5, f
2
5 − f7f3〉.

Again, this has, as a by-produt, that the genus of the urve is g = 3, the number of non-negative integers

with no orresponding funtion of that weight, as the standard monomials, f j
3 , f5f

j
3 , and f7f

j
3 , j ≥ 0 over

all weights other than 1, 2, and 4. These standard monomials an be used to generate the Riemann-Roh

spaes of (lasses of rational, homogeneous) funtions (modulo the urve) with poles of orders between 0
and some �xed positive integer m inlusive, for any m. Not only that, but these funtions an be evaluated

a�nely at any point other than the speial point at in�nity where they all have poles.

Compare all this to what an be read o� the non-singular model presentation. That presentation is meant

to be able to do two things. One is to separate points, the other is to produe expliit loal parameters for

all points. If there is a singularity (a�ne or not), it is relatively simple theoretially to plae that singularity

at the origin. If there is more than one point (that is, set of Laurent series) there, then often the orders

of the zeros of the variables are di�erent, and a simple blow-up will separate the points there. But several

blow-ups may have to be used to separate those points when the Laurent series agree for several smallest

terms. And even when there is only one point projeted onto the origin, not having a loal parameter will

register as a having a singularity.

To see this behavior, onsider the following two examples. The divisors are:

F2[y, x]/〈y5 + y3x5 + x7〉.

((x)) = (−2) ·Q1 + (−3) ·Q2 + 5 ·Q3;

((y)) = (−5) ·Q1 + (−2) ·Q2 + 7 ·Q3.

So the origin, Q3, has a singularity not beause there are several underlying points, but rather beause there

is no expliit loal parameter there. The Jaobian ideal would be 〈y4 + y2x5, y3x4 + x6〉, showing that

the urve and its partial derivatives are all zero in the a�ne sense only at the origin. A simple blow-up

there would introdue additional projetive oordinates (z : h) with zx − yh = 0 induing the relation

z5 + z3x3 + x2 = 0. From

((z/h)) = ((y/x)) = (−3) ·Q1 + 1 ·Q2 + 2 ·Q3

it is lear that there is still a singularity at the origin. A seond blow-up probably introdues new projetive

oordinates, but of what �avor? For now let's pretend to ignore h and y; and just start with z5+z3x3+x2 = 0.
Then introduing (u : v) with zv − xu = 0 indues z3 + z4v3 + v2 = 0.

((v/u)) = ((x/z)) = 1 ·Q1 + (−4) ·Q2 + 3 ·Q3

Then introduing (r : s) with rz − sv = 0 indues z + z5r3 + r2 = 0.

((r/s)) = ((v/z)) = 4 ·Q1 + (−5) ·Q2 + 1 ·Q3.
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Loosely, it would require keeping loal parameters v, z, and r, at Q1, Q2, and Q3 respetively, maybe with

the relations z3 + z4v3 + v2 = 0 and z + z5r3 + r2 = 0 from above, possibly with the additional indued

relation

v15r8 + v14 + v12r6 + v11r9 + v10r12 + v8r7 + v7r10 + v5r5 + v4r8 + v2r3 + r9 = 0

expliitly relating r and v, or the whole ideal of indued relations among the three variables.

Also would it have been possible to jump diretly to the output of the last blow-up from the �rst by

looking at the divisors and omputing a loal parameter at the origin as x3/y2? Well, maybe; but that

probably would not have resolved singularities at the other two points.
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Chapter 16

Interpreting CAS output for

normalisation

The equation

x3y + y3z + z3x = 0

is somehow supposed to de�ne the Klein quarti, whih is supposed to be a non-singular, projetive urve.

How does a CAS know this? It probably doesn't.

In MAGMA,

R<x,y,z>:=PolynomialRing(Rationals(),3);

I:=ideal<R|x^3*y+y^3*z+z^3*x>;

N:=Normalisation(I);

G:=GroebnerBasis(N[1℄[1℄);G;

x�N[1℄[2℄;

y�N[1℄[2℄;

z�N[1℄[2℄;

produes output

[ x^3*y + x*z^3 + y^3*z ℄

x,y,z

In Singular,

LIB "normal.lib";

ring r=0,(x,y,z),dp;

ideal i=x3y+y3z+z3x;

list nor=normal(i);nor;

produes

[1℄:[1℄:

// harateristi : 0

// number of vars : 3

// blok 1 : ordering dp

121
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// : names x y z

// blok 2 : ordering C

[2℄:[1℄: _[1℄=1

> def Rbar=nor[1℄[1℄;

> setring Rbar;

> ideal s=std(norid);s;

s[1℄=x3y+y3z+xz3

> normap;

normap[1℄=x

normap[2℄=y

normap[3℄=z

And in Maaulay2,

R=QQ[x,y,z℄;

I=ideal(x^3*y+x*z^3+y^3*z);

A=R/I;

time if=iFrations(A)

i=gens gb ideal integralClosure A

produes

| x3y+y3z+xz3 |

Eah of these suggests somehow that the quotient ring A = R/I is integrally losed/normal. But none

of these atually addresses what type of urve or surfae with whih we should be dealing.

That is, there is nothing algebraially to di�erentiate between this desribing a two-dimensional a�ne

surfae or a one-dimensional projetive surfae, given in terms of homogeneous polynomials. (The equation

itself ould even be used to de�ne a two-dimensional projetive surfae, were there a fourth (homogenizing)

variable in the ring.) And my hoie is to use a ompletely di�erent type of urve, whih is neither a�ne

nor projetive.
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Let's investigate this a bit. Suppose we start from the viewpoint of rational funtions (elements of the

funtion �eld) as objets apable of having zeros and poles at various points, whatever any of that means.

Then there are divisors, bookkeeping devises, for said zeros and poles:

((x

z

))

= (−2)P1 + (−1)P2 + 3P3,

((y

z

))

= (−3)P1 + 2P2 + 1P3,

suggesting that there should be a point at whih both funtions have poles, one at whih only x/z has poles,
and a third at whih both have zeros.

The projetive or a�ne viewpoint (as opposed to the funtion �eld one) is that rational funtions are

not really de�ned at points at whih they have poles. This leads to de�ning a topology, regular funtions,

and all sorts of things that are irrelevant or even ounterprodutive, algebraially. The alternative is to let

rational funtions have the value ∞ at points where they have poles.

Maybe a minimum requirement for a good desription of a urve, whatever a urve is, is one that has,

at eah point, an expliit loal parameter, an element that has a simple zero at that point.

So maybe for the Klein urve, that should be in terms of t1 := x/y, t2 := z/x, and t3 := y/z, with
indued relations

t31t
3
3 + t23 + t1, t

3
2t

3
1 + t21 + t2, t

3
3t

3
2 + t22 + t3, t1t2t3 − 1.

But absent allowing the value∞, all three points above will have to be avoided, making the hoie of variables

as loal parameters at those three points irrelevant.

Algebraially it makes perfetly good sense to talk about the funtion �eld, whether in terms of x/z and
y/z or in terms of t1, t2, and t3. But one has to make a deision about how to evaluate rational funtions,

espeially if they are given expliitly as quotients of polynomials and the denominator evaluates to 0.
Does it make sense to de�ne away suh points at any ost? The answer here is absolutely not, given that

there is a simple algebrai way to deal with them.
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Chapter 17

Testing mathematial theory using CASs

It is possible to write de�nitions, theorems, and proofs, absent any examples, and produe a mathematially

orret theory. Moreover theorems need not produe any useful information. Even if the theory is motivated

by ertain examples, those examples are often jettisoned before writing up the theory that was motivated

by those examples.

The exat opposite should be true. It should be that examples are there to test whatever hanges are

made to the theory. Or if someone else has a similar theory examples an be used to ompare or ontrast

those theories.

It is espeially important to have test examples for ode written to implement theory. The more well-

thought-out examples, the better. And it is important to have both input and output in test examples, to

let users know what was atually expeted theoretially and why.

So a omputer algebra system is not merely a srath pad for doing various alulations not amenable

to hand omputation. It should be a tool for testing and improving (algebrai) theory. It is espeially

interesting when there are several implementations of the same or di�erent algorithms that give seemingly

di�erent answers, that there be ommon examples relative to whih they an be analyzed. This an lead to

an understanding of what the underlying theory should be and what should be expeted when it is applied

to atual examples.

When I started along this path, I had in hand what I believed was a new algorithm for omputing

integral losures of rings in positive harateristi that were in speial position, meaning that the variables

represented rational funtions that had no poles exept possibly at a speial point P∞, this being useful in

dealing with linear odes derived from algebrai urves.

The objet I wanted to produe was the ring of all rational funtions that had no poles exept possibly at

P∞, so typially the integral losure of a quotient ring in speial position. I was not at all interested in the

quotient ring I started with, other than that it ould be used to produe the ring L(∞P∞) that I desired.
And the urious thing was that while the algebrai geometry underlying all this was mired in geometry,

topology, and/or analysis, this was seemingly a ompletely algebrai problem. That is, I ould be blissfully

ignorant of everything save the algebra, and still produe what I wanted to. (That still seems to be the ase.)

125
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I was able to

1. start with a polynomial ring suh as P := Fq[x];

2. adjoin some element y satisfying an integral equation over P , say y5 + y4 + x7 = 0;

3. use it to de�ne an integral extension

A := Fq[y, x]/〈y5 + y4 + x7〉;

4. use the Frobenius map in harateristi p > 0 to do essentially linear algebra on a P-module A/∆(x);

5. and produe the ring C(A,Q(A)), the integral losure of the ring A in its �eld of frations Q(A).

Sine this was a departure from the ways this was usually done, I expeted to use various oded algorithms

in various CASs to ompare my results with those already being produed by others based on a di�erent

approah to the subjet. What I found surprised me, namely that there seemed to be no ommonly aepted

form for this integral losure.
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17.1 IntegralClosure

When I started, Magma only had IntegralClosure available. The ode

Q:=Rationals();

FF<x>:=FuntionField(Q);

PR<y>:=PolynomialRing(FF);

f:=y^5+y^4+x^7;

A<Y>:=RationalExtensionRepresentation(FuntionField(f));

C<X>:=CoeffiientRing(A);

INT:=Integers(C);

ICA:=IntegralClosure(INT,A);

B:=Basis(ICA);

for i in [1..#B℄ do i-1,B[i℄; end for;

produed output

0 1

1 Y

2 1/X*Y^2 + 1/X*Y

3 1/X^3*Y^3 + 1/X^3*Y^2

4 1/X^5*Y^4 + 1/X^5*Y^3

This is neessarily a basis for the integral losure of A viewed as a Q[x]-algebra.
There is no attempt to produe a presentation of any sort, though it su�es to try to redue B[i] ∗B[j]

manually to get a set of relations de�ning the algebra multipliations. [Note that it should be possible to

use only X,Y, (Y 4 + Y 3)/X5
to get the presentation I expeted.℄
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17.2 Normalisation

At some later time Magma introdued Normalisation, whih allows for more than just one independent

variable, and gives a presentation as well.

The ode

R<y,x>:=PolynomialRing(Rationals(),2);

I:=ideal<R|y^5+y^4+x^7>;

N:=Normalisation(I);

G:=GroebnerBasis(N[1℄[1℄);G;

y�N[1℄[2℄;

x�N[1℄[2℄;

produes the output

$.1^4 + $.2*$.3 + $.2,

$.1^3*$.2 - $.3^2 - $.3,

$.1^2*$.2^3 + $.3^3 + $.3^2,

$.1*$.2^5 - $.3^4 - $.3^3,

$.1*$.3 + $.2^2,

$.2^7 + $.3^5 + $.3^4

$.3

$.2

This learly produed a larger quotient ring with variables orresponding to −x2/y, x, y and a default

lex monomial ordering on them. But this would seem to have a di�erent number of elements than what

IntegralClosure produed.

Note that even a lex monomial ordering in the reverse order here would have produed a better presen-

tation. That is, the further ode

P<g7,g5,g3>:=PolynomialRing(Q,3,"weight",[7,5,3,1,1,0,1,0,0℄);

phi:=hom<Parent(G[1℄)->P|g3,g5,g7>;

J:=ideal<P|[phi(G[i℄) : i in [1..#G℄℄>;

B:=GroebnerBasis(J);B;

produes the relations

g7^2 - g5*g3^3 + g7,

g7*g5 + g3^4 + g5,

g5^2 + g7*g3
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17.3 integralClosure

Maaulay2 has iFrations to produe a set of frations de�ning the integral losure as a quotient ring

expliitly ontaining the input quotient ring A; and integralClosure whih an be used with gens gb

ideal to produe a presentation based on them.

R=QQ[y,x℄;

I=ideal(y^5+y^4+x^7);

A=R/I;

time if=iFrations(A);

toString if

g=gens gb ideal integralClosure A;

toString g

produes output

{(-x^4)/y^2, (-y*x^2-x^2)/y, y, x}

x^7+y^5+y^4,

w_(4,1)*y+y*x^2+x^2,

w_(4,1)*x^5-y^5-2*y^4-y^3,

w_(4,0)*y-w_(4,1)*x^2-x^4,

w_(4,0)*x^3-y^3-y^2,

w_(4,1)^2+w_(4,0)+2*w_(4,1)*x^2+x^4,

w_(4,0)*w_(4,1)*x+y^3+2*y^2+y,

w_(4,0)^2+y*x+x

This produes two new variables, and uses a default produt monomial ordering, di�erentiating between

new and old variables.
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17.4 normalC

Now onsider Singular. When I started with Singular what was used is what is now alled normalC and

not the urrent normal.

LIB "normal.lib";

ring r=0,(y,x),dp;

ideal i=y5+y4+x7;

list nor=normalC(i);nor;

normap;

def R=nor[1℄[1℄;

setring R;

option(redSB);

ideal s=std(norid);s;

produes output

normap[1℄=T(1)

normap[2℄=T(2)

s[1℄=T(1)*T(2)+T(4)^2+T(2)

s[2℄=T(1)^2+T(2)*T(3)+T(1)

s[3℄=T(4)^3-T(3)^2

s[4℄=T(3)^2*T(4)-T(1)*T(5)

s[5℄=T(1)*T(3)*T(4)+T(3)*T(4)+T(2)*T(5)

s[6℄=T(2)^2*T(4)-T(1)*T(3)

s[7℄=T(3)^3-T(2)^2*T(5)

s[8℄=T(2)*T(3)^2-T(1)*T(3)+T(4)*T(5)-T(3)

s[9℄=T(2)^2*T(3)-T(1)*T(4)^2

s[10℄=T(2)*T(4)^2*T(5)+T(2)*T(3)*T(4)-T(2)^2*T(5)-T(1)*T(4)+T(5)^2-T(4)

s[11℄=T(2)^3*T(5)-T(1)*T(3)^2+T(3)*T(4)*T(5)-T(3)^2

s[12℄=T(2)*T(3)*T(4)^2-T(1)*T(4)^2-T(4)^2+T(3)*T(5)

s[13℄=T(2)^4+T(2)*T(3)*T(4)+T(1)*T(4)

This produes three new variables, and a default grevlex monomial ordering on the presentation with the

old variables �rst.
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17.5 normal

That was redone as the urrent normal, so that the results would math the theory in the Singular text.

So

list nor=normal(i);nor;

produes output

_[1℄=y2x2

_[2℄=-x6

_[3℄=yx4

_[4℄=y3

with

def R=nor[1℄[1℄;

setring R;

option(redSB);

ideal s=std(norid);s;

produing

s[1℄=x^7+y^5+y^4

s[2℄=T(3)*y^2-x^4

s[3℄=T(3)*x^3+y^3+y^2

s[4℄=T(2)*x-y^2-y

s[5℄=T(2)*y+T(3)*x^2

s[6℄=T(1)*y-x^2

s[7℄=T(1)*x^2-T(3)*y

s[8℄=T(3)^2+y*x+x

s[9℄=T(2)*T(3)-T(1)*x-x^3

s[10℄=T(1)*T(3)+T(2)

s[11℄=T(2)^2+T(3)*y*x+T(3)*x

s[12℄=T(1)*T(2)-y*x-x

s[13℄=T(1)^2-T(3)

Here again there are three new variables, but the presentation is that of an a�ne algebra over the input,

with a default produt monomial ordering highlighting that the relations are of degrees at most 2 in the new

variables.

This mathes the theory in the Singular book, namely that the result should be a strit a�ne algebra

over the input, with the input relations expliit, linear relations among the new variables re�eting their

de�nitions, and quadrati relations orresponding to the multipliation de�ning an algebra over the input.
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17.6 Initial summary

So here are several seemingly di�erent answers as to what the integral losure of a ommon input might be.

Are they the same in some sense? And, if so, an that be shown? Whih, if any of these is best, or at least

useful, in any sense?

Absent knowing that this problem and ones like it had struture that ould be used to understand

these answers, I'm not sure I ould have �gured out how to show these were all isomorphi. [Indeed the

existene of said struture was what led me to disovering errors in the original oding that aused premature

termination.℄ That is, I should be able to write ode that takes one of these as input and produes another.

[That is slightly di�erent than heking whether one CAS thinks the answer from another is orret by

rewriting the output from one as input for another.℄
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17.7 Struture

This partiular problem is one with some struture to the input, and expeted indued struture to the

output. That is, it was based on two rational funtions y, x with poles only at one speial point P∞, of

orders 7, 5 respetively. Theoretially, the output should desribe the quotient ring onsisting of all rational

funtions with no poles exept at P∞.

So the input quotient ring has the form of a Q[f5]-algebra with module basis (1, f7, f
2
7 , f

3
7 , f

4
7 ). It is not

unreasonable to expet a similar form of the output quotient ring.

Let's see if we an ome lose to doing this.
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17.8 normal, weighted

normal now has an option of omputing a denominator in the seond variable; so using that and a weighted

monomial ordering:

ring r=0,(f7,f5),wp(7,5);

ideal i=f7^5+f7^4+f5^7;

list nor=normal(i,"var2"); nor;

produes rational funtions desribed by

_[1℄=f7^4+f7^3

_[2℄=f7^3*f5^2+f7^2*f5^2

_[3℄=f7^2*f5^4+f7*f5^4

_[4℄=f5^5

with

def R=nor[1℄[1℄;

setring R;

option(redSB);

ideal s=std(norid);s;

produing the presentation with ideal of relations

s[1℄=f7^5+f5^7+f7^4

s[2℄=T(3)*f5-f7^2-f7

s[3℄=T(3)*f7^3+f5^6

s[4℄=T(2)*f5^2-T(3)*f7

s[5℄=T(2)*f7^2+f5^4

s[6℄=T(1)*f7+f5^2

s[7℄=T(1)*f5^2-T(2)*f7

s[8℄=T(3)^2-T(2)*f7*f5-T(2)*f5

s[9℄=T(2)*T(3)-T(1)*f5+f5^3

s[10℄=T(1)*T(3)+f7*f5+f5

s[11℄=T(2)^2+f7*f5+f5

s[12℄=T(1)*T(2)+T(3)

s[13℄=T(1)^2+T(2)

There are still three new variables and a presentation as an algebra over the input as before, with no

suggestion of any indued struture. But it is possible to �gure out that the pole orders of T (1), T (2), T (3)
are respetively 3, 6, 9. So maybe it makes sense to have produed a module basis (1, f3, f6, f7, f9) overQ[f5],
though that is not exatly what is highlighted in the above presentation. But, based on the pole orders,

what should be sought, is a module basis (1, f5, f7) over Q[f3] instead.
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So the further input

ring R1=0,(f9,f7,f6,f5,f3),wp(9,7,6,5,3);

map phi=R,f3,f6,f9,f7,f5;

option(redSB);

ideal s1=std(phi(s));s1;

produes the output

s1[1℄=f6+f3^2

s1[2℄=f9-f3^3

s1[3℄=f5^2+f7*f3

s1[4℄=f7*f5+f3^4+f5

s1[5℄=f7^2-f5*f3^3+f7

whih shows that from this perspetive that f6, f9 are unneessary, leaving only the 3 relations de�ning the

multipliation in the Q[f3]-algebra presentation of the integral losure.
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17.9 integralClosure, weighted

In Maaulay2

R=QQ[f7,f5,MonomialOrder=>{Weights=>{7,5},Weights=>{1,0}}℄;

I=ideal(f7^5+f7^4+f5^7);

A=R/I;

time if=iFrations(A);

toString if

g=gens gb ideal integralClosure A;

toString g

produes rational funtions

{(-f5^4)/f7^2, (-f7*f5^2-f5^2)/f7, f7, f5}

with presentation

f7^5+f5^7+f7^4,

w_(4,1)*f7+f7*f5^2+f5^2,

w_(4,1)*f5^5+f5^7-f7^4-f7^3,

w_(4,0)*f7-w_(4,1)*f5^2-f5^4,

w_(4,0)*f5^3-f7^3-f7^2,

w_(4,1)^2+w_(4,0)+2*w_(4,1)*f5^2+f5^4,

w_(4,0)*w_(4,1)*f5+f7^3+2*f7^2+f7,

w_(4,0)^2+f7*f5+f5

The indued pole orders of w4,1, w4,0 should be 10, 6 respetively. The input

B=QQ[f10,f7,f6,f5,MonomialOrder=>{Weights=>{10,7,6,5},

Weights=>{1,1,1,0},

Weights=>{1,1,0,0},

Weights=>{1,0,0,0}}℄;

phi=map(B,ring(g_(0,0)),matrix{{f6,f10,f7,f5}});

J=phi(g);J

produes

f7^5+f5^7+f7^4

f10f7+f7f5^2+f5^2

f10f5^5+f5^7-f7^4-f7^3-f10f5^2-f5^4+f7f6

-f7^3+f6f5^3-f7^2

f10^2+2f10f5^2+f5^4+f6

f7^3+f10f6f5+2f7^2+f7 f6^2+f7f5+f5
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Is it lear from this that f10 + f52 is a rational funtion with pole order 3? Maybe if one knows there

should be only one standard funtion for eah pole order, that would lead to trying to �nd some way of

reduing f10 mod f52 to some rational funtion of lower pole order. And isn't it important that the rational

funtion of pole order 3 be expliit in the presentation? Maybe

B=QQ[f10,f7,f6,f5,f3,MonomialOrder=>{Weights=>{10,7,6,5,3},

Weights=>{1,1,1,1,0},

Weights=>{1,1,1,0,0},

Weights=>{1,1,0,0,0},

Weights=>{1,0,0,0,0}}℄;

phi=map(B,ring(g_(0,0)),matrix{{f6,f10,f7,f5}});

J=ideal(flatten entries(phi(g)));J;

K=J+ideal(f10+f5^2+f3);

G=gens gb K;

toString G

produing

f6+f3^2,

f10+f7*f3+f3,

f5^2-f7*f3,

f7*f5+f3^4+f5,

f7^2+f5*f3^3+f7

shows that f6, f10 an be replaed by f3.
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17.10 Normalisation, weighted

In Magma the input

R<f7,f5x>:=PolynomialRing(Rationals(),2,"weight",[7,5,1,0℄);

I:=ideal<R|f7^5+f7^4+f5^7>;

N:=Normalisation(I);N;

G:=GroebnerBasis(N[1℄[1℄);G;

f7�N[1℄[2℄;

f5�N[1℄[2℄;

P<f7,f5,f3>:=PolynomialRing(Rationals(),3,"weight",[7,5,3,1,1,0,1,0,0℄);

phi:=hom<Parent(G[1℄)->P|f3,f5,f7>;

J:=ideal<P|[phi(G[i℄) : i in [1..#G℄℄>;

B:=GroebnerBasis(J);B;

produes

f7^2 - f5*f3^3 + f7,

f7*f5 + f3^4 + f5,

f5^2 + f7*f3
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17.11 The qth-power algorithm

My qth-power algorithm in Maaulay2 (or the earlier version in Magma) is supposed to deal with speif-

ially these partiular problems, with weights applied to the input induing similar weights on the output.

loadPakage "QthPower";

wtr=matrix{{7,5}};

R=QQ[f7,f5,Weights=>entries weightGrevlex(wtr)℄;

GB={f7^5+f7^4+f5^7};

time i0=rationalIntegralClosure(wtr,R,GB);

toString i0

produes �rst

f5^5,

f7^4+f7^3,

f7^3*f5^2+f7^2*f5^2,

f7*f5^5,

f7^2*f5^4+f7*f5^4

p_0^2-p_2*p_4-p_3*p_4^3,

p_0*p_1-p_2*p_4^2,

p_0*p_2-p_3*p_4+p_4^3,

p_0*p_3+p_1*p_4+p_4,

p_1^2-p_0*p_4+p_1,

p_1*p_2-p_3*p_4^2,

p_1*p_3+p_4^2,

p_2^2+p_1*p_4+p_4,

p_2*p_3+p_0,

p_3^2+p_2

QQ[p_0, p_1, p_2, p_3, p_4℄,

matrix {{ 9, 7, 6, 3, 5}})

then

i=minimization(i0);

toString i

produes

matrix {{ 9, 7, 6, 5, 3}},

QQ[p_0, p_1, p_2, p_3, p_4℄,

p_3^2+p_1*p_4,

p_1*p_3+p_4^4+p_3,

p_1^2-p_3*p_4^3+p_1

This orresponds to �rst produing a Q[f5]-module basis (f0 := 1, f3, f6, f7, f9), and then minimizing it

to extrat a Q[f3]-module basis (f0, f5, f7).
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Sine all of these answers are mathematially orret, what is the takeaway from all of this?

1. Should presentations be as a�ne algebras over the input A as the theory in the Singular book

suggests, a�ne algebras over a Noether normalization P as I expeted, or just some quotient ring that

desribes it tehnially orretly, with no partiular form?

2. What struture, if any, is indued on the new variables by the old variables?

3. Should the new variables be treated di�erently from the old variables?

4. What information should be expliit in the presentation?

5. Is it even neessary to have a presentation, or do the frations su�e?

Maybe examples suh as the one above are too speial to be used to answer suh questions? Or maybe

trying to generalize beyond suh examples fores a tradeo� between generalizing and losing useful infor-

mation. But tradeo�s that lose information do not lead to real generalizations, in that it should not be

neessary to lose information in speial ases when generalizations are made.

normal.lib in Singular is too inlusive in what it tries to takle. It deals with splitting ompound

input into separate problems, whih should be done before and independent of the atual integral lo-

sureomputation, so that eah integral losure input an be rethought in terms of its struture. If a minimal

ideal generator fators in any way, then it doesn't really onform to being a minimal relation among the

variables. And any struture to be had, will ome from minimal relations among the generators, appliable

to a spei� part of a ompound problem.

integralClosure in MAaulay2's IntegralClosure pakage and Normalisation in Magma both

su�er from having no theory to suggest what presentation is being given. That leaves the interpretation

open to the user; unlike Singular, whih spells out the intended result, and what it is supposed to look like

theoretially.

But the test examples in both IntegralClosure.m2 and normal.lib su�er from only having input, with

no intended output relative to whih to ompare the output produed. If the ode is not hanged one an

infer that the output is what is intended, but with no reason why that should be the ase.

In the normal ase the output produed is meant to mirror the theory in the book, but using any of the

available redution options destroys that theory, with no explanation of why the redution is being done.

At least with my minimization, it should be lear that a better hoie of Noether normalization leads to a

smaller, better presentation relative to that Noether normalization.

Sine none of the theory/ode save mine has to do with viewing the integral losure of A relative to

a Noether normalization P of A, and there is no aknowledgment that there is struture indued on the

integral losure by that on the quotient ring from whih it is produed, should there be a reworking of the

theory relative to this viewpoint, or is the existing theory adequate?

17.12 non-integral extensions

There are ertainly examples that are easy to produe that would seem to suggest that integral losure over

the input ring A might be di�erent from integral losure over some Noether normalization P . Consider

y3x4 + y2 + x3 = 0 as de�ning a non-integral extension

A := F[y, x]/〈y3x4 + y2 + x3〉

of either P := F[x] or P := F[y]. Clearly (y/x)2+y3x2+x = 0 is an integral equation over A. But y isn't even
integral over F[x], let alone y/x. But if z := yx4, then the de�ning equation orresponds to z3+z2+x11 = 0,
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integral over F[x]. And w := (z2 + z)/x5 is integral over F[x], sine it satis�es w2 + (z + 1)x = 0 with z
already integral over F[x].

But w = y2x3 + y/x suggests that this should probably be onsidered as the element generating the

integral losure of A over A, rather than just using y/x. So maybe it is possible to at least make non-integral

extensions into integral extensions before omputing integral losures of them.

17.13 Other nagging questions

What is the import of giving a new variable name to a partiular rational funtion? That is, in the example

above why use f3 := f2
5 /f7 = −(f4

7 +f
3
7 )/f

5
5 ? My answer would have been to be able to replae (f4

7 +f
3
7 )/f

5
5

by −f3. If one onsiders generators of the ideal of relations in the quotient ring of a presentation in terms of

redution rules LT (b) 7→ LT (B)− b, then various monomial orderings given rise to di�erent redution rules.

While we may have to put up with a polynomial form f4
7 7→ −f5

5f3 − f3
7 , it would seem to make no sense

to settle for f3f
5
5 7→ −f4

7 − f3
7 . Yet a default produt monomial ordering seems to result in the latter. Of

ourse so does any monomial ordering that leaves the relations in (a Gröbner basis for) the input unhanged

(when the input is not already integrally losed).

Also why homogenize or homogenize with weights ever? The answer must be in terms of a projetive

mindset. But this is almost always antithetial to a true weighted ordering of the variables; Or it ompletely

destroys the intended algebrai form of the integral losure, to produe some projetive form of a urve or

surfae, whih I learly think is misguided, from a purely algebrai viewpoint. Perhaps it is a good geometri

viewpoint, but that is usually aepted rather than motivated in books on algebrai geometry.
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Chapter 18

Integral losure of ideals

De�nition 53. Let I be an ideal of an integrally losed (quotient) ring A := R/J . An element y ∈ A is

integral over I i� if it is the root of a moni polynomial

f(T ) := 1T d + a1T
d−1 + · · ·+ ad−1T

1 + adT
0,

for some positive integer d, with aj ∈ Ij for 1 ≤ j ≤ d. The integral losure (of I in A) is the set of all

elements of Q(A) integral over I.

The theory to get this idea started should �rst be that this losure C(I, A) is again an ideal. If it is lear

that C(I, A)C(Ij , A) ⊆ C(Ij+1, A) for all j, then is there a (smallest) j for whih equality holds. That ould

lead to algorithms for omputing C(Ij , A) for all j.

18.1 Rees algebras

De�nition 54. Let I := 〈g1, . . . , gs〉 be an ideal in an integrally losed (quotient) ring A := R/J . Let A[It] :=
∑

j I
jtj be the formal generating funtion for the powers of Ij (with I0 := A). Let φ : A[G1, . . . , Gs] → A[t]

be de�ned by extending φ(Gi) := git for 1 ≤ i ≤ s. Then (a presentation for) the Rees algebra of I is

A[G1, . . . , Gs]/kernel(φ).

It would be nie if the integral losure of the Rees algebra as a ring were related to the integral losures

of the powers of I. Indeed,

Theorem 55. The integral losure of A[It] is
∑

j C(I
j , A)tj .

Consider a simple example suh as I := 〈x22, x2x1, x31〉 ∈ A := R := P := Q[x2, x1]. Consider the

presentation of the Rees algebra

Rees(I) = A[G3, G2, G1]/〈G2x
2
1 −G1x2, G3x1 −G2x2, G

2
2x1 −G3G1, G

3
2x2 −G2

3G1〉.

With the map φ external to the presentation, an element of Ij orresponds to several elements of Rees(I). For
instane the element x32x

3
1 orresponds to φ(x32x

3
1) = x32x

3
1t

0 ∈ I0t0, φ(G3x2x
3
1) = φ(G2x

2
2x

2
1) = φ(G1x

3
2) =

x32x
3
1t

1 ∈ I1t1, φ(G3G2x
2
1) = φ(G2

2x2x1) = φ(G3G1x2) = x32x
3
1t

2 ∈ I2t2, and φ(G3
2) = x32x

3
1t

3 ∈ I3t3, sine
x32x

3
1 is in Ij for all j ≤ 3. While the elements of ker(φ), homogeneous in the Gi, an be used to redue

the above to a anonial opy for eah j, the opies with di�erent j are neessarily not identi�ed, in order

143
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that the j-th level of Rees(I) be Ijtj , making this algebra a formal generating funtion for the sequene

(Ij : 0 ≤ j).

Instead onsider an ideal

rees0(I) := 〈gi −Git
−1 : 1 ≤ i ≤ s〉 ∈ A[Gs, . . . , G1][t

−1]

in whih the map φ is internal, sine it is de�ned by the generators. [The use of t−1
instead of t is supposed

to suggest a loal monomial ordering (8) in whih 1 ≻ t−1 ≻ · · · , as opposed to a grading; but in either ase

t or t−1
ould be supressed if elements are impliitly ordered or graded appropriately.℄ Then the element

x32x
3
1 above doesn't need to orrespond to one element for eah j for whih x32x

3
1 ∈ Ij ; it su�es to have only

one, here NormalForm(x32x
3
1, rees0(I)) = G3

2t
−3
.

De�nition 56. Given an ideal I := 〈gi : 1 ≤ i ≤ s〉 ∈ A, reursively de�ne reesj(I), starting with

rees0(I) := 〈gi −Git
−1, : 1 ≤ i ≤ s〉 as follows. If {gl ∈ C(Ij−1) : l ∈ L(j)} is a generating set for those

elements of C(Ij) not already in the produt C(Ij−1)C(I), then

reesj(I) := reesj−1(I) + 〈glt1−j −Glt
−j : l ∈ L(j)〉.

Then rees(I) is the (�nite) union of the reesj(I), j ≥ 0.

Then eah element of the ring z ∈ A will have NormalForm(z, rees(I)) of the form rt−m
, meaning that

z ∈ C(Ij) for all j ≤ m, rather than having one image rjt
−j

for eah suh j ≤ m.

That means in partiular that if C(I l) for all l ≤ j are desired, it is possible to ompute reesj(I) instead of
all of rees(I), unlike the standard method whih requires all of the integral losure C(Rees(I), Q(Rees(I))
of the ring Rees(I) be omputed. And if only C(Ij) is required for a single j, then it is possible to

ompute rees1(I
j) diretly. [Note also that while Rees algebras have the appealing theoretial property

that C(Rees(I)) =
∑

j C(I
j)t−j

(a generating funtion for the sequene C(Ij)), rees(I) has the following

advantage, as noted in the examples above and reiterated in the �nal example below.℄

Theorem 57. For f ∈ A, f ∈ C(Ij) i� t−j
divides NormalForm(f, reesj(I)).

Proof : If f ∈ A an be redued to NormalForm(f, reesj(I)) = rt−j
for some r ∈ A[G1, . . . , Gs]. Then

f ∈ C(I l) for any l ≤ j.

A simple example shows how muh more ompliated the presentation of the integral losure of the Rees

algebra C(Rees(I), Q(Rees(I)) is than the proposed rees(I). Try I := 〈x4, x3, x2, x1〉 as an ideal of the

quotient ring A := F[y1;x4, x3, x2, x1]/〈y41 − x4x3x2x1〉.
Even Rees(I) has a presentation as A[G4, G3, G2, G1]/〈Gixj −Gjxi : i < j〉 while its integral losure is

A[G5, G4, G3, G2, G1]/〈Gixj −Gjxi : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4, G5xj −Gjy1 : 1 ≤ j ≤ 4,

G5y
3
1 −G4x3x2x1, G

2
5y

2
1 −G4G3x2x1, G

3
5y1 −G4G3G2x1, G

4
5 −G4G3G2G1〉.

Compare this to

rees(I) = rees1(I) = 〈y1 −G5t
−1, xj −Gjt

−1, 1 ≤ j ≤ 4, (G4
5 −G4G3G2G1)t

−4〉.

[Note that A, as an a�ne P -algebra, should really be written as F[y3, y2, y1;x4, x3, x2, x1]/J with J
having minimal, redued Gröbner basis onsisiting of y21 − y2, y2y1 − y3, y

2
2 − x4x3x2x1, y3y1 − x4x3x2x1,

y3y2 − y1x4x3x2x1, y
2
3 − y2x4x3x2x1, assuming an appropriate monomial ordering.℄
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18.2 Loal versus global example

Consider the simple example

I := 〈x52 + x22, x
5
1 + x21〉 ∈ A = R = P := F[x2, x1].

Is C(I) = 〈x52 + x22, x
4
2x

4
1 + x42x1 + x2x

4
1 + x2x1, x

5
1 + x21〉 more losely related to the integral losure

C(〈x22, x21〉) = 〈x22, x2x1, x21〉, or the integral losure C(〈x52, x51〉) = 〈x52, x42x1, x32x21, x22x31, x2x41, x51〉? Assuming

the former is the obvious hoie, then using a loal monomial ordering gives C(I) = 〈x22(1 + x32), x2x1(1 +
x32)(1 + x31), x

2
1(1 + x31)〉. So it is better to write I = 〈x2u, y2v〉 and C(I) = 〈x22u, x2x1uv, x21v〉 with

u := 1 + x3 and v := 1 + y3 being units. In this simple example, rees(I) is generated by x22u −G2t
−1

and

x21v − G1t
−1
, with (x2x1uv)

2 7→ G2G1uvt
−2

showing that x2x1uv ∈ C(I). So rees(C(I)) has additional

relations x2x1uv −G3t
−1

, and (G2
3 −G2G1uv)t

−2
.
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